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OVERVIEW 
 

 

Summary 

The objective of this dissertation is to study the uncertainty in the performance of Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) 

through the use of computational approaches that effectively consider the inherent heterogeneity of the 

material when it is subjected to different mechanical and environmental conditions. 

Two modeling scales are herein considered: the macro scale and the micro scale. Macro mechanical 

modeling constitutes the simplest modeling methodology in Pavement Engineering, and it is usually used 

when studying the overall response of complete pavement structures. On the contrary, in the micro 

mechanical approach the internal structure of the material is modeled with a greater degree of detail (i.e. by 

explicitly including aggregates and/or characteristics of the air void phase) and both macro and micro or 

localized effects are characterized and analyzed. At the macro scale, material heterogeneity is characterized 

indirectly through the Air Void (AV) content of the asphalt mixtures by means of a stochastic tool called 

random fields, while at the micro scale such heterogeneity is captured via the detailed geometric depiction 

of the air void and the aggregate phases within the microstructure of the mixture. Furthermore, in the last 

part of this work these two modeling approaches are combined to propose a modeling methodology that 

considers heterogeneity at both the macro and micro scales. In all cases, the numerical technique selected 

for the evaluation of the response and performance of the materials and structures is the method of Finite 

Elements (FE), which is used throughout this work in combination with probabilistic approaches and 

simulation techniques. 

The main contribution of this study to the area of computational modeling of asphalt pavements is the 

advancement in the analysis, understanding and quantification of the impact of material heterogeneity on 

the uncertain response of asphalt mixtures. The approaches herein presented provide a bridge between 

macro-mechanical (‘general’) and micro-mechanical (‘detailed’) modeling, and they can be used to conduct 

accurate reliability analysis of pavement structures. This could help improving existing reliability 

considerations in current empirical-mechanical design methods and it could be also used to complement 

current regulations on quality assurance strategies used as part of the construction of road infrastructure 

projects, among other practical applications. 

Outline 

The first chapter of this document presents an introduction to the topics of HMA and computational 

modeling of material heterogeneity, together with the role of the air void phase on the response and 

performance of asphalt mixtures (Chapter 1). After this, the macro scale modeling approach is described 

(Chapter 2), followed by the micro scale modeling approach (Chapter 3). The document closes with a brief 
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summary of the models presented, the corresponding conclusions and the proposed future work (Chapter 

4). 

Specifically, regarding the macro scale approach (Chapter 2), the methodology proposed for modeling 

HMA as a heterogeneous material consists of the application of a stochastic technique, named random 

fields, to incorporate the expected variability of the air void phase in computational models of compacted 

asphalt courses. This approach is presented in detail, and right after that, a comparison of this methodology 

with a simpler modeling alternative is conducted. The alternative methodology considers material variability 

without explicitly modeling material heterogeneity. The last part of the chapter presents the results of two 

additional modeling exercises that enable the computational modeling and coupling of the mechanical 

response of asphalt mixtures with realistic environmental regimes of temperature and moisture diffusion. 

As for the micro scale approach (Chapter 3), the first part of the chapter describes a random generator 

of probable HMA microstructures that was developed during this study (Microstructure Generator, MG). The 

MG enables the generation of computational HMA specimens with sets of air voids and aggregates with 

known properties. The MG is used in combination with an existing non-linear continuum damage 

constitutive formulation named PANDA (Pavement Analysis using Nonlinear Damage Approach) (Darabi et 

al. 2012) for developing two models that study mechanical and moisture damage degradation phenomena 

in random HMA microstructures. 

Finally, a model is presented that recalls the random field technique from Chapter 2, together with 

random aggregate microstructures. In this case, random fields are utilized to indirectly represent the 

heterogeneity of air voids within the fine aggregate matrix of HMA. Thus, the computational HMA specimens 

have two different levels of heterogeneity (i.e. micro and meso). These specimens are used to study the 

combined development of mechanical and moisture damage in asphalt mixtures. 

 

 

KEYWORDS. asphalt mixtures, air voids, computational modeling, continuum damage mechanics, FAM, finite 

element method, flexible pavements, hot mix asphalt (HMA), material heterogeneity, mechanical damage, 

moisture damage, PANDA, random fields, random microstructure, variability. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

HMA HETEROGENEITY 
 

 

 

 

This chapter discusses the main characteristics of HMA and explains the complexity of this 

heterogeneous material. Then, the main features of the air void constitutive phase are described. 

The reason for focusing on this phase is that it does not only affect the mechanical and physical 

properties of the mixture but also the development of environmental-related degradation 

processes in the material and, as such, it is considered a major source of HMA heterogeneity. 

The last part of this chapter introduces the stochastic technique of random fields that is used at 

different stages of the study to incorporate AV heterogeneity into the computational models of 

HMA. 
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1.1 Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) 

HMA is a composite building material that results from the mixture and compaction of heated asphalt 

binder, dry rock aggregates of various sizes, and air voids. It is heavily used in the construction of road 

infrastructure; in the U.S. alone, around 80% of the paved rural and urban roads have a bituminous surface 

(FHWA 2013). The marked differences that exist among its constitutive phases make HMA a highly 

heterogeneous material (Thyagarajan et al. 2010). Due to this heterogeneity and to the viscoelastic nature 

of the asphalt binder, characterization of the response of HMA to different environmental and mechanical 

conditions tends to be difficult. Therefore, studying the behavior and degradation of asphalt materials and 

HMA is a priority in the areas of Pavement Engineering and Road Infrastructure. 

Several factors can be considered when studying the performance of this complex material. For instance, 

the volumetric proportions of the phases within the HMA affect the response of the composite to the 

application of loading and other external factors. Additionally, the physical, chemical, and mechanical 

properties of the constitutive phases of the mixtures can vary greatly from phase to phase. Therefore, the 

resulting behavior of HMA strongly depends on all these individual properties. 

Some of the characteristics of the phases that compose HMA are determined during the design process 

of the mixture (e.g. volumetric properties, aggregate gradation, and aggregate morphological properties). 

However, in reality, it is difficult to perform a detailed control over all the properties of the HMA prepared 

in the field or even in the laboratory. Specifically, geometric characteristics of the microstructure such as the 

aggregate orientation and stone-on-stone contact interaction, air void sizes and location, or air voids 

connectivity and tortuosity, are particular to each HMA specimen; this means that two samples of an asphalt 

mixture are never exactly alike, even if their design is the same. Some of these general considerations 

regarding the complex heterogeneous nature of HMA are considered in this dissertation when modeling 

and analyzing the behavior of this material. 

1.2 Modeling HMA heterogeneity and variability 

1.2.1 Justification 

Variability in material properties is an important contributor to the total variability in the response of a 

pavement (Howard and Warren 2011). When building road infrastructure, the construction techniques are 

expected to guarantee the homogeneity of material properties within pavement structures. However, even 

if rigorous quality control techniques are employed, certain degree of heterogeneity will always exist 

(Tashman et al. 2001, Kassem 2008). The existence of heterogeneity within the HMA induces part of the 

overall variability obtained when testing HMA materials in the laboratory or when evaluating its performance 

in the field. Other causes of such variability include poor mixture fabrication and/or quality control activities, 

and equipment accuracy. Particularly in the case of asphalt layers, the quality of the compaction techniques 

is crucial in determining the final internal distribution and dispersion of air voids, as well as other features 

of the microstructure of the mixtures, such as aggregate orientation and stone-on-stone contact (Kassem et 

al. 2008). 

The importance of considering the uncertainty associated with the response of construction materials 

has been well recognized by governmental agencies, which have developed statistically-based quality 

control procedures to assess the construction quality of different structures. In most cases, these procedures 

specify an acceptable range of variability of the selected material properties within which the performance 

of the structures is not compromised. In Pavement Engineering, the existence of these regulations supports 

the fact that material variability is decisive to achieve high quality and durable road infrastructure projects. 
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Despite its importance, this heterogeneity is frequently overlooked when studying the mechanical 

response of pavements. This is mainly due to the complexity of developing numerical models in which 

material properties are not constant but change in space throughout the layers. This complexity has caused 

that, for example, most design and analysis methods assume that road materials are homogenous and 

isotropic and that their constitutive response is linear-elastic (ARA 2004), contrary to the actual 

characteristics and structural response of pavements. 

Studying the role of the inherent heterogeneity of HMA in the variability and uncertainty of its expected 

response and performance is a relevant subject in the area of Pavement Engineering, mainly because such 

variability is directly related with the structural reliability or probability of failure of flexible pavement 

structures. The recent and rapid development of computational capabilities and techniques, as well as the 

possibilities of using probabilistic theory to include the uncertainty related with the variability of material 

properties, offer new possibilities to develop more realistic models. These possibilities constitute a main 

feature of the models that were developed as part this dissertation. 

1.2.2 Computational models and Finite Elements 

Laboratory testing of road materials constitutes a crucial stage for obtaining valid input data for pavement 

design and analysis. Nevertheless, the preparation and testing of specimens in the laboratory is a costly and 

time-consuming process. In this context, computational tools offer the possibility of complementing the 

current understanding of the behavior of asphalt materials at the multiscale level. 

A computational model is a virtual representation of a real phenomenon, constructed with the aid of a 

computer. Due to the current availability of computational power, computational models have become 

common tools in Engineering and other areas of knowledge. From the various computational modeling 

techniques that are available, the method of Finite Elements (FE) stands as one of the most popular 

worldwide. The method of FE is a numerical technique that consists on solving a set of differential equations 

over a discretized domain with properly defined boundary conditions (Reddy 2005). Its use has been proven 

to be a valuable research tool for better understanding a variety of phenomena that can be characterized 

analytically through equations. In the context of asphalt pavements, FE are particularly useful because of its 

versatility: they offer the capability to simulate almost any desired material behavior model, geometry, tire 

pressure, axle load and speed (Helwany et al. 1998) and they have been used for the testing and validation 

of models representing the mechanical behavior of pavement structures (Elseifi et al. 2006). As observed, FE 

provide flexibility in a variety of conditions, such as (Reddy 2005): 

 

- The inclusion of different behavior or constitutive formulations. 

- The definition of a variety of possible geometries. 

- The imposition of boundary conditions and loadings. 

- The ease to model multi-physics phenomena. 

 

Although some authors choose to develop software of their own to implement FE, commercial software 

is available for performing this task. In this context, Abaqus is a powerful general-purpose FE software, which 

besides having a variety of built-in material constitutive formulations, also offers the possibility of including 

user-defined material behavior formulations. For these reasons, this software was selected for the 

implementation of the mechanical models in the present work. The Python programming language was 

used to interact with Abaqus via scripting, due to the necessity of repeatedly generating computational 

models. Also, the matrix-oriented software Matlab was used for generating input data for the models and 

to perform processing and analysis on the extracted results throughout the dissertation. 
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1.2.3 Studies on HMA heterogeneity and variability 

In general, studies related to the topic of HMA heterogeneity and variability can be divided into two main 

groups. The first group deals with the characterization of the role of HMA heterogeneity on the mechanical 

response of the mixture. On the other hand, the second group focuses on the quantification of the variability 

associated with such response. Both groups are equally important for the purposes of this study. 

The first group of studies encompasses micromechanical modeling of HMA mixtures using realistic 

geometrical configurations. You et al. (2012), for example, reconstructed three-dimensional microstructures 

of HMA based on data obtained from scanning and analyzing HMA cores through the use of X-Ray 

Computed Tomography (CT) and image analysis techniques. Then, they subjected these computational 

microstructures to three different tensile and compressive strain rates at three different temperatures, and 

to compressive repeated creep-recovery tests at two temperatures, using a FE approach. Among their most 

relevant findings, they determined that faster loading rates and lower temperatures were associated with 

higher brittleness and strength of the mixture, and higher susceptibility to localized degradation. Later, Ban 

et al. (2013) studied the phenomenon of moisture susceptibility through the use of the cohesive zone 

modeling (CZM) technique in computational HMA microstructures. The diffusion coefficient was observed 

to play a major role in inducing moisture damage prior to mechanical loading, and the individual properties 

of the components of the microstructure were found to strongly influence the overall response and 

performance of the mixture. Additional efforts on this topic include the works conducted by Dai and You 

(2008), Coleri et al. (2012), and Shakiba et al. (2015), among others. By accounting for the heterogeneity of 

asphalt mixtures through the use of realistic geometries of their microstructures, whether in two or three 

dimensions, these studies have provided important information on the response of asphalt materials to 

various phenomena and mechanical tests and the role of the individual constitutive phases to that response. 

Other interesting examples of studies in this direction have focused on generating random 

computational microstructures of road materials that can be used as part of mechanical analyses. For 

example, Bažant et al. (1990) proposed a model for aggregate composite materials that consisted on the 

generation of two-dimensional random geometries composed of circles that were randomly located inside 

a specimen. Based on several realizations, they analyzed the resulting cracking patterns, which turned to be 

realistic for hydraulic concrete. While in that study the geometry was significantly simplified, Wang et al. 

(1999) presented a later study on the random generation of aggregate particles that considered more 

realistic aggregate shapes. According to the authors, it was the first time that the shape of aggregate 

particles was controlled to simulate the angularity observed in actual crushed rocks. By means of harmonic 

functions of polar angles, they created several shapes of aggregates that were controlled to be more or less 

angular and/or elongated; an effort that represented an improvement from the circular shapes used by 

Bažant et al. (1990). Another relevant example is the work conducted by Liu and You (2009), who generated 

three-dimensional spheres which were randomly gathered to form irregular polyhedra. These ‘aggregates’, 

together with spherical air voids, were used to create a HMA specimen suitable to be used in numerical 

mechanical simulations. Finally, Aragão et al. (2015) developed a software to create virtual microstructures 

using image analysis techniques. The authors also introduced the use of a ‘library’ of actual aggregate 

shapes, which were captured with the Aggregate Image Measurement System 2 (AIMS 2). In their study, 

selected aggregate shapes were placed within a spatial domain to construct HMA specimens that comply 

with certain given properties of the microstructures, such as gradation or aggregate orientation. These 

computational specimens were then compared to real HMA samples to check their accuracy. Typically, the 

microstructures in these computational models included two phases: coarse aggregates and the Fine 

Aggregate Matrix or FAM (i.e. the mortar of the HMA, composed of aggregates smaller than 1.18 mm and 

asphalt binder), although in some cases, the computational specimens also included the presence of some 

air voids. Additionally, a recent study by Chen et al. (2015) proposed and validated a computational tool to 

generate realistic internal structures of HMA materials in two and three dimensions. Their methodology 
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generates polygons representing aggregate particles, which are located in a space after controlling 

aggregate orientation and aspect ratio. A few of these samples were subjected to cyclic loading to determine 

their dynamic modulus after using a linear viscoelastic model for the FAM phase. 

On the other hand, fewer studies have been conducted to quantify the variability that is induced by road 

materials and, specifically, by HMA heterogeneity in the mechanical response of pavements. It should be 

highlighted that this area of work has been increasingly studied in Civil Engineering in recent years. For 

example, works on this topic in geotechnical engineering and mechanics of materials include applications 

of stochastic finite elements (Vanmarcke and Grigoriu 1983), random field theory (Fenton and Griffiths 2008, 

Stuedlein et al. 2012) and Bayesian inverse analyses (Ranalli et al. 2013), among others. In the specific area 

of Pavement Engineering, techniques such as probabilistic analyses (Attoh-Okine 2002, Sanchez-Silva et al. 

2005, Luo et al. 2013), general stochastic analysis (Chua et al. 1992) and random fields (Lua and Sues 1996, 

Lea 2010, Caro et al. 2011) have been used to explore the impact of material variability and uncertainty 

quantification in pavement design and performance. In summary, important efforts have been conducted 

to computationally emulate the actual geometry of aggregates and air voids, but there are still several 

challenges remaining, of which the most relevant includes computational costs, the quality of the 

morphological properties of the randomly generated aggregates, and the adequate representation of the 

internal air void phase within the microstructure of HMA materials. Studies about material variability are 

closer to the objectives of the present work, and they require to account for the mechanical response of 

many probable HMA specimens, so that the uncertainty of the response or degradation processes occurring 

within the material can be fully characterized using probabilistic principles. 

In all the studies previously described, it is recognized that asphalt mixtures are heterogeneous materials 

when preparing computational models; in all cases, incorporating HMA heterogeneity in the mechanical 

analysis of the material was useful to better evaluate the contribution of the individual phases of the 

microstructure to the overall response and degradation of the mixture. Although this internal heterogeneity 

is inherent to the material, it is usually not addressed in most macro or micro mechanical modeling efforts, 

mostly because of the associated computational complexity. Therefore, including the internal heterogeneity 

of asphalt materials and its associated variability when modeling physical and mechanical processes—like 

those modeled in this work—will permit to measure the magnitude and the dispersion of the response of 

the mixtures under conditions more representative of those occurring in the field. 

1.3 Air voids in HMA 

Air, in the shape of air voids, is one of the three constitutive phases of HMA. A common parameter used to 

characterize this phase is the Air Void (AV) content, defined as the percentage of volume in the mixture that 

is occupied by air. As a phase with negligible structural capacity—but with a crucial influence on other 

effects, as seen later—its characteristics are a direct result of the process of construction of HMA courses in 

pavement structures. Therefore, the quality of the compaction techniques used in the field is responsible for 

achieving the target air void content determined as part of the mix design, and also for obtaining a 

homogeneous distribution of the voids within the compacted layer. 

Within the HMA, air voids form a complex non-uniform structure that offers a natural path for moisture 

and air to access the microstructure of the mixture (Kassem et al. 2008). For this reason, this phase plays a 

main role in the mechanical performance and durability of asphalt materials in the field (Kassem 2008), and 

to strongly control both the rate and magnitude of oxygen and moisture degradation (Terrel and Al-Swailmi 

1993, Masad et al. 2006, Arambula et al. 2007, Caro et al. 2008). Besides, low values of AV have been related 

with processes of bleeding of asphalt (Beainy et al. 2012), while high values of AV may result in early aging 

processes of the mixture, also making it more prone to moisture damage and cracking deterioration (Caro 

et al. 2011). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the level of homogeneity of the internal AV 
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distribution inside the asphalt course significantly impacts the response of the material (Xu et al. 2011). Even 

when the air voids reportedly influence a number of physical and performance-related characteristics of 

HMA, most macro- and some micro-mechanical models of pavements currently available in the literature 

do not consider this phase, nor the effects of the air voids on the performance of HMA when subjected to 

mechanical loading. 

The final AV distribution within an asphalt layer depends on several factors, including the compaction 

method, external temperature conditions, internal temperature distribution of the material at the moment 

of compaction, aggregate gradation and morphological properties, among others (Tashman et al. 2001, 

Masad et al. 2002). Kassem (2008) conducted a comprehensive field study to analyze the impact of different 

compaction schemes on the final internal distribution of air voids in asphalt courses. The results showed that 

the selected compaction scheme highly influenced the AV average size of a compacted layer, as well as the 

spatial distribution and homogeneity of the internal void structure. 

During the last decade, a significant progress in understanding the complexity of internal air void 

structures in HMA has been achieved. Among other reasons, this progress has been possible thanks to the 

application of non-destructive techniques such as X-Ray CT and image analysis methods (Masad et al. 1999, 

Khan and Collop 2010, Coleri et al. 2012, Ying et al. 2013). Several works have used these techniques to 

quantify and compute the average vertical distribution of air voids within field cores obtained from asphalt 

courses at different depths (Masad et al. 1999, Tashman et al. 2001, Castelblanco 2004, Kassem et al. 2008). 

Some of these vertical trends are presented in Figure 1. From them, it is possible to conclude that the AV 

distribution with depth within a compacted asphalt course is not constant, but it usually presents a shape 

characterized by larger AV values near the surface (e.g. around 11% AV in Figure 1a), followed by lower 

values in the middle part of the layer (around 5% AV in Figure 1a), and slightly larger values near the bottom 

of the layer (between 5 and 9% AV in Figure 1a; high AV values at the bottom of Figure 1d correspond to 

the interface with a subsequent asphalt layer). This variation comes as a contrast to the general practice of 

characterizing a HMA specimen only by its mean AV content value, which in the case of the cores shown in 

Figure 1a is close to 6.5% AV. 

While it would be impossible to predict the exact AV configuration in a compacted asphalt course, the 

generation of probable void distributions is a reasonable and useful approach for modeling and analyzing 

the mechanical behavior of HMA layers. In this study, two different tools are used to generate probable AV 

distributions: random fields (macro scale) and a random microstructure generator (micro scale). The general 

definition of the random field theory is presented next, while its application for the specific problem of AV 

distributions in HMA is described in Chapter 2. The random microstructure generator is presented in Chapter 

3, which deals with the incorporation of HMA heterogeneity at the micro scale. 

1.4 Random fields 

The theory of random fields is a principal component of this dissertation. This section presents the basis of 

this theory and describes the specific technique that was selected to generate realizations of probable spatial 

AV distributions in HMA at both the micro- and macro-scale levels. 

1.4.1 Definition 

A random field is defined as a generalization of a stochastic process in which certain variable is mapped into 

a space after considering its spatial correlation and variability (Fenton and Griffiths 2008). More briefly, a 

random field is a stochastic process that is indexed by a spatial variable (Vanmarcke 1983, Alder and Taylor 

2010). The spatial variable represents the magnitude, location and variation of a specific parameter within a 

working space (e.g. a physical property within a pavement layer). The mapping process takes into 
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consideration not only the natural variability and uncertainty of the parameter but also its spatial correlation, 

which is an important feature for this study. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Distribution of air voids (AV) in depth for HMA field cores. Each curve corresponds to a different core. 

Modified after (a) Tashman et al. (2001), (b) Masad et al. (1999), (c) Castelblanco (2004), and (d) Kassem et al. 

(2008). 

 

Thus, a random field of a certain variable is represented by a vector containing a collection of values that 

are located in coordinates t = (t1, t2,…, tn) in a n-dimensional parameter space (Vanmarcke 1983). The 

generation of the field requires the computation of a correlation or covariance function, ρ (t, t’), which holds 

information about the variability between pairs of values of the field located at two different positions, t and 

t’. The fact that these random values are correlated in space implies that a pair of geometrically close 

coordinates will have similar values (i.e. the variable presents spatial correlation). The distance at which the 

correlation is significant is known as the correlation length, L. Besides this distance, a random field is 

characterized by a mean value (μ) and a dispersion parameter (σ) of the variable of interest. A visual 

comparison illustrating the concept of a random field is presented in Figure 2. 

Each one of the ‘maps’ or iterations of a random field is a randomly generated distribution of values, 

called a realization. Figure 2a presents a realization of a rectangular two-dimensional normally distributed 

random field, as opposed to Figure 2b, where random scalar values were merely located in the working 

space in a random manner. Notice that the existence of the spatial correlation guarantees a ‘smoother’ 

distribution of the values, as observed in the plots of a selected row from both fields. The values within a 

random field show spatial correlation; for the particular case of Figure 2a, the horizontal correlation length 

(Lx) was larger than the vertical correlation length (Ly), giving as a result an anisotropic random field (i.e. 

values are more correlated in the horizontal direction than in the vertical direction). 
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FIGURE 2. (a) Correlated random field and (b) matrix of uncorrelated random values. The graphs are presented at 

the same scale to facilitate comparison. 

 

1.4.2 Specific considerations for this study 

Every number within a realization of a random field can be regarded as the probable value of some 

parameter under study, at a specific location on the space of interest. The parameter under consideration 

can be any variable within a working space, e.g. porosity, suction or Atterberg limits within a soil deposit, or 

aggregate orientation, stone-on-stone contacts or aggregate gradation within unbound granular layers in 

a pavement structure. As mentioned previously, in this study the AV content of the asphalt mixture was 

selected as the parameter to be represented using random fields. In all cases, the random fields generated 

in this work are two-dimensional. Although the working space associated with the generation of a random 

field can take any shape, throughout this study random fields are generated using two shapes: 

 

1. Rectangular: Fields with a large horizontal dimension, emulating asphalt courses of flexible pavements. 

This shape is used in the macro scale analysis, i.e. Chapter 2. 

2. Square: Specimens or ‘cores’ of HMA. This shape is used in the micro scale analysis conducted in the last 

part of Chapter 3, specifically in Section 3.5. 

 

For all the stochastic realizations, it is assumed that the asphalt mixture has the same source of asphalt 

binder, and aggregates with the same properties and gradation (i.e. realizations occur within a single 

project). 

1.4.3 Studies in Pavement Engineering using random fields 

In the area of Civil Engineering, the existence of works in the literature applying the technique of random 

fields shows its potential to improve the quality of existing mechanical models by accounting for spatial 

material variability. For instance, efforts by Stuedlein et al. (2012) and Luo et al. (2012) have used random 

fields to create models of excavations and clay deposits, related to the area of geotechnical engineering. 

The first work on this topic in the field of Pavement Engineering was conducted by Lua and Sues (1996), 

and it consisted of a probabilistic FE model of the variability and uncertainty of linear elastic mechanical 
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material properties and life prediction of air field pavements. The authors computed the probability of failure 

of an airfield pavement after including the variability of the Young’s modulus of the asphalt material (Lua 

and Sues 1996). Following a similar idea, Lea (2010) analyzed the impact in reliability of the spatial variability 

of properties of asphalt courses using a linear elastic FE model. Also, Caro et al. (2011) studied the effects of 

AV variability in the mechanical performance of asphalt mixtures subjected to moisture diffusion processes 

and mechanical loading; to do this, both micro-mechanical modeling and underlying AV random fields were 

used, in a similar way to what is performed in the later stages of this study. 

1.4.4 Generating AV random fields through the matrix Decomposition 

Technique 

Different methods are available in the literature for the generation of random fields; a comprehensive 

summary of many of them is presented by Kim (2005). Of the existing techniques, the method called Matrix 

Decomposition Technique was selected to produce two-dimensional, anisotropic random fields of normally 

distributed AV values within HMA materials (El-Kadi and Williams 2000). This methodology has been 

successfully used in recent years to model the variability of materials in geotechnical and Pavement 

Engineering problems (Kim 2005, Lea 2010). The applicability of the Matrix Decomposition Technique is 

based on two main assumptions: (1) the parameter to be generated (in this case, AV) follows a normal 

distribution, and (2) the spatial correlation of the parameter can be adequately characterized by an 

exponential function. Currently, there is no available experimental data that can be used to fully justify both 

assumptions for most material properties of pavement materials. However, random field realizations in soil 

deposits have shown that these are suitable assumptions for the construction of these models (Kim 2005, 

Fenton and Griffiths 2008), which suggest that they could also be suitable in the generation of spatial 

distributions for most materials in pavement structures. 

As stated before, one of the main principles of the random fields is that adjacent elements are more likely 

to have similar values of the parameter. In other words, the magnitude of the AV content assigned to a given 

section within the asphalt layer is expected to be similar to the magnitude of this property on its neighbor 

cells. This is controlled by the correlation length, L, which is the distance or length of influence at which such 

similarity is expected. This distance constitutes one of the three parameters required for the generation of 

random fields using this technique. The other two input parameters, as already explained, are the target 

mean value of the AV content, μ, and a target dispersion measure of this parameter within the working 

space, σ. Since the parameter of interest is the AV content in HMA, the target mean value μ corresponds to 

the target AV content determined during the design of the mixture. 

The algorithm to generate a random field of AV using this method is as follows: 

 

1. Define a two-dimensional target area of any shape, composed of m coordinates or points. As explained 

before, the shape of the target area or the working space in this study is a rectangular asphalt course 

(Chapter 2) or a square HMA specimen (Chapter 3). 

2. Number every point in the field. 

3. Compute the square matrix d. This m–by–m matrix contains the distances between every pair of 

numbered points (i.e. row one of d contains the distance between points one and two, one and three, 

and so on). For the case of anisotropic fields, two d matrices should be calculated, one for each 

perpendicular direction. 

4. Select an appropriate correlation function and a correlation length for AV. The correlation function is 

used for computing the coefficient of correlation between every pair of points. This coefficient is a 

dimensionless measure that indicates the linear correlation between the values at points i and j. 

Correlation functions have two main parameters: the distance between a pair of points (dij) and the 

correlation length of the field (L). As explained before, two points in space are more correlated if the 
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distance between them is small compared to the correlation length. In this study, the correlation function 

between points i and j is anisotropic (i.e. it has two perpendicular correlation lengths, horizontal or Lx, 

and vertical or Ly) and it corresponds to a Markov model, as follows (Caro et al. 2011): 
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5. Define a target AV standard deviation (σ) for the field, which represents the overall AV dispersion within 

the mixture. 

6. Calculate the covariance matrix A (size m by m) as 

 
2
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7. Calculate the matrix C, such that it satisfies Equation 3. C is lower diagonal and it can be obtained using 

the Choleski matrix decomposition method. 

 
TC C A   [3] 

 

8. Generate the vector 𝜀, which contains m normally standard distributed AV random values. 

9. Calculate the mean vector 𝜇, which contains the m AV target mean values of the field at each point. 

10. Calculate the vector �⃗� that corresponds to a realization of the AV random field (Equation 4). This vector 

contains m positions of scalar values of the AV of the mixture, in their corresponding spatial position. 

 

g C      [4] 

 

Since the working space was divided and numbered into m different sections, the realization of the 

random field consists on a set of m values of the parameter AV located at the center and assigned to each 

subdivision in the HMA layer or specimen. To visualize the random field it is necessary to arrange the vector 

�⃗� over the target geometry using the numbering defined in the second step. The application of this 

technique for the specific case of AV values within an asphalt layer of a flexible pavement is presented in 

detail in Section 2.1. 

Some concerns may arise when assuming that the variable under consideration follows a normal 

distribution, as required by this technique. The main concern is the possibility of obtaining negative values, 

which may be physically invalid for certain parameters, such as AV. In this respect, it is noteworthy that the 

mean and dispersion values (μ and σ) of most material properties make the probability of obtaining negative 

values when using a normal distribution close to zero. In fact, some works published in the literature that 

use this model never faced this difficulty (Kim 2005, Caro et al. 2011). However, if the parameter under study 

is a variable with a mean and/or dispersion values that can increase the chances of obtaining negative values, 

a log-normal distribution for the parameter is recommended. In this case, Equations 1 to 4 need to be 

modified accordingly. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

MODELING HMA HETEROGENEITY AT THE 

MACRO SCALE + ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
 

 

 

 

Although a number of possibilities exist to model HMA variability at the macro scale (e.g. directly 

changing the modulus of the HMA within the layer of a pavement, as proposed by Lua and Sues 

(1996)), only two of them were selected in this dissertation and are presented in this section. The 

first approach quantifies the variability in the mechanical response of an asphalt layer by 

including the heterogeneity due to the spatial distribution of the air void phase within asphalt 

courses, using the Matrix Decomposition random field technique described in Section 1.4.4. In 

contrast, the second approach is simpler, as it considers variability in the response of a 

compacted asphalt layer without including HMA heterogeneity. In the second approach, several 

‘homogeneous’ HMA layers are produced, but each time a unique and different AV content is 

assigned to the layer (i.e. a Monte Carlo approach). The details of both methodologies are herein 

presented, and it is concluded that the approach that makes use of the random field theory is 

the most convenient, accurate and powerful of the two. Consequently, this approach is further 

applied to analyze the variability of the mechanical response of asphalt materials after coupling 

mechanical effects with environmental variables such as temperature and moisture diffusion 

processes.1 

 

  

                                                      
1 This chapter includes content from the following published articles: 

S. Caro, D. Castillo and M. Sánchez-Silva (2014). "Methodology for modeling the uncertainty of material properties in asphalt pavements". 

Journal of Materials in Civil Engineering, 26 (3), 440-448. With permission from ASCE. This material may be downloaded for personal use 

only. Any other use requires prior permission of the American Society of Civil Engineers. 

D. Castillo and S. Caro (2014). "Effects of air voids variability on the thermo-mechanical response of asphalt mixtures". International Journal 

of Pavement Engineering, 15 (2), 110-121. 

D. Castillo and S. Caro (2014). "Probabilistic modeling of air void variability of asphalt mixtures in flexible pavements". Construction and 

Building Materials, 61, 138-146. 

S. Caro, D. Castillo and E. Masad (2015). "Incorporating the heterogeneity of asphalt mixtures in flexible pavements subjected to moisture 

diffusion". International Journal of Pavement Engineering, 16 (5), 432-444. 
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2.1 Studying the impact of AV heterogeneity on the 

mechanical performance of HMA using random fields 

Although quality assurance specifications aim to achieve homogeneous asphalt layers during construction, 

material properties within a pavement structure are random variables that also vary in space, as discussed 

in Chapter 1. Most efforts to include the impact of material variability in the mechanical response of asphalt 

pavements have been focused on developing micromechanical models of road materials, some examples of 

which were presented in Section 1.2.2 (Masad et al. 2004, Collop et al. 2007, Chang and Yin 2010, You and 

Liu 2010, Caro et al. 2011). However, as stated in the same section, the computational implementation of 

these models is usually expensive due to the geometric complexity of the internal structures of road 

materials, which also limits the characterization of full-scale pavement structures. 

In this part of the study, a powerful and novel computational methodology is proposed to consider the 

heterogeneity of material properties induced by AV in HMA when conducting mechanical modeling of 

asphalt layers in flexible pavements. This methodology comprises six main stages, which include the use of 

the Matrix Decomposition Technique (Section 1.4.4) to generate probable spatial AV distributions, and the 

implementation of the pavement structure—containing variable material properties—into FE to evaluate its 

response to mechanical loadings. Thus, probable AV distributions simulating those that result from the 

compaction of asphalt mixtures in the field are generated, and this information is further used to assign 

mechanical viscoelastic material properties to different zones within an asphalt course. Then, a model in FE 

of a flexible pavement structure (including the heterogeneous asphalt layer that was generated before) is 

subjected to mechanical loading, and the response of the asphalt course (i.e. mean and dispersion 

mechanical response values) is finally evaluated. 

The following subsection describes the proposed general modeling approach. After that, the 

methodology is applied to conduct a sensitivity analysis of the impact of AV variability in the mechanical 

performance of asphalt courses in flexible pavements. 

2.1.1 Description of the modeling methodology 

The general modeling technique proposed to evaluate the role of the internal AV distribution in the 

mechanical response of HMA layers is a six-stage process that incorporates random fields and FE. This 

methodology is summarized in Figure 3, and explained in detail in the paragraphs that follow. The objective 

of this part of the study is to illustrate the capabilities of the proposed methodology by conducting a 

sensitivity analysis of the impact of the internal AV distribution in asphalt mixtures on the mechanical 

performance of asphalt courses in flexible pavements. 

Stage 1: Geometry of the model 

Since the main objective of this study is to analyze the impact of the AV phase as a source of HMA 

heterogeneity on the performance of a flexible pavement, defining the geometry of this structure is an initial 

requirement. The selected pavement structure for this part of the study was a two-layer system composed 

by an asphalt course and an equivalent base layer (Figure 4). This geometry corresponds to a transversal 

section of the pavement structure (i.e. vehicles travel over the top layer in the out-of-the-plane direction of 

the model). The use of an equivalent base makes the modeling process easier, since it simplifies its 

computational implementation and permits to focus on the asphalt course, the layer under evaluation. 

Notice that the structure presented in Figure 4 was selected for this specific part of the study; however, 

the modeling methodology can be applied to any other structure. In fact, throughout this study, pavement 

structures that resemble the one from Figure 4 are used, sometimes with more layers instead of the 

equivalent base. Each pavement structure is presented before its application. 
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FIGURE 3. Proposed modeling methodology. 
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FIGURE 4. Geometry of the pavement structure for the first application. The variability is analyzed in the asphalt 

layer only. 

 

Figure 4 also presents some information related to the material properties of the equivalent base layer 

and the mechanical load that will be applied in the FE model of the pavement (Stage 5). The asphalt course 

was divided in 2,800 square sections (14 vertically and 200 horizontally) of side 0.5 cm. These dimensions 

were selected based on the results of a sensitivity analysis of the impact of different element sizes on the 

mechanical results of the model. These sections are used later for the generation of random AV fields, and 

they also correspond to the mesh of the FE model. 

The heterogeneity of material properties was only included in the layer of interest (i.e. the top asphalt 

layer) which was considered to be linear viscoelastic at this stage of the work, although a more complex 

constitutive relationship is used later as part of the micro scale approaches presented in Chapter 3. All other 

layers were assumed linear elastic and homogeneous. This simplification permits to isolate the influence of 

the variability of the AV phase on the mechanical response of the compacted asphalt course. 

Stage 2: Generation of AV random fields 

At this stage, the asphalt course is divided in subsections or cells, with the objective of assigning a probable 

magnitude of AV to each section. These random spatial distributions were generated using the Matrix 

Decomposition technique described in Section 1.4.4. Therefore, a given realization of a random field 
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represents a probable internal AV distribution in the asphalt layer resulting from the compaction process. 

Special considerations should be contemplated when defining the input parameters (AV mean, dispersion 

and correlation lengths) in order to achieve realistic simulations, as explained next. 

 AV mean 

In terms of the mean AV value of the field, official agencies, such as the Texas Department of Transportation 

(TxDOT), recommend average values between 5 and 9% (TxDOT 2004). On the other hand, the information 

of known trends of vertical air void distributions in compacted layers obtained from X-Ray CT and image 

analysis techniques to actual field cores presented in Figure 1 (Masad et al. 1999, Tashman et al. 2001) was 

used to define the mean vector of the random fields, 𝜇 (Equation 4, Section 1.4.4). Thus, 𝜇 was defined as a 

vector of values produced by polynomial functions that replicate reported vertical AV distributions in the 

field, randomly. In this part of the study, the mean value of the polynomial function was set as 7%. In other 

words, it was assumed that the target AV content of the compacted asphalt course in the field was always 

7%, which is a common case when constructing asphalt pavements in the United States. 

Figure 5 illustrates the procedure used to generate an AV spatial distribution according to Equation 4. 

The resulting AV random field (i.e. the AV content of each one of the 2,800 cells of the asphalt layer), or 

vector �⃗� in Equation 4, is illustrated to the right part of the figure. A detailed characterization of several AV 

random fields generated following this procedure is presented later, in the first part of Section 2.4.3. 
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FIGURE 5. Process of construction of air void random fields: (a) example of the parameters of Equation 4, and (b) 

example of a resulting random field with its corresponding parameters. 

 

Sections of the asphalt layer with small AV values are associated with areas of the HMA material that are 

rich in aggregates and FAM material. Consequently, these areas will have a substantial structural capacity in 

comparison to sections with larger values of AV. As observed, although AV are not modeled as an 

independent phase within the asphalt course, the uncertainty related with its internal distribution and the 

effects due to their presence is being captured in the model. 

 AV dispersion 

Two different dispersion parameters can be considered: 

 

- the dispersion of the average AV contents of several asphalt courses, and 

- the dispersion of the AV contents within a single asphalt course. 

 

The former can be interpreted as the capacity of a contractor to produce similarly compacted asphalt 

courses when constructing different segments of a road, all of them sharing the same pavement design and 
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overall conditions. In other words, this dispersion accounts for differences among road segments, which are 

represented in the model by the generation of different realizations of a random field. The second parameter 

is directly related to the quality of the construction process in a single road segment, and it represents the 

capacity of the contractor to produce a homogenous asphalt course during the compaction process (low 

dispersion of AV within the asphalt layer in a single road segment). Most quality assurance methodologies 

use the second dispersion criterion to make decisions regarding acceptance or rejection of road segments. 

To do so, transportation agencies have commonly designed a procedure in which several asphalt cores are 

obtained from the pavement, the mean AV content of each core is computed, and the dispersion among 

these values is evaluated. If the obtained dispersion, represented by the standard deviation of AV contents 

among field cores (σcores), exceeds a maximum acceptable value, the compacted asphalt course is not 

considered acceptable, and the segment could be rejected. 

Because of this, the variability of AV random fields was characterized as if it was being measured in situ, 

by using the Coefficient of Variation (CV) of the mean AV content of computational ‘cores’ extracted from 

the layer. This parameter is herein named CVcores. Notice that each ‘core’ corresponds to a column of AV 

values taken from a computationally generated asphalt layer (i.e. the random field). Ten columns (or ‘cores’) 

were considered for calculating the CVcores of a single realization. The computation of CVcores can be 

expressed as: 
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where μi
core is the mean AV content of the i-th core, and σ and μ are the mean and standard deviation of 

the mean AV contents of the ten ‘cores’. The two considered dispersion parameters are illustrated in Figure 

6. 
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FIGURE 6. Coefficient of Variation of computational HMA cores of air void content, CVcores. 

 

Three cases representing different quality levels of the compaction process in the field were considered, 

by means of CVcores: 

 

1. a high quality compaction process; 

2. a medium quality compaction process; and 

3. a low—almost deficient—quality compaction process. 
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These three cases correspond to a low, medium and high dispersion of the AV content within the asphalt 

course, and were characterized by the CVcores of AV within the layer (Equation 5): 5%, 10% and 15%. Since 

the random fields require σ and not CVcores as an input parameter, a calibration process to establish the 

correlation between CVcores and σ was conducted to obtain the three values of σ that correspond to the 

selected values of CVcores. The resulting values of σ for these three variability levels were 0.61, 1.21 and 1.80 

percentage AV, respectively. 

 AV correlation lengths 

In this example, different values of correlation lengths for the AV content in compacted asphalt courses were 

considered, and a sensitivity analysis of its impact in the final structural performance of the layer was 

conducted. In all cases, the vertical correlation length (Ly) was assumed to be smaller than the horizontal 

correlation length (Lx), to emulate the fact that the compaction process of the mixture produces larger 

correlation distances in the horizontal direction, compared to those obtained in the vertical direction 

(Tashman et al. 2001, Kassem 2008). 

Figure 7 presents some of the average vertical AV distributions obtained from the realizations of different 

AV random fields (i.e. mean values of each row within the layer). They are compared to some of those 

presented in Figure 1, that correspond to actual distributions obtained from field cores (Tashman et al. 2001). 

Results from this figure are useful to corroborate that the technique used in this stage of the methodology 

is able to produce realistic internal AV distributions. 
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FIGURE 7. Profiles of air void distribution in depth: (a) sample profiles from seven different mean air void field 

realizations, and (b) actual profiles from six asphalt mixtures’ field cores. Data from Tashman et al. (2001). 

 

Stage 3: Assign viscoelastic mechanical material properties to the AV random fields 

The spatial distributions of AV obtained in the previous stage are used to define a mechanical material 

property for each section or cell within the pavement layer. In this way, mechanical material properties will 

also change within the asphalt layer during the FE simulations. In order to do so, an equation relating the 

parameter AV with a mechanical material property (e.g. the viscoelastic properties of an asphalt mixture) is 

required. 

As it was mentioned before, AV contents do not only affect environmentally related processes in asphalt 

mixtures but also the mechanical properties of the material. Some studies conducted in this direction have 

found a fairly consistent correlation between AV and HMA viscoelastic material properties that, in general, 

yields lower values of modulus for higher AV values (Masad et al. 2009, Shen et al. 2013). In this part of the 

study, the asphalt course was assumed to be linear viscoelastic with mechanical properties varying in space 

as a function of the probable AV content distributions generated in Stage 2, while the equivalent base layer 

was assumed to be linear elastic, with a constant elastic modulus, E, of 360 MPa and a Poisson ratio, ν, of 
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0.35, as it was shown in Figure 4. The linear viscoelastic material properties of asphalt mixtures were 

characterized via the relaxation modulus, expressed by means of a Prony series, 
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E t E E t 


     [6] 

 

where Eo is the instantaneous modulus, t is time, and Ei and τi are the parameters of the Prony series. In 

this study, the Poisson’s ratio for HMA was constant, 0.35. Even though the Poisson’s ratio of asphalt 

materials changes as a function of temperature and loading frequency (Kassem et al. 2013), this was 

considered an acceptable simplification based on the purposes of this work. 

Data reported by Masad et al. (2009) was selected to obtain Prony series parameters for samples of HMA 

with different AV contents, and to further account for a valid correlation between a given value of AV of a 

HMA specimen and the linear viscoelastic material properties of a mixture at 20°C. Figure 8 presents the 

experimental data and the calculated AV-instantaneous modulus correlation, while Table 1 summarizes the 

Prony series parameters. Parameters of HMA with AV 7% were normalized for their use in Abaqus. 

Furthermore, data reported by Liu and You (2011) and Epps et al. (2002) were used as a complement to 

estimate the effect of temperature on these parameters, as explained later. 

 

 
FIGURE 8. (a) Results from tensile relaxation tests of asphalt mixtures at different air void contents in dry conditions 

at 20°C. Modified after Masad et al. (2009) (b) Relationship between AV content and instantaneous modulus, 

calculated from data in (a). 

 

TABLE 1. Prony series parameters for the experimental data in Figure 8a. 

 

AV 4%   AV 7%   AV 10%  

        
τi [s] Ei [MPa]  τi [s] Ei [MPa]  τi [s] Ei [MPa] 

        
1.812 ×102 726.98  1.546 ×102 480.41  1.602 ×102 294.69 

1.115 ×101 584.86  1.142 ×101 484.52  1.123 ×101 281.11 

1.716 ×100 571.88  1.721 ×100 494.39  1.479 ×100 274.02 

2.070 ×10-1 970.60  1.816 ×10-1 724.24  1.857 ×10-1 406.67 

2.009 ×10-2 914.41  1.850 ×10-2 671.37  1.913 ×10-2 391.67 

1.996 ×10-3 906.27  1.922 ×10-3 673.22  1.953 ×10-3 391.95 

1.960 ×10-4 629.89  1.914 ×10-4 470.55  1.933 ×10-4 273.24 

        
Eo [MPa] 5304.89  Eo [MPa] 3998.70  Eo [MPa] 2313.35 
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The AV random fields computed from the second stage were used to generate ‘moduli random fields’ 

by using the individual AV values of each cell in combination with the corresponding viscoelastic properties 

at a certain selected value of temperature (Figure 8). Figure 9 presents the distribution of the instantaneous 

modulus (Eo) along different rows within an asphalt course (top, bottom and middle row of the asphalt layer 

or, equivalently, rows located within the layer at 0.0, 3.5 and 7.0 cm below the surface). In this figure, the 

horizontal axis represents the horizontal position within the asphalt layer, as defined in Figure 4. It can be 

observed that the modulus captures the characteristics and distribution of the internal AV structure (e.g. 

higher AV values yield lower Eo values near the surface). 
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FIGURE 9. Instantaneous moduli (Eo) distributions along different rows within the asphalt course (at the surface or 

top row, at 3.5 cm below the surface or mean row, and at 7.0 cm below the surface or bottom row). 

 

Stage 4: FE implementation and simulations 

At this stage, the two-dimensional model of the pavement structure selected during the first stage (Figure 

4) is implemented into FE model. In this model, all layers are assigned to their corresponding material 

properties. Different mechanical material properties in the layer of interest are assigned to each cell (which 

corresponds to a mesh element) according to the spatial distribution obtained in the previous stage. 

Therefore, each cell is considered to be a continuum medium having its own effective mechanical material 

properties. The quality of the model is directly related to the size and/or amount of the layer subdivisions 

or cells. 

The selected pavement structure (Figure 4) is implemented in Abaqus, considering the generated moduli 

field (containing 2,800 different sets of viscoelastic mechanical properties). To efficiently conduct the 

computational implementation, a script written in Python is used to input into Abaqus the data required to 

conduct the mechanical simulations. This data is generated in Matlab, where the calculations are performed 

that provide the information regarding spatial distributions of air voids and mechanical properties within 

the asphalt course. The geometry of the pavement is considered together with that of the applied load, as 

well as the mechanical properties for each layer. As mentioned before, the viscoelastic mechanical properties 

of the asphalt layer were defined as a function of probable AV content values within the layer. Besides, the 

two layers in the asphalt pavement were considered to be bonded. 

When defining the boundary condition of the free edges of the pavement geometry in the model, the 

references consulted considered different alternatives. For example, Helwany et al. (1998) restrained vertical 

movements only on the bottom edge of a pavement model and did not specify a boundary condition for 

the vertical edge. Mulungye et al. (2007) used different sets of conditions for longitudinal and transversal 

models; in the two-dimensional longitudinal model all edges were fully constrained, and in the transversal 

model the nodes were free to move in the vertical direction but the nodes inside the model were horizontally 

constrained. In this case, all boundary nodes were fully constrained. Howard and Warren (2009) allowed 
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vertical boundaries to move only vertically, and the bottom edge was fixed horizontally and vertically. In this 

stage of the study, the boundary conditions consisted of horizontal constrains for the vertical edges of the 

structure and constrains in the vertical and horizontal directions for the bottom edge of the subgrade. 

In the next stage of the modeling process, a specific loading condition should be defined and applied to 

the model. In this case, and also in other simulations conducted in future sections, the loading condition 

consisted on a constant pressure applied on two places on the surface of the structure, representing half of 

a standard single axle of 82 kN with dual wheels (Figure 4). A contact pressure of 640 kPa was selected, 

producing a contact radius of 10 cm. 

Additionally to the boundary conditions, a plane strain assumption is frequently used in the structural 

analyses of soil structures that are very long in one dimension but have a relatively uniform cross section in 

the other two dimensions (Ziaei-Rad et al. 2012). In this study, the assumption of plane strain is applied 

considering that the z direction is perpendicular to the moving path of the wheels (Figure 4). To perform the 

mechanical simulations in Abaqus, four-node bilinear plane strain quadrilateral elements (CPE4R) were used 

for both the asphalt course and the equivalent base layer (ABAQUS 2004). 

The horizontal strain (εh) obtained at every point within the asphalt course after applying the mechanical 

loading was selected as a suitable parameter to evaluate the mechanical performance of the asphalt layer. 

This indicator was chosen because it is commonly used to control fatigue processes in most mechanistic-

empirical pavement design methodologies (ARA 2004). On the other hand, since the mechanical response 

of HMA materials is time-dependent, a point in time should be selected to extract the tensile strain values 

(εh) from the asphalt layer for further analysis. The selected time was 0.1 seconds after the load is imposed—

which is approximately equivalent to a loading cycle produced on the pavement by a vehicle passing at 60 

km/h. The selected mechanical performance indicator (εh at 0.1 seconds) was recorded and further analyzed. 

Stage 5 and 6: Repeat simulations, obtain and analyze the results 

Since this is a probabilistic methodology, a number of spatial AV distributions should be generated and 

evaluated in order to capture the actual impact of the variability of the selected material property. Therefore, 

stages 2 to 4 were repeated until valid conclusions regarding the performance of the pavement structure 

were obtained, such as the expected value of the performance parameter and its corresponding variability. 

Three variables were selected to analyze and quantify the influence of AV distributions on the mechanical 

response of the pavement structure: (1) the correlation lengths of the AV fields (Lx and Ly); (2) the quality of 

the compaction process, represented by the internal AV dispersion through its CVcores (i.e. 5, 10 and 15%); 

and (3) the temperature of the HMA material (which was set constant throughout the layer). For a single set 

of input parameters (i.e. correlation lengths, CVcores and temperature) thirty AV field realizations were 

generated, for a total of 330 simulations. Table 2 summarizes the analysis cases used to study the sensitivity 

of the three selected variables and Section 2.1.2 presents the results and corresponding analysis. 

As it can be observed, a number of assumptions have been made as part of the modeling methodology. 

For instance, the methodology relates AV content in HMA directly to its viscoelastic properties, using an 

experimentally-obtained function reported in the literature. This simplification permits to pass from physical 

to mechanical properties in an approximate yet valid way. However, the most important simplification 

regards the division of the HMA phase into homogeneous ‘cells’. In reality, square areas of HMA contain 

some part of aggregates, air voids and asphalt, or even only aggregates. In the model, however, each cell is 

regarded as a homogeneous element of the mixture, representing a random combination of the three 

constitutive phases of HMA, and it responds accordingly as a unit. 
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TABLE 2. Summary of the cases considered to study the effect of air voids on the response of asphalt courses. 

 

Parameter 
Correlation Lengths [cm] 

CVcores [%] T [ºC] Total cases 
Total 

Realizations Lx Ly 

Correlation 

lengths [cm] 

Variable: 

1, 20 or 30 
7.0 10 20 3 90 

 100 
Variable: 

1.0, 3.5 or 7.0 
10 20 3 90 

CVcores [%] 20 3.5 
Variable: 

5, 10 or 15 
20 3 90 

T [ºC] 20 3.5 10 
Variable: 

0, 20 or 40 
3 90 

    Total 12 360* 

 
* Notice that the case with CVcores 10% and temperature T = 20ºC is counted twice, so there are only 330 different realizations. 

 

2.1.2 Results and analysis of the heterogeneous HMA models 

Influence of the correlation lengths 

As expected, it was observed that smaller vertical and horizontal AV correlation lengths produced more 

tortuous AV profile distributions. However, these differences in AV distributions did not have a significant 

impact on the mechanical performance of the asphalt layer. In fact, it was observed that all combinations of 

Lx and Ly produced similar mean values of horizontal strain values (εh) within the asphalt layer. 

One way to understand the average results pertaining to random fields is through the fields of mean 

values. As each layer was replicated, its elements, which presented different values of strain for every 

simulation, always remain in the same location. Thus, for every location in the HMA layer, a number of 

resulting values equal to the number of simulations performed was obtained. These values were used to 

compute the expected magnitude of εh and the dispersion of such parameter at every position in the asphalt 

course. 

In terms of the dispersion of the εh values, the smallest vertical and horizontal lengths showed a 

significant influence on the standard deviation fields of the tensile strain, stdv(εh). Figure 10 presents the 

fields of standard deviation of εh for a constant value of Lx=100 cm and the three values of Ly. While the case 

of Ly=1 cm presented the larger dispersions of the tensile strength (red-orange-yellow areas in Figure 10), 

the fields that result from larger vertical correlation lengths produced less scattered fields of εh. Similar 

results were observed for the influence of Lx. 
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FIGURE 10. Impact of the vertical correlation length on the dispersion of the tensile strain, stdv(εh). 
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In conclusion, it was observed that the AV correlation lengths had a minor impact on the mechanical 

performance of the asphalt layers in terms of mean tensile strain values within the layer, and that they had 

a moderate impact on the dispersion of these values. 

Influence of the coefficient of variation (CVcores) 

Figure 11 presents the vertical AV profiles generated in ten realizations with three different values of CVcores 

(other values constant, Lx=20 cm and Ly=3.5 cm). As it could be anticipated, a larger dispersion produced 

both more tortuous and more dispersed vertical AV profiles. 
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FIGURE 11. Ten average profiles of %AV. Each curve represents a random realization generated with different 

compaction quality levels: (a) CVcores 5%, (b) 10%, and (c) 15%. 

 

In terms of the impact on the mechanical performance of the asphalt layers, although it was observed 

that the changes in the CVcores of the AV did not produce significant differences in the mean values of εh, 

they did impact the dispersion of this parameter. Figure 12 presents the corresponding fields of standard 

deviation of εh. It can be seen that the case representing a poor compaction process of the asphalt layer in 

the field (CVcores 15%) presents the most discontinuous field of standard deviation of εh. In fact, the standard 

deviation values of εh at the bottom of the layer in the center point below the loads with CVcores 15% is, in 

average, 2.9 times the deviation at the same area for the fields produced with CVcores 5%. These results 

suggest that the quality of the compaction process is paramount in determining the reliability of the 

mechanical performance of asphaltic layers within pavement structures, even more when considering that 

the dispersion of εh can be directly related with the failure probability of pavement structures (Melchers 

2002). 
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FIGURE 12. Fields of standard deviation of εh at three values of CVcores of air voids (5%, 10%, and 15%). 
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Influence of the temperature 

As a first approximation to the modeling of environmental effects, three cases were proposed to analyze the 

mechanical response of the asphalt course at different temperatures (0°C, 20°C and 40°C). In all cases, 

constant values of CVcores 10% for AV and correlation lengths of Lx=20 cm and Ly=3.5 cm were used. The 

temperature was considered homogeneous within the asphalt layer, which of course is a simplification of 

the actual conditions expected in the field. The impact of actual temperature diffusion processes is studied 

in detail in Section 2.2. 

Due to the strong influence of temperature on the viscoelastic properties of asphalt mixtures, a significant 

change in the response of the asphalt layer was observed. This influence is evidenced in Figure 13, which 

presents the horizontal profiles of the tensile strain at the bottom row of the asphalt layer, for the three 

temperature values. It can be observed that near the zone of maximum deformation (i.e. below the loads) 

an increase of 20ºC in the temperature of the viscoelastic material (from 20 to 40ºC) produces an increase 

of approximately 10% in the strain values under the loads. 
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FIGURE 13. Tensile strain values, εh, at the bottom of the asphalt course for all 30 realizations at different 

temperatures (CVcores 10%). 

 

When analyzing the impact of temperature on the variability of the mechanical response of the asphalt layer 

(Figure 14) it was noticed that at low temperatures the variability of the mechanical performance indicator, 

εh, is concentrated at the top and bottom areas below the loads, while at higher temperatures the variability 

tends to heterogeneously concentrate below the load at the middle of the layer. Besides, larger temperatures 

produced a larger dispersion in the mechanical response of the layer: the standard deviation values of the 

tensile strain fields at 0°C were approximately 83% of those obtained for the fields constructed at 40°C. The 

fact that changes in temperature produce significant differences in the dispersion of the mechanical 

response of the asphalt layer—even though the AV dispersion was kept constant in all cases, CVcores 10%)—

is mainly due to the ability of the proposed modeling technique to capture the spatial variability of the 

internal void structure within the asphalt mixture. 

2.1.3 Conclusions on studying the impact of AV heterogeneity in HMA using 

random fields 

In this section, a modeling methodology was proposed to account for spatial variability/heterogeneity in 

HMA material properties due to the internal distribution of the AV phase when conducting mechanical 

analysis of flexible pavement structures. The methodology is a six-stage process, whose main component is 

the combined use of a random field technique and FE modeling. A specific random field technique that 

applies matrix decomposition principles was selected as a tool to generate two-dimensional spatial 

distributions of AV content within the top asphalt course in flexible pavements. These distributions were 
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used to generate spatial mechanical material properties distributions, which were then incorporated in FE 

models to analyze the mechanical response of a pavement structure. 

 

 
FIGURE 14. Fields of standard deviation of the tensile strain (εh) obtained at three different temperatures (CVcores 

10%). 

 

The results from the initial simulations using AV random fields showed that while the vertical and 

horizontal correlation lengths of AV in HMA had important effects on the internal AV distribution, no 

considerable changes were observed on the mean values of the tensile strains, while a moderate effect was 

observed in the dispersion of the mechanical response of the layer. Besides, it was observed that the CV of 

cores of AV content in HMA material (CVcores)—which was used to represent the quality of the compaction 

of the asphalt layer—had significant effects in the AV tortuosity and moduli profiles, and caused important 

changes in the dispersion of the deformation profiles. This result is important since it illustrates the 

usefulness of the model to evaluate the influence of the construction quality on the structural reliability of 

pavements. Finally, the study of the role of different temperature values in the HMA showed that an increase 

in the temperature of the asphalt material does not only affect the mechanical response of the asphalt 

course, as expected, but it also increases the uncertainty of this response. This environmental element will 

be further elaborated in later sections. 

A main advantage of the proposed methodology is that it provides information about both the expected 

value of the mechanical response of the structure and the variability and dispersion of this response. This 

information can be used to conduct probabilistic and reliability analyses of pavements, activities that cannot 

be carried out with the information obtained from most approaches, which usually assume a unique 

condition in which the materials are homogenous. Therefore, this methodology can be used to analyze a 

broad variety of problems, such as the impact of construction quality control techniques on the structural 

reliability of pavements and, as it is done in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, the impact of variability of material 

properties on coupled environmental-mechanical models. 

2.2 A ‘homogeneous’ alternative to incorporate variability of 

material properties 

As stated previously, after proposing the methodology to model AV heterogeneity in HMA (i.e. AV random 

fields) a comparison was performed with an alternative methodology to incorporate AV variability in HMA. 

The objective of this effort is to contrast the proposed methodologies for including material variability with 

and without considering spatial dependency, and eventually to highlight the features that would make one 

of them to stand apart as a valuable and novel technique. 
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2.2.1 Homogeneous modeling methodology for AV variability 

The alternative methodology is based on the random generation of probable values of AV content within 

similar two-dimensional compacted asphalt courses. This approach, herein named homogeneous, consists 

of applying simulation techniques (i.e. Monte Carlo) to generate probable compacted asphalt layers 

characterized by a unique value of AV content. In this case, however, the variability of this material property 

did not include the heterogeneity of the mixture. The mixture is now regarded as a homogeneous material 

characterized by a single randomly-generated value of AV content, instead of using random fields; this value 

changes in each probable realization. A total of 1,000 probable cases or realizations were produced following 

both approaches for further analysis. The principal differences between the two approaches are the 

following: 

 

- Random fields approach: This approach corresponds to the methodology described in the previous 

section, which enables the generation of heterogeneous AV random fields. Recalling, every location 

within the asphalt layer (i.e. every finite element) is assigned to a different value of AV, so that every 

realization of an AV random field represents a new ‘map’ of probable internal AV distributions within the 

asphalt layer. 

- Homogeneous approach: In this approach the HMA in the top layer is considered to be a homogeneous 

material. Thus, instead of having several values of AV representing the void structure in the entire layer 

as in the random fields approach, the AV content of the layer is assumed to be a unique value. Still, AV 

is an uncertain quantity and, therefore, it is randomly produced. Thus, several probable asphalt layers are 

produced and assigned with one randomly-generated value of AV content. These random AV values are 

obtained from a normal distribution with mean 7% and CV of 5%, which correspond to the same general 

input parameters used in the random fields approach. 

 

Note that although both the random fields and the homogeneous approaches are probabilistic-based, 

the main difference between them is that the second does not consider the heterogeneity or spatial 

variability of AV within the asphalt layer. The comparison between the two approaches was developed 

through the following methodology: 

 

- Initially, the geometry representing a two-dimensional flexible pavement structure was defined. Once 

again, the top asphalt layer of this structure constitutes the area of interest. 

- Probable AV content distributions within the asphalt course were generated using the two different 

methodologies, as mentioned before (i.e. homogeneous with simulation techniques and heterogeneous 

using random fields). 

- Corresponding linear viscoelastic material properties of the asphalt layer were determined according to 

the AV contents generated in the previous stage. This was achieved by applying the relationship between 

AV values and the corresponding mechanical properties of HMA presented in Figure 8. 

- The pavement structure was implemented in FE to analyze the mechanical response of the asphalt course 

after applying mechanical loading to the top of the structure. The load was the same than in the initial 

simulations (Section 2.1) and consisted of half of an 82 kN standard single axle load. 

- The mechanical response of the layer, represented by the magnitude of the horizontal strain (εh) at every 

point within the asphalt course, was captured and analyzed. 

- Simulation techniques were used to obtain results regarding the expected performance of the asphalt 

layer and its corresponding dispersion using both approaches. Specifically, stages 2 to 5 were repeated 

1,000 times for each one of the two proposed methodologies. 
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- Finally, the results obtained from the mechanical simulations were used to observe, identify and quantify 

the difference between the two modeling methodologies used to incorporate the variability of the AV 

phase. 

 

In contrast with the first application of the methodology, a much higher number of realizations was used 

this time to ensure a higher level of certainty in the comparison. Also, in this case the selected pavement 

consisted of four layers: an asphalt course, an unbounded granular base layer, an unbounded granular 

subbase layer and the subgrade, as illustrated in Figure 15. 

 

 
FIGURE 15. Geometry of the pavement structure for the random field-homogeneous methodology comparison. 

 

2.2.2 Comparison of results and discussion 

Spatial distributions of AV and moduli 

An example of three of the 1,000 realizations of AV fields within the asphalt course obtained from the two 

modeling methodologies is presented in Figure 16. Differences are notorious between the homogeneous 

(Figure 16a) and the random fields results (Figure 16b). In the homogeneous approach, AV values in all 

locations within the course are the same in every realization, since the material is assumed homogeneous. 

On the contrary, in the random fields method, the AV content at each location in the asphalt course is 

different, even though in the three cases presented the mean value of AV is near 7% (i.e. the target mean 

value for the generation of the random fields). 

A clearer visualization of AV variability within the asphalt course produced by the random fields technique 

is presented in Figure 17, which shows AV profiles of several ‘rows’ and ‘columns’ within the asphalt layer. 

As it can be seen, high levels of AV variability exist inside a single realization, and a general trend is 

maintained so that values at the top of the layer are higher. This permits to verify once again that the random 
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fields technique is able to reproduce the general pattern for the vertical distribution of AV reported in the 

literature (Figure 1). 

 

μ = 5.9 %

μ = 7.0 %
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2.44 13.12

AV [%]
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FIGURE 16. Selected air void realizations from (a) homogeneous and (b) random field approaches (μ is the mean 

AV value of each asphalt course). 
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FIGURE 17. Profiles of air voids of a single realization: (a) columns and (b) rows. 

 

A great amount of information is generated in the process of dealing with random realizations. To better 

interpret these results, the values of mean and standard deviation of AV obtained from all simulations were 

computed for both modeling methodologies. Table 3 presents a summary of these results. This table also 

presents the mean and standard deviation of the instantaneous relaxation modulus (Eo) that characterizes 

the viscoelastic properties of the asphalt course. 

Data in Table 3 shows that the simulations conducted using both approaches resulted in similar values 

of mean and standard deviation of AV and Eo. This result was expected since both methods had similar mean 

and dispersion input values for the probable generation of the AV distributions, and it validates the 

possibility of comparing the results obtained from both approaches. 

Analysis of mechanical performance 

As stated in previous sections, the horizontal strain (εh) at each point of the layer was selected as the indicator 

of the mechanical performance of the asphalt course. An analysis of the profiles of εh at the bottom row of 

the asphalt layers can provide interesting information about the differences between the two modeling 

techniques. A detail of these profiles is presented in Figure 18 for a section of the bottom row of elements 
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below the left load. This figure shows that, while the mean value of εh at each location (red line) is similar for 

both approaches, the dispersion among the individual profiles for the 1,000 simulations differs widely. 

 

TABLE 3. Mean and standard deviation of the mean values of the 1,000 fields of air voids and instantaneous 

modulus for both approaches. 

 

Air Void (AV) Random fields Homogeneous  

   
Air Voids, AV   

μμ [%] 6.98 7 

σμ [%] 0.37 0.35 

   
Instantaneous relaxation modulus Eo  

μμ [MPa] 3768.15 3665.39 

σμ [MPa] 197.15 177.18 
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FIGURE 18. Profiles of horizontal strain (εh) at the bottom row of the asphalt layer for the realizations obtained by 

(a) the homogeneous approach, and (b) the random fields approach. 

 

The previous analysis was limited to a specific area, but it can be extended to study the response of the 

whole layer, as it was presented in previous sections through the use of fields of mean and standard 

deviation. Recall that for each approach, 1,000 values of εh were obtained at every location in the asphalt 

layer (i.e. which correspond to the 1,000 realizations that were conducted for each approach). These values 

were then used to compute the expected magnitude and dispersion of εh at every position in the asphalt 

course. The results are visualized as spatial distributions of the mean and standard deviation εh at each 

location, i.e. mean(εh) and stdev(εh), as observed in Figure 19. Recalling, every colored square cell in the fields 

presented in Figure 19a represents the value that results from averaging the individual horizontal strains of 

that element obtained from 1,000 realizations. Similarly, every colored square cell in Figure 19b represents 

the value that results from computing the standard deviation of the horizontal strain obtained from 1,000 

realizations at that specific location, similar to those presented in Figure 12 and Figure 14 in Section 2.1.2. 

As expected, the results in Figure 19a show that the mean values of εh obtained from both approaches 

are very similar. In fact, near the area where the maximum horizontal strain is located, the values of εh differ 

by less than 5% (1.58×10-4 in the homogeneous and 1.51×10-4 in the random fields approach). However, it is 

in the spatial distribution of the standard deviation of εh (the dispersion in the resulting value of εh) that the 

differences between both approaches become noticeable (Figure 19b). While the standard deviation of εh in 
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the homogeneous approach is low (around 1×10-6 at the bottom of the layer under the loads), this value is 

8 times larger in the random fields case (8×10-6). Besides, the standard deviation of εh at every point within 

the layer is always higher in the random fields approach. This difference is due to the heterogeneity and 

variability of AV values within the layer that exists in the realizations of the random fields, which can be 

contrasted with the homogeneity existing in the homogeneous approach. The implications of these 

differences in terms of the reliability of the pavement structure will be further explored in the following 

section. 
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Random Fields
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Random Fields
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FIGURE 19. Spatial distribution of (a) mean values, mean(εh) and (b) standard deviation values, stdv(εh) of the 

horizontal strain at each location within the asphalt course. 

 

Maximum horizontal strain (εh max) 

An analysis of the behavior of the maximum value of the horizontal strain for each field (εh max) was also 

conducted. The results obtained show that the random fields method produces higher variability not only in 

the magnitude of εh max but also in the location where this value is reported at the bottom row of the layer. 

In fact, the region at the bottom row at which εh max occurs is 3.5 times wider in the random fields that in the 

homogeneous approach. 

Information regarding maximum εh values obtained from the simulations can also be used to calculate 

the probability density function (pdf) of this parameter (Figure 20). Once again, small differences in the mean 

values of the pdf distributions of εh max are observed, while important differences in the dispersion of the 

data are reported. Indeed, the standard deviation of the pdf distribution for the random fields approach is 

6.3 times bigger than that obtained from the homogeneous case (1.02×10-6 homogeneous and 6.41×10-6 

random fields). This implies that there are values of εh max in the random fields approach that are almost never 

expected to occur in the homogeneous method. 

Finally, the maximum tensile strain values can be further used to estimate the expected performance of 

the layer in terms of the fatigue resistance of the asphalt mixture or, equivalently, the number of cycles to 

failure of this material. Several experimental equations are available in the literature to perform this 

computation. Although the phenomenological nature of these equations induces certain degree of 

uncertainty to the result, they can be used as an initial approximation to quantify the impact of the variability 

of εh max on the expected fatigue failure of the asphalt course. Therefore, the equation proposed by the 

Asphalt Institute was selected for this purpose (Huang 2004): 

 
0.854

3.291 *0.0796f hN E


  [7] 
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FIGURE 20. Probability density function of the maximum tensile strain (εh max) for the two modeling methodologies. 

 

where Nf is the calculated number cycles to failure, εh is the horizontal deformation and E* is the dynamic 

modulus of the material. The calculated probability density function for the number of cycles to failure of 

the asphalt course according to Equation 6 is presented in Figure 21. 
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FIGURE 21. pdf of the number of cycles to failure (Nf) of the asphalt course for the two modeling methodologies. 

 

The resulting pdf’s show that the mean Nf in the random fields approach is 3% greater than the mean Nf 

in the homogeneous approach. While this result could suggest that the homogeneous approach is more 

conservative than the random fields approach (since it provides lower values of Nf), the reality is that the 

reliability of the pavement depends not only on the expected values of Nf but mainly on the dispersion 

associated with this parameter. 

When analyzing the standard deviation of Nf, it is observed that it is 2.26 times higher in the random 

fields than in the homogeneous approach. Moreover, this high variability tends to ‘flatten’ the pdf curve of 

the random fields approach, making its tail to appear over values of Nf smaller than those in the lower part 

of the homogeneous pdf curve. This means that there is a considerable probability for the asphalt course to 

fail at a low number of cycles in the random fields approach, while this probability is near zero in the 

homogeneous case. For example, selecting an arbitrary Nf value of 3×106 cycles, there is a 4.6% probability 

of Nf to be smaller than this value in the homogeneous approach, but this same probability in the random 

fields approach is 16.9%. Thus, there are extreme cases that are considered by the random fields approach 

that are not captured in the homogeneous case. As observed with the example provided before, these 

extreme cases might compromise the actual performance of the pavement structure. 
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2.2.3 Conclusions of the approaches to incorporate AV variability 

The methodology presented in Section 2.1 was compared with an alternative approach to account for the 

variability of the AV content. This comparative approach was herein called homogeneous because it uses 

unique randomly generated values of AV content to characterize entire asphalt layers; this AV value changes 

from one realization to the next one, and it is assumed to be constant throughout the layer (in contrast to 

the random fields methodology, where probable spatial AV distributions are produced in each realization). 

A total of 1,000 simulations were conducted for each approach, and the results were implemented in FE to 

study the impact of the variability of AV on the mechanical behavior of the asphalt layer. 

The differences observed between the two modeling approaches appear mainly in the magnitude of the 

dispersion of the mechanical response of the layer. In general, this dispersion is greater when the spatial 

variability of material properties is included into the analysis (i.e. random fields case). The high dispersion of 

the mechanical performance observed in the random fields methodology might have a direct impact on the 

probability of failure, since larger dispersions imply larger probabilities of failure. Besides, when the 

maximum tensile strain or εh max obtained at the bottom of the layer were used to estimate the number of 

cycles to failure or fatigue cracking, it was found that the variability of Nf in the random fields approach was 

approximately 2.26 times higher than in the homogeneous approach. These results suggest that, opposite to 

the homogeneous approach, the random fields approach is able to capture the existence of extreme 

situations in which pavement structures could fail at critically low values of Nf. In other words, the random 

fields methodology proved to be a better and more powerful approach to account for material variability 

and, therefore, it was selected for further analyses. 

It is important to highlight that the use of any of the two proposed modeling approaches represents an 

important improvement over classical deterministic pavement mechanical analyses. However, a main 

conclusion from this part of the study was that using a homogeneous approach that accounts for the 

uncertainty but not for the spatial variability of material properties might underestimate the actual variability 

of the performance of a flexible pavement. In other words, a probabilistic approach that considers the 

material to be homogeneous can omit information of the actual mechanical performance of road materials. 

This, in turn, could induce inaccurate results when estimating the reliability of a specific pavement structure. 

2.3 Thermo-mechanical coupling 

Once the advantages of the random field methodology to incorporate the heterogeneity of HMA through 

the internal dispersion of AV have been demonstrated, the focus of the study shifted to the introduction of 

environmental variables into the models, starting with the impact of temperature diffusion. Therefore, the 

main objective of next part of the study is to use random fields—as presented in the previous sections—in 

combination with FE modeling, to study the effect of the internal air void structure of asphalt mixtures on 

the mechanical response of asphalt courses that are subjected to thermal diffusion and mechanical loading 

processes. To accomplish this objective, two-dimensional spatially correlated AV random fields were 

generated and used in a similar way as in previous sections. The methodology corresponding to this part of 

the study takes into account the fact that AV heterogeneity within the HMA affects both the spatial 

distribution of the thermal diffusion coefficients and the viscoelastic mechanical properties of compacted 

asphalt courses. The initial part of this section describes the methodology and briefly mentions the input 

parameters of the random fields. Then, the sequentially coupled model is described and the results are 

analyzed. 
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2.3.1 Modeling methodology – Coupling mechanical with thermal effects 

Figure 22 illustrates the selected two-dimensional geometry for the pavement model, which has the same 

dimensions as the geometry used in the presentation of the random field methodology in (Section 2.1, 

Figure 4). The pavement was again simplified as a two-layer structure in which the asphalt course (7 cm high 

and 100 cm width, meshed with 2800 squares of side 0.5 cm) constitutes the layer of interest, and it is located 

over an equivalent base layer (50 cm high and 100 cm width, meshed with squares of side 1 cm) to which it 

is thermally and mechanically tied. Mechanical boundary conditions in the FE simulations were the same as 

those used in Section 2.1. 

 

 
FIGURE 22. Geometry of the pavement structure and loading modeled in Abaqus. 

 

The sequentially coupled thermo-mechanical modeling methodology developed to study the impact of 

AV distributions in the mechanical response of asphalt mixtures share some steps with those presented in 

previous sections, with the main difference that, in this case, temperature diffusion processes are included 

as part of the analysis (i.e. a thermal phase), as observed in Figure 23 and summarized next: 

 

1. An AV random field is generated for the asphalt layer. This process is equivalent to the one used 

previously. 

2. Each value of AV in the field is correlated with a coefficient of thermal diffusion (α), as it is explained in 

the following section. 

3. The geometry of the pavement structure, along with the field of thermal diffusion coefficients, α, is 

implemented in Abaqus. Figure 22 illustrates the mesh of the asphalt course used in the simulations. A 

thermal diffusion phase is conducted by applying a one-day temperature regime on the top of the layer. 

This stage corresponds to the thermal phase. 

4. At certain selected moments during the day (6:00 am and 3:00 pm), linear viscoelastic mechanical 

properties are assigned to each division of the asphalt layer. Thus, the properties of each one of the 2800 

divisions are function of: (1) the AV content, and (2) the current temperature at that section. The field of 

mechanical properties is implemented in Abaqus. 
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FIGURE 23. Modeling methodology using a sequentially coupled thermo-mechanical approach. 
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5. Half of a standard single axle (82 KN) is applied on the top of the pavement, following the load 

configuration shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. This stage corresponds to the mechanical phase. 

6. The mechanical response of the asphalt layer, characterized by the magnitude of the horizontal strain 

(εh) throughout the layer, is evaluated. 

7. Steps 1 to 6 are repeated 30 times, and the results are analyzed. 

 

Notice that in this case the AV random fields, which provide different values of AV within the layer, affect 

the mechanical response of the asphalt course in two different ways: (1) by influencing the thermal diffusion 

properties of the mixture—and, as a result, the internal temperature distribution within the layer, and (2) by 

affecting the viscoelastic mechanical properties of the layer. Therefore, neither the physical nor the 

mechanical properties of the asphalt course were assumed constant or homogeneous during the modeling 

simulations. Also, notice that one relevant assumption in this modeling procedure is that the coefficient of 

thermal diffusion (α) does not change during the simulation. While this value may change for HMA over 

long periods of time, the time span of the simulations (of the order of days) is not considered to justify the 

inclusion of this additional variation. 

2.3.2 Components of the thermo-mechanical model 

Air voids random fields 

 Mean values of AV 

Once again, all AV fields were generated with 7% target average AV. Also, to account for the average AV 

distribution with depth, the vector 𝜇 (Equation 4) was constructed using a random polynomial equation that 

follows the mentioned vertical distribution, similar to the procedure used in the simulations conducted in 

the previous sections. 

 Characterization of AV variability 

Since one main purpose of this dissertation is to simulate probable AV distributions that result from 

compaction processes on asphalt courses, the internal dispersion of AV within the course was taken into 

consideration. In order to do this, the characterization with CVcores presented in Section 2.1.1 was used. AV 

fields were generated with two different levels of dispersion, CVcores of 5% and 15%, which represent a 

deficient or poor quality and a very good quality compaction process, respectively. These two values 

correspond to the extreme values that were selected for the previous application of the methodology 

(Section 2.1). 

 Correlation lengths 

Results from the analysis conducted in previous sections suggest that the magnitude of the AV correlation 

lengths has a small influence on the mechanical performance of asphalt layers (Section 2.1.3). Therefore, 

correlation lengths of 3.5 cm (Ly) and 20 cm (Lx) were selected. Recalling, the difference between these 

lengths aims to reflect that compaction processes produce AV distributions that are more homogenous in 

the horizontal than in the vertical direction. 

Thermal diffusion 

During the thermal stage, temperature diffusion is simulated within the pavement by applying a temperature 

regime on the surface of the asphalt course. Although the model is able to receive any temperature regime, 

this study uses a one-day temperature regime registered in north Texas in April (Figure 23). This regime 

corresponds to the temperature values at the surface of the pavement. Thermal diffusion is modeled using 

Fick’s second law for thermal diffusion in solid materials: 
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where 𝑇 is the temperature (in ºC), t represents time (in seconds), α is the thermal diffusion coefficient 

(in m2/s), and  is the vector differential operator. 

Some studies have demonstrated that thermal diffusion properties of asphalt mixtures change as a 

function of AV (Mrawira and Luca 2006, García et al. 2013). By applying this consideration, at this stage the 

model correlates the individual values of AV at each spatial location in the asphalt course with values of 

thermal diffusivity (α). The following correlation between AV (in %) and α (in m2/s) was obtained after using 

regression analysis of the data provided by Mrawira and Luca (2006): 

 

       10 3 9 2 9 71.80189 10 1.17875 10 5.00249 10 4.57048 10AV AV AV             [9] 

 

Following Equation 9, higher values of AV result in higher values of thermal diffusivity. The overall trend 

resulted in values of thermal diffusivity (α) around 5×10-7 m²/s for mixtures with an average AV content 

smaller than 8%. 

Mechanical material properties 

Similar to the simulations conducted in Section 2.1, the constitutive response of the equivalent base of the 

pavement was assumed linear elastic (modulus 360 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.35), while the mechanical 

response of the asphalt course was assumed linear viscoelastic through the use of the same Prony Series 

factors presented previously in Equation 6 and listed in Table 1. As explained in the modeling methodology, 

the mechanical material properties of this layer vary as a function of the AV content and the temperature at 

each location within the asphalt course; the different Prony series coefficients were estimated as a function 

of AV content, while the effects of temperature were introduced in the model using time-temperature 

superposition principles. Thus, data on relaxation modulus of dense-graded asphalt mixtures at three 

different AV levels (4%, 7% and 10%) by Masad et al. (2009), were combined with temperature-related data 

reported by Liu and You (2011). A constant value of Poisson’s ratio of 0.35 was assumed for the asphalt 

mixture. 

Mechanical loading 

As illustrated in Figure 22, half of a standard 82 KN axle with dual wheels was located on the top of the 

structure, simulating two wheels with a contact radius of 10 cm each, separated 30 cm from center to center, 

and contact pressure of 640 kPa. This is the same loading condition that was used previously in this chapter. 

The difference, however, is that in this part of the study the loading scheme consisted of three cycles of 

loading (0.1 or 0.5 seconds long) followed by a resting period (0.1 or 0.5 seconds long). Each scheme 

represents two different load application frequencies (10 and 2 Hz) that incorporate resting periods, as 

shown in Figure 23. Notice that the modeling methodology is able to adapt to any loading scheme applied 

to the pavement structure. 

Performance evaluation 

Once again, the horizontal strain (εh) at each point within the asphalt course was designated as the parameter 

to evaluate the response of the asphalt mixture. Spatial distributions and vertical and horizontal profiles of 

the horizontal strain within the asphalt layer were obtained for analysis at several moments throughout the 

loading process. 
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Computational implementation 

The various realizations of the model were implemented trough a function developed in Matlab and scripts 

written using Python. Matlab was used to generate the random AV fields, and the resulting fields of thermal 

diffusivities (α) and linear viscoelastic material properties. The scripts developed in Python used this 

information to implement the models in Abaqus and to conduct thermo-mechanical sequentially coupled 

simulations. These coupled simulations consist of two stages. In the first stage, thermal diffusion is modeled 

during a period of time, and information about the temperature at every moment and spatial point within 

the pavement is recorded. The second stage consists of a mechanical simulation, during which the 

mechanical properties of each element change as a function of the temperature obtained from the thermal 

stage, and also as a function of the AV content at each location of the layer. 

The initial 24 hours of the thermal diffusion simulation were used to stabilize the model, and the only 

information considered for mechanical analysis corresponded to the following 24 hours. For the thermal 

stage in Abaqus, heat transfer elements DC2D4 were used. In the mechanical stage, the mechanical loading 

was applied at two different moments during the day (6:00 am and 3:00 pm) and plane strain elements 

CPE4R were used (ABAQUS 2004). 

2.3.3 Results and analysis of the thermo-mechanical simulations 

Three variables were selected to study the impact of AV and temperature distributions on the mechanical 

response of asphalt courses: 

 

- Moment of the day of load application (load was applied at 6:00 a.m. or ‘cold’ condition, and at 3:00 pm 

or ‘warm’ condition), 

- Load cycle duration (which translates into loading frequency: 10 Hz and 2 Hz), and 

- Quality of the compaction process or internal air void dispersion (CVcores 5 and 15%, representing a good 

and a deficient compaction quality, as in previous sections). 

 

In total, eight different cases were studied (Table 4). For each case, 30 stochastic realizations were conducted, 

for a total of 240 simulations. 

 

TABLE 4. Cases of analysis for the thermo-mechanical model. 

 

Case 
Time of 

loading 

Load duration (s) 

– Frequency (Hz) 
CVcores 

    
1 6:00 am 0.1 s – 10 Hz 5 

2 6:00 am 0.1 s – 10 Hz 15 

3 6:00 am 0.5 s – 2 Hz 5 

4 6:00 am 0.5 s – 2 Hz 15 

    
5 3:00 pm 0.1 s – 10 Hz 5 

6 3:00 pm 0.1 s – 10 Hz 15 

7 3:00 pm 0.5 s – 2 Hz 5 

8 3:00 pm 0.5 s – 2 Hz 15 
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Influence of the temperature on mechanical performance of HMA 

As listed in Table 4, in cases 1 to 4 the pavement was loaded at 6:00 am (‘cold’ condition), when the 

temperature of the regime applied was the lowest (10.28 °C). In these cases, the temperature within the 

asphalt layer varied between 10.4 and 12 °C. In the second group (case 5 to case 8, ‘warm’ condition) the 

pavement was loaded at 3:00 pm, when the applied temperature was the highest (37.74 °C), and the 

temperature within the layer varied between 25 and 37 °C. 

In all cases, it was observed that the magnitude of the temperature among realizations was more 

dispersed in the ‘warm’ than in the ‘cold’ case. The increase of the standard deviation in the average 

temperature profiles from the ‘cold’ to the ‘warm’ condition was about 9 times in average. In the cases with 

low dispersion of air voids (low CVcores), the standard deviation of the temperature changed from 0.01°C to 

0.1°C from the ‘cold’ to the ‘warm’ cases, while in the cases with high dispersion of air voids (high CVcores) 

this value increased from 0.03 °C to 0.25 °C between both temperature conditions. 

Figure 24 shows individual horizontal strain profiles for different rows within the pavement at the two 

selected temperature conditions. These profiles were obtained at the end of the third loading cycle. This 

figure shows that loading the pavement in the afternoon (‘warm’ condition) generates an increase in the 

magnitude of εh (tensile) of 6.9 to 9.5% near the zones of maximum solicitation, in comparison to the case 

when the pavement is loaded early in the morning (‘cold’ condition). 

 

 
FIGURE 24. Impact of temperature: profiles (rows) of horizontal strain for cases at (a) ‘cold’ condition and (b) 

‘warm’ condition. Positive values represent tension. All realizations are presented. 

 

The effect of the temperature on the mechanical response of the pavement can also be evaluated by 

using the fields of mean and standard deviation of the horizontal strain (εh). As performed in previous 

sections, these fields are calculated by computing the mean value and standard deviation of εh for each cell 

within the asphalt course that were obtained from 30 different realizations, and thus they represent the 

expected mean values and dispersion of εh at every location within the layer. Figure 25 presents the fields 

of standard deviation of εh for the cases where the load was applied at 6:00 am and at 3:00 pm, for the two 

cases of compaction quality considered. As observed in this figure, the standard deviation or dispersion of 

εh increased with the increase of temperature, particularly in the cases with high CVcores (Figure 25b in 

contrast with Figure 25a). This demonstrates that both the internal temperature of the pavement and the 
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compaction quality strongly impact the dispersion of the mechanical response of the layer. In turn, they also 

impact the uncertainty of the performance of the pavement. 

 

 
FIGURE 25. Impact of temperature: fields of standard deviation of horizontal strain (stdv εh) for cases at (a) low 

CVcores and (b) high CVcores. 

 

Influence of loading frequency 

In four cases the pavement was loaded at an equivalent frequency of 10 Hz (cases 1/2/5/6), while in the 

other four cases the pavement was loaded at a lower frequency of 2 Hz (cases 3/4/7/8). For the cases loaded 

at 6:00 am (‘cold’ condition) the reduction in loading frequency generated an increase in the mean values 

of εh below the loads from 2.9×10-4 to 3.2×10-4 (1.1 times). In the ‘warm’ condition (load applied at 3:00 pm) 

the change in loading frequency caused the mean values of εh in this area to increase from 3.2×10-4 to 

3.5×10-4 (1.09 times). No notable increments were observed in the fields of standard deviation of the 

horizontal strain at low CVcores values between the two loading frequency cases, and only a moderate 

increase in the standard deviation of εh below the loads (from 6.3×10-6 to 9.6×10-6) was observed at high 

CVcores. 

Influence of compaction quality or internal AV variability 

As explained earlier, two values of air void dispersion were modeled within the compacted asphalt course. 

A first group of cases had a low value of CVcores (5%, cases 1/3/5/7), while a second group had a higher value 

of CVcores (15%, cases 2/4/6/8). The first group represents the product of a better quality compaction process. 

Notice that in all cases the mean target AV content of 7% was achieved or approximately achieved, 

independently of the internal dispersion of the fields. 

The differences in the internal dispersion of AV had a significant impact on the fields of standard 

deviation of AV. While the mean values of AV tend to remain stable, the dispersion of this parameter 

increased 2.7 times, from 0.75 to 2% AV, in average, between both quality compaction cases (Figure 26). 

As it was stated before, the variability of the thermal profiles not only depends on the value of CVcores but 

also on the temperature regime itself, registering higher temperature dispersion values at the interior of the 

layer in the afternoon, when the temperatures within the asphalt layer are higher. Nevertheless, the CVcores 

had a significant effect on the dispersion of the temperature profiles of the layer at a specific time. For 

example, at 6:00 am, an increase in CVcores caused the standard deviation of the temperature to rise 2.13 

times. At 3:00 pm, the standard deviation of the temperature increased 2.75 times as a result of the same 

increase in CVcores. Both results suggest that more dispersed AV values (i.e. a poor compacting process) could 

be related with less predictable temperature distributions within the layer. 
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FIGURE 26. Impact of dispersion of air voids: fields of (a) mean values of air voids and (b) standard deviation of air 

voids. 

 

In terms of the mechanical performance, Figure 27 shows horizontal strain profiles along five rows within 

the asphalt layer for all realizations at different CVcores (each curve represents an individual realization). In 

these simulations the pavement was loaded at 3:00 pm (‘warm’ condition) and the cycles of load application 

lasted 0.1 s. The strain values presented correspond to those obtained at the end of the last loading cycle. 

 

 
FIGURE 27. Impact of dispersion of air voids: horizontal profiles of horizontal strain for cases at (a) low CVcores and 

(b) high CVcores. All realizations are presented. 

 

As it can be verified from Figure 27, no significant effects of the internal AV dispersion or CVcores were 

noticed on the mean values of εh obtained from the 30 realizations conducted. However, the difference on 

the separation among the green lines (i.e. the different realizations) in Figure 27a and Figure 27b evidences 

the impact of the variability of the AV on the mechanical response of the layer. Indeed, the internal AV 

dispersion had a substantial effect on the standard deviation of this mechanical parameter. The cases with 

high CVcores showed concentrations of higher values of standard deviation of εh in two areas: (1) just below 

each load through the depth of the layer, and (2) at the edge of the loads on the top of the layer. In all cases, 

the values of standard deviation of εh near the area of maximum tensile horizontal strain increased 2.5 times 
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from the cases with low AV variability (CVcores 5% or good quality compaction) to the cases with high AV 

variability (CVcores 15% or poor quality compaction). These values of standard deviation of εh went from 

0.5×10-5 to 1.3×10-5 for the cases loaded at ‘cold’ condition, and from 0.6×10-5 to 1.5×10-5 for the cases 

loaded at ‘warm’ condition. 

The fact that the maximum εh—an input parameter used in most mechanistic-based pavement design 

methodologies to control fatigue processes—occurs in one of the areas where the mechanical response has 

a larger dispersion (i.e. at the bottom of the layer), can strongly compromise the structural reliability of the 

pavement. Within this context, it is important to notice that the information obtained from these simulations 

could be used to estimate the probability that the actual value of εh exceeds the admissible design range as 

a function of the quality of the compaction process. In other words, this information can be used to compute 

the impact that the internal AV spatial variability has on the probability of failure of the structure (i.e. the 

probability that the mechanical demands derived from the applied loading exceed the resistance of the 

material). 

Behavior of the maximum horizontal strain (εh max) 

The maximum tensile strain value (εh max) registered in the whole layer, and the mean and standard deviation 

of εh max obtained from different realizations for each one of the eight cases of study were also analyzed. The 

results of εh max for all cases are summarized in Figure 28. These results show an increase in the mean value 

of εh max (vertical axis in Figure 28) when the value of CVcores was larger (horizontal axis in Figure 28). For the 

cases loaded in ‘cold’ condition, the increase in the mean value of εh max caused by the increased in CVcores 

was 4.8% when the loading frequency was 10 Hz, and 5.0% when the frequency was 2 Hz (Figure 28a). For 

the cases loaded in ‘warm’ condition, the increase in the mean value of εh max caused by the rise in the 

dispersion of the air voids was 3.0% and 3.2% for both frequencies, respectively (Figure 28b). A more 

noticeable effect of the increase in CVcores was observed in the standard deviation of the maximum tensile 

strain, which in all cases increased in a range of 2.4 to 3.1 times. 
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FIGURE 28. Maximum horizontal (tensile) strain, εh max, for cases at (a) ‘cold’ condition and (b) ‘warm’ condition. 

 

2.3.4 Conclusions of the thermo-mechanical coupling simulations 

This part of the study evaluated the role of the internal AV distribution within asphalt mixtures on the 

thermo-mechanical response of asphalt layers. Random fields were used to generate two-dimensional 

probable AV distributions within the asphalt course. The dispersion of AV fields was characterized by the 

coefficient of variation (CVcores), associating low values of CV with better quality compaction processes. This 

information was used to estimate spatial distributions of thermal diffusivities and mechanical properties of 

the mixture within the layer. Then, a thermo-mechanical analysis was conducted in Abaqus to compute the 
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overall response of the layer. The horizontal strain (εh) was used again as a performance indicator of the 

asphalt course and its response to variations in temperature, loading frequency and dispersion of air voids 

was evaluated. 

 

- The results suggest that AV variability has a strong influence on the uncertainty of the mechanical 

response of the asphalt course. Asphalt courses associated with deficient compaction processes (i.e. 

highly dispersed AV spatial distributions) resulted in higher values of dispersion of εh among the different 

realizations, especially in the area where the maximum value of εh is located. This situation negatively 

impacts the reliability of the performance of the structure because an increase in uncertainty raises the 

chances that the horizontal maximum tensile strain exceeds an admissible design value, thus increasing 

the probability of failure of the structure. 

- It was also found that loading the pavement when the temperature within the asphalt layer is high not 

only increases the magnitude of the mean εh values, as expected, but it also increases the variability of 

the resulting strains, particularly if AV are highly dispersed. 

- Additionally, a decrease in loading frequency resulted in an increase of εh mean values and in a slight 

increase in its dispersion. 

2.4 Moisture-mechanical coupling 

Within the context of the study, and after exploring the applicability of the proposed methodology to study 

temperature effects in HMA, the following effort aims to complement the study by quantifying the role of 

moisture diffusion in compacted asphalt courses subjected to realistic conditions occurring within asphalt 

pavement structures. To accomplish this goal, the same macro mechanical model of a pavement structure 

was developed in FE after considering two main principles: (1) the model requires to couple the impact of 

realistic moisture diffusion processes expected in flexible pavements with the mechanical response of the 

asphalt course, and (2) the model accounts for the uncertainty associated with the heterogeneity of material 

properties that characterizes asphalt mixtures through the use of AV random fields. While the first principle 

is crucial to obtain valid assessments of the effect of moisture diffusion on the overall mechanical response 

of pavements, the second is important to capture the uncertainty induced by the internal complexity of 

asphalt mixtures. 

The initial part of this section summarizes the general modeling methodology, which is similar to that 

used in the previous section. This is followed by an explanation of the different components of the model, 

and by a description of the numerical simulations that were conducted as part of this work. Then, a 

comprehensive analysis of the results is presented together with the main conclusions obtained from the 

computational simulations. 

2.4.1 Modeling methodology – Coupling mechanical with moisture effects 

As usual, the modeling methodology starts with the definition of the geometry of the two-dimensional 

asphalt pavement structure. Once the pavement structure has been defined, the model assigns random 

values of moisture diffusion coefficients to different locations within the top asphalt course, using a similar 

procedure as that used to assign thermal diffusion coefficients in the previous section. These random values 

change as a function of the AV random fields used to represent compacted asphalt layers. 

The pavement structure is then implemented in Abaqus, where realistic moisture boundary conditions 

are assigned to the upper and lower surfaces of the asphalt course. These boundary conditions generate 

moisture gradients that induce diffusion within the layer. After certain periods of time during the moisture 

diffusion process (i.e. 0, 30, 60, 90, 150, 150 and 180 days) the same mechanical load used in previous 
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simulations is applied to the surface of the pavement (i.e. two 640 kPa pressures, representing half of a dual-

wheel single axle load of 8.2 ton). The horizontal strain values developed at the bottom of the asphalt layer 

below the applied loads are then analyzed and the effect of moisture in altering this mechanical parameter 

is quantified. During this loading stage, the mechanical properties at every location within the asphalt course 

are unique, and they are calculated as a function of both the amount of moisture that has reached that 

location and a randomly assigned probable amount of air voids expected at that position. 

2.4.2 Components of the moisture-mechanical model 

The pavement structure used in the simulations is composed of a 10 cm-thick asphalt layer and 1 m-thick 

equivalent base layer, and it is presented in Figure 29, where some AV random realizations are also 

presented. Table 5 summarizes the environmental conditions to which a pavement structure is subjected 

and the components that are used in the model to incorporate these realistic conditions. 

 

 
FIGURE 29. Realizations of the AV random field. Each realization represents a probable spatial distribution of air 

voids inside the asphalt course. 

 

TABLE 5. Environmental and material variability conditions incorporated into the moisture-mechanical model. 

 

Component Natural feature in pavement structures Equivalent feature in the model 

   

Stochastic model 

to account for 

material 

variability 

Material variability in asphalt layers 

caused by compaction processes 

Generation of AV random fields that induce spatial variability to both 

physical and mechanical properties of the layer 

Non-repeatability or uniqueness of the 

compacted asphalt layers 

Generation of several realizations of random fields of air voids within 

the asphalt layer 

   

Finite Element 

(FE) model 

Geometry of the pavement structure 
Two-dimensional geometry of the modeled pavement structure in 

finite elements 

Natural humidity of the environment 

and weather conditions 

Boundary conditions – moisture regime applied at the upper surface 

of the asphalt layer 

Moisture from the subgrade and other 

bottom layers 

Boundary conditions –moisture regime applied at the lower surface 

of the asphalt layer 

Mechanical load imposed by vehicles 
Mechanical load applied as a linear pressure to the top surface of the 

2D FE model (representing half of a standard axle load) 
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Stochastic model for variability of material properties 

For the simulations, the same random field technique that has been described in detail in previous sections 

(i.e. Covariance Matrix Decomposition technique, Equation 4) was selected to generate AV random fields. In 

this part of the study, the asphalt layer (height 10 cm, length 240 cm) was divided in 2,400 sections, which 

implies that a realization of the random field (�⃗�) consists of a vector of 2,400 positions. The variability of the 

AV random fields, expressed by its standard deviation, was maintained constant (σ=1.4 %AV). This value is 

associated with a target CVcores (Equation 5) of 10%. The target mean vector of the field (𝜇) was again 

randomly generated after assuring that the overall mean AV content of the layer was near 7% and that the 

AV trends in depth followed the observations reported in the literature (Figure 1). 

Moisture diffusion 

Two correlated variables are useful when modeling the impact of moisture in porous materials such as 

asphalt mixtures: (1) suction, and (2) relative humidity. Suction (u) is defined as the negative pressure with 

respect to the atmospheric pressure imparted to water by means of surface tension and adsorption forces 

(Fredlund et al. 2012). This quantity can be associated with moisture content through the information 

provided by water retention curves; Croney and Croney (1997) present some of these curves for materials 

of interest in Pavement Engineering. Suction is usually measured in pF units, which correspond to the base 

10 logarithm of pressure expressed as centimeters of water column (Simons 1973). Meanwhile, relative 

humidity (RH) is defined as the ratio of partial pressure of water to the saturated pressure in air, and it varies 

from 0 to 100% (Fredlund et al. 2012). For a given porous material with certain geometry, increasing values 

of moisture content are associated with decreasing suction and, in turn, with higher values of RH. 

In order to computationally replicate the process of moisture diffusion occurring in the asphalt course of 

the selected flexible pavement, it is necessary to determine realistic suction or RH conditions on the top and 

bottom surfaces of the asphalt course, as well as the initial conditions inside the layer. In terms of the second 

condition, the initial state at every location within the layer was assumed to be oven dry, i.e. 0% RH or suction 

equal to 7 pF (Tong et al. 2013). This condition simulates the state of the pavement right after construction. 

The upper surface of the asphalt layer is exposed to air, sun and water; however, the magnitudes and 

rates at which the pavement is exposed to these factors depend on each particular region. As the interest 

of this work is to focus on moisture effects, a measurement of the timely variation of RH in the air is required. 

ShengYue et al. (2014) present the results of a three-day measurement of hourly RH and air temperature in 

the city of Longhai, China. The RH values reported for the same hour during the three days were averaged 

in the present work to obtain a ‘typical’ day. The data for this average day were repeated to obtain a regime 

for a longer period of time. The result of this process is an idealized and stationary atmospheric RH condition. 

For the purposes of this model, this regime was selected and used as a boundary condition over the top 

surface of the asphalt layer. 

On the other hand, Goss and Madliger (2007) present the results of RH measurements at different depths 

on a natural soil in Tanzania over a period of 102 days. Their measurements show that not only the soil at 

relatively deep locations (i.e. around 10 to 20 cm, and more) maintains higher values of RH, as demonstrated 

in other works (Alonso 1998, Alonso et al. 2002), but also that the RH values of the soil near the surface do 

not decrease rapidly but they fluctuate and continually ‘reload’ from the humidity of the underlying soil. 

After taking the subgrade soil beneath the pavement as a water vapor saturated material, a condition that 

is representative for pavements constructed directly upon the existing subgrade, Tong et al. (2013) 

calculated profiles of RH content in depth of an asphalt layer after 60, 90, and 180 days of moisture diffusion. 

Their results were obtained numerically based on in situ weather data (RH conditions for three pavement 

structures located in Texas). These data were used to define an average RH regime to be applied at the lower 

surface of the asphalt layer. Both the top and bottom regimes used as boundary conditions for the moisture 

diffusion model are presented in Figure 30. 
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FIGURE 30. Boundary conditions used in the model: (a) detail of a RH regime applied to the top surface of the 

asphalt layer; adapted from ShengYue et al. (2014), and (b) suction regime applied to the bottom surface of the 

asphalt layer; based on data by Tong et al. (2013). 

 

Similar to the work conducted by Tong et al. (2013), suction was selected to model moisture diffusion. 

These values of suction were later converted to RH for an easier interpretation of the presence of moisture 

in the asphalt mixture. To do this, the relationship between suction and RH at 20°C provided by Simons 

(1973) was used: 

 

 log 2 logpF C RH    [10] 

 

where pF is suction (as explained before), C is a parameter that varies with temperature (C = 6.502 at 

20°C), and RH is the relative humidity expressed in percentage. 

 

Using this information, moisture diffusion was modeled using Fick’s second law (elements type DC2D4 

in Abaqus) with the assumption of a constant average temperature in the asphalt layer equal to 20ºC. As 

explained before, the moisture diffusion coefficients of the asphalt mixture were not constant, since they 

changed as a function of expected AV contents within the layer. 

Relationship between AV contents and moisture diffusion coefficients 

Kassem et al. (2009) conducted an experimental study to measure the moisture diffusion coefficients of 

different asphalt mixture specimens with known values of total AV content. These data were used in this 

study to find a correlation between the total AV content of a mixture and its moisture diffusion coefficient 

(herein named D); i.e. 

 

   115.5 10 exp 0.357D AV     [11] 

 

This relationship, which predicts that larger values of AV content are related to larger moisture diffusion 

coefficients, was used to correlate the AV content values obtained in the realizations of the AV random fields 

with values of moisture diffusion coefficient. These D values were incorporated into the FE model as input 

data for the diffusion model and, as a consequence, during every process of moisture diffusion the asphalt 

layer contained 2,400 different values of D (i.e. one for each cell of the AV random field in the asphalt layer). 

It should be highlighted that in this model the coefficient of moisture diffusion (D) was assumed to be 

independent of the amount of moisture being diffused in the matrix. In reality, moisture is accumulated 

within the material and, in time, it can act as a ‘barrier’ to the process of moisture diffusion itself, modifying 

the effective value of the coefficient of moisture diffusion. Also, D is assumed to be independent of the 
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presence of moisture in liquid state and any other physical process that may affect the linear relationship 

between AV and D. For simplicity, and to facilitate the analysis of the results, given that there are already 

several other variables in consideration, these effects were not included in the present analysis. In other 

words, the value of this physical property was considered to be constant during the total time of the 

simulations. 

Relationship of AV content, RH and mechanical properties 

As explained before, the pavement is subjected to mechanical loading at certain days after the initiation of 

the moisture diffusion process in the asphalt layer. At this stage, the FE model requires the mechanical 

properties of the asphalt layer as input parameters. For the present work, the asphalt mixture was assumed 

to be a linear viscoelastic material and the equivalent base was assumed to be linear elastic (with elastic 

modulus of 700 MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.35). 

For any given time, the viscoelastic material properties in the asphalt layer change in space as a function 

of: (1) the amount of moisture at each location within the layer, and (2) the amount of AV content at that 

location. As explained next, two different experimental relationships were combined to develop a 

methodology that permits to relate AV and RH values with the linear viscoelastic material properties of the 

mixture. 

The experimental results from relaxation tests of asphalt mixture specimens with three different AV 

contents (Masad et al. 2009) were again used to obtain a valid relationship between AV content and the 

viscoelastic mechanical properties of the mixture in dry state. Besides, a relationship obtained between RH 

values and the dynamic modulus (G*) of FAM materials (Hernández 2013) was also used for these purposes. 

This second relationship was obtained after conducting the Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA) testing—

using a procedure similar to the one proposed by Masad et al. (2006)—on FAM specimens that were 

conditioned at different environments, varying from 8 to 99% RH. The effect of RH on the dynamic moduli 

obtained for these FAM samples was scaled to obtain a usable relationship between RH values and the 

dynamic moduli of full asphalt mixtures. This scaling process consisted on applying the same factors that 

were experimentally reported to impact the mechanical properties of the FAM materials as a function of a 

specific RH condition to the dynamic modulus of the full asphalt mixture in dry state. With these two 

relationships, it is possible to estimate valid viscoelastic material properties of an asphalt mixture that has a 

specific AV content and that is subjected to a certain level of RH, as observed in Figure 31. This figure also 

presents the results from the FAM specimens tested at different levels of RH and the instantaneous modulus 

(Eo) of a Prony Series. As it can be observed, it is assumed that the moisture diffusion coefficient of the 

mixture only depends on the AV content, although in reality it also depends on AV connectivity. 
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FIGURE 31. (a) Relaxation modulus of a FAM material with varying RH, (b) instantaneous shear modulus for a FAM 

material with varying RH, and (c) instantaneous modulus of an asphalt mixture (Eo) as a function of AV and RH. 
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Coupled moisture-mechanical simulations 

The sequentially coupled moisture diffusion/mechanical built-in procedure in Abaqus was used to conduct 

the numerical simulations. Under this procedure, moisture—in the form of suction—was allowed to diffuse 

within the asphalt layer for times ranging between 0 and 180 days. When the layer was in dry condition (0 

days) and after 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 and 180 days, the mechanical load was applied to the structure in order 

to analyze the response of the asphalt course. For the mechanical modeling, the properties of the asphalt 

mixture were defined as explained in the previous section. Both the asphalt layer and the equivalent base 

layer were modeled using elements type CPE4R in Abaqus. For each one of the seven cases of analysis (i.e. 

in dry state and every 30 days for a total of 6 months) a total of 100 random and unique realizations were 

generated and subjected to the coupled modeling procedure. 

2.4.3 Results and analysis of the moisture-mechanical simulations 

AV random fields and moisture diffusion coefficients 

After generating the AV random fields representing probable spatial distributions within the asphalt course 

(as those shown in Figure 29), it was observed that the maximum AV content values were around 13 ± 1.25 

%, and that they were located—as expected—in the upper rows of the layer. Similarly, the minimum AV 

values within the asphalt course were around 2.35 ± 0.75 %, and were typically located in the middle and 

lower area of the layer. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the AV content values within the asphalt 

course (i.e. for a single realization) was 1.8 %, in average. The AV values obtained from all realizations were 

used to determine the probability density function (pdf) of this variable in order to fully characterize the 

characteristics of this phase. It was found that the AV content is well described by a normal distribution with 

mean and standard deviation parameters of 7% and 1.8%, respectively, as observed in Figure 32a. 

 

 
FIGURE 32. Probability density functions (pdf) of the (a) air void content values (AV), and (b) moisture diffusion 

coefficient values (D) in the asphalt course. The scattered lines represent the pdf obtained for each individual 

realization. 

 

The fields of AV were used to generate the spatial fields of moisture diffusion coefficients (D) by means 

of a relationship between AV and D (Equation 11). As anticipated, high values of D were obtained near the 

surface of the asphalt layer, where the maximum values of AV content were also located. Individual values 

of D inside the layer ranged from 1.35×10-10 m²/s (minimum, in average) to 7×10-9 m²/s (maximum, in 

average), and the typical mean value of D within each asphalt layer was about 8.6×10-10 m²/s. It is important 

to mention that the vertical profiles of D are very scattered and that these values vary rapidly from high 

values in the surface to more constant values below 3 cm from the surface. It was also observed that the 

standard deviation of D among different realizations is higher near the surface, as a direct consequence of 
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the high variability of AV in this area. Besides, an interesting result is that the non-linear relationship between 

AV and D produces a larger variability (i.e. standard deviation) of D with respect to the variability of the AV 

values. Finally, a best-fit analysis showed that the values of D obtained from all realizations follow a 

lognormal distribution with associated normal parameters of mean -21.1602 (λ) and standard deviation 

0.5279 (ξ) for D in units of m²/s, as observed in Figure 32b. 

Moisture diffusion 

In terms of moisture diffusion, it was observed that the upper boundary condition (i.e. the in-place weather 

conditions) rapidly induced an initial amount of humidity to the top of the layer during the first days of 

service of the pavement. However, the lower boundary condition controls the diffusion process in the long-

term. Indeed, after the third month of construction, the upper boundary condition has an observable effect 

only in the upper 2 cm of the layer, whereas the lower boundary condition provides a more stable and 

progressive input of moisture through time. 

Figure 33 presents the evolution of RH within the layer for a single AV random realization. In general, it 

is observed that after 60 days the mean value of RH within the layer is approximately 50% or higher, even 

when the initial condition was 0% at 0 days. After 90 days, all elements in the layer contain, in average, 

between 70 and 80% RH. Despite this, the dispersion of moisture within the layer is still high at this point in 

time. At the end of the sixth month of service, the RH values in all the elements in the layer are at least 80%, 

which is higher than the mean value of the upper RH regime. As previously reported by Tong et al. (2013), 

after this moment, the asphalt layer approaches to a RH steady state condition. 

 

 
FIGURE 33. Evolution of RH inside the asphalt course for an individual realization during 180 days. 

 

The diffusion results also show that RH values vary among realizations, even when measured at the same 

location in the layer. For instance, Figure 34 presents the evolution of RH with time for a single element 

located near the middle of the layer for all realizations. The differences in the curves are related with the 

uncertainty associated with the diffusion process. This variability is due to the fact that, although the 

boundary conditions are always the same among realizations, the internal parameters that control the 

diffusion process (i.e. D values) change in space. In other words, this variability results from the capacity of 

the model to capture the uncertainty associated with the internal heterogeneity of the asphalt mixture, as 

explained in previous sections. 
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FIGURE 34. Evolution of RH for a single element located at the middle of the layer. Each blue line represents the 

recorded RH at the same element for all realizations. 

 

The results in Figure 33 and Figure 34 also show that the variability of RH presents a peak at 30 days, and 

that this variability is still considerably high at 60 days. However, as discussed before, RH values tend to 

converge among realizations after 120 days of the service life of the pavement. 

 

Mechanical response of the asphalt layer 

As discussed earlier, the horizontal strain (εh) at every location within the layer was once again the parameter 

selected to evaluate the mechanical response of the asphalt layer. Due to the general relationship between 

RH and the viscoelastic material properties of the asphalt mixture that was used in the formulation of this 

model, the results from the coupled moisture diffusion/mechanical simulations—that were conducted 

considering the heterogeneity of mechanical properties—showed that the values of the horizontal strain in 

the layer increased consistently as a function of time (i.e. with the progression of moisture diffusion). For 

instance, near the middle of the layer and below the loaded areas, the average tensile strain is approximately 

1.124×10-4 at 0 days (dry state) and 1.539×10-4 after 180 days of moisture diffusion, which indicates an 

increase of 36.9% in this value. Values corresponding to the intermediate times of diffusion increase 

correspondingly. 

The increase in horizontal strain for the same period of time (i.e. 180 days) in the area where the maximum 

tensile strains are expected (i.e. bottom row below the loaded area) was 13.6%. This increase in the horizontal 

strain can be observed in Figure 35, which illustrates the values of this parameter obtained from the 100 

realizations conducted at 0 and 180 days, as well as the average values at the same location that were 

reported every 30 days. This result is important because, as it has been mentioned repeatedly in this study, 

since the maximum tensile strain is a parameter commonly used to control the fatigue performance of 

asphalt pavements in mechanistic-based pavement design methodologies, this situation could compromise 

the estimation of the performance of the structure. It is relevant to highlight, however, that comprehensive 

experimental studies on the influence of RH conditions on the fatigue life of asphalt mixtures are required 

to determine the actual impact of processes of moisture diffusion on the fatigue resistance of the asphalt 

course. 

The results also showed that the standard deviation of εh in the layer increased as a function of time. For 

example, near the area where the maximum tensile strain is located, the average values of standard deviation 

increased 36% during the 180 days of the diffusion simulation (from 1.114×10-5 to 1.515×10-5). This raise 

indicates an increase in the uncertainty associated with the mechanical response of the layer, which may 

also impact the structural reliability of the pavement structure. 

In terms of the maximum tensile strain reported within the asphalt layer (εh max), it was observed that this 

value increased nearly 14% (from 1.8812×10-4 at 0 days to 2.1433×10-4 at 180 days), as observed in Figure 
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36a. However, it is noteworthy that the standard deviation of each set of εh max kept approximately constant 

at about 9.0×10-6. Information from this figure can be used to calculate the pdf for εh max, as observed in 

Figure 36b. 

 

 
FIGURE 35. (a) Individual and mean profiles of the horizontal strain (εh) at the bottom row below the right load for 

all cases at 0 and 180 days, and (b) evolution of the mean values of εh through time at the same location. 
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FIGURE 36. (a) Maximum horizontal deformation (εh max) under the left load for all cases, and (b) pdf of εh max. 

 

Results presented in Figure 35 and Figure 36 show that, as expected from the formulation of the model, 

the existence of moisture diffusion processes within the pavement causes two correlated effects on the 

mechanical response of the asphalt mixture: (1) a decrease in the structural capacity of the material and, 

consequently, (2) an increase in the horizontal strain values within the layer. Figure 37 presents these results 

for the case of the maximum tensile strain (εh max) that was reported in the asphalt layer for all simulations 

conducted at 0 and 180 days. 

In addition, the presence of moisture in the microstructure of the asphalt layer causes other significant 

moisture-related distresses (e.g. raveling and stripping). Therefore, the durability, functionality and structural 

capacity of the pavement might also get compromised in the medium and long-term by the appearance of 

these additional distresses. 

2.4.4 Conclusions of the moisture-mechanical coupled simulations 

Coupled moisture diffusion/mechanical processes were modeled inside the top layer of an asphalt pavement 

structure using a FE model. The two main features of the model are that it simulates realistic moisture 
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diffusion processes that can be expected to occur in the field, and that it includes the heterogeneity induced 

by the microstructure of asphalt mixtures. Moisture, modeled in the form of suction, was allowed to enter 

the asphalt layer for a total time of 180 days. The layer was mechanically loaded in 30-day intervals, and the 

resulting horizontal strain at every location was obtained and analyzed. Some of the main findings that 

resulted from these processes are: 

 

 
FIGURE 37. Relationship between the instantaneous modulus (Eo) of the asphalt mixture in the location where εh 

max occurred, and the magnitude of εh max, for all realizations conducted at 0 and 180 days. 

 

- The application of realistic moisture regimes on both the top and bottom surfaces of the asphalt layer 

(in terms of suction or RH) makes the pavement to be subjected to a continuous recharge of moisture 

from the lower layers of the pavement. As a consequence, the asphalt course tends to reach a state of 

saturation, except for the first centimeters of the layer that are directly affected by the atmospheric 

conditions. 

- The inclusion of the spatial variability of material properties within the asphalt layer induced uncertainty 

in the moisture diffusion process. This uncertainty was observed to be higher during the initial 60 days 

of service and to strongly impact the dispersion or variability of the maximum tensile strain at the bottom 

of the layer (εh max) as a function of time. 

- The presence of RH and the spatial variability of material properties within the layer negatively affected 

the mechanical response of the asphalt course. For example, the maximum tensile strain in the layer (εh 

max) presented an average increase of 14% during the first 180 days of the service life of the pavement. 

This rise is due to the detrimental effect of the presence of moisture on the mechanical properties of the 

asphalt material. 

 

Finally, it is important to highlight that the moisture boundary conditions on the upper and lower surfaces 

of the pavement can also be adapted to represent any given humidity conditions that are representative of 

a specific location. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MODELING HMA HETEROGENEITY AT THE 

MICRO SCALE+ ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
 

 

 

 

The initial section of this chapter summarizes a new method developed for the random 

generation of two-dimensional HMA microstructures (i.e. probable geometries of the 

constituents of asphalt mixtures). In this method, named Microstructure Generator (MG), coarse 

aggregates and air voids are generated as polygons that comply with certain target values of 

volumetric proportions, gradation and shape. Then, the constitutive relationship from the 

simplified PANDA framework (i.e. nonlinear viscoelasticity with damage) is presented (Darabi et 

al. 2012). This relationship is used in Abaqus to define the mechanical response of the FAM phase 

in the previously created HMA microstructures. Afterwards, an initial study on the role of several 

microstructural HMA properties on the mechanical degradation of the mixture is presented, 

followed by two different approaches to evaluate moisture damage phenomena within HMA.2 

 

  

                                                      
2 This chapter includes content from the following published articles: 

D. Castillo, S. Caro, M. Darabi and E. Masad (2015) "Studying the effect of microstructural properties on the mechanical degradation of 

asphalt mixtures". Construction and Building Materials, 93, 70-83. 

D. Castillo, S. Caro, M. Darabi and E. Masad (2016) "Modelling moisture-mechanical damage in asphalt mixtures using random 

microstructures and a continuum damage formulation". Road Materials and Pavement Design, DOI: 10.1080/14680629.2016.1138880 

S. Caro, D. Castillo, M. Darabi and E. Masad (2016) "Influence of different sources of microstructural heterogeneity on the degradation of 

asphalt mixtures". International Journal of Pavement Engineering (accepted for publication). 
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3.1 HMA Microstructure Generator (MG) 

As part of this dissertation, a software was developed for the repeated generation of accurate random HMA 

microstructures composed by aggregates, FAM and air voids (Microstructure Generator, MG). The main 

purpose of this numerical tool is to provide realistic microstructures to conduct FE simulations that permit 

the macro-characterization of asphalt mixtures. The procedure designed to create probable two-

dimensional (2-D) geometrical arrangements of aggregates and air voids that represent the internal 

microstructure of specimens of HMA materials consists of three steps: 

 

1. Create a set of coarse aggregates, 

2. Create a set of air voids, and 

3. Locate the aggregates and air voids within the sample or specimen. 

 

Every time that this process is followed, a random, unique HMA microstructure is generated. Each 

microstructure is composed of three phases: (1) coarse aggregates (i.e. aggregates larger than 1.18 mm), (2) 

air voids, and (3) FAM, which, recalling, is defined as the mixture of asphalt binder and the finer portion of 

the aggregates (i.e. aggregates passing sieve No. 16 or 1.18 mm). Each individual phase is assumed to be a 

homogeneous material that occupies certain specific area within the specimen. 

The properties associated with each phase are controlled within the procedure (i.e. aggregates gradation, 

aggregate shape, aggregate angularity, air void size, total AV content and vertical AV distribution in the 

specimen). An example of a specimen or microstructure created with this methodology is presented in Figure 

38. This figure also presents some of the randomly generated aggregates and AV that compose the mixture, 

together with the resulting vertical distribution of the AV content within the microstructure, which followed 

the already mentioned vertical trend characteristic of air voids within asphalt mixtures in the field. As 

observed in Figure 38a, the random microstructures created in this work are squares of 10 cm by 10 cm. It 

is important to highlight that the proposed specimen size is large enough to be considered a valid 

Representative Volume Element (RVE) of the selected HMA mixtures since the size of each side of the 

specimen (10 cm) is more than five times the Nominal Maximum Aggregate Size (NMAS) of usually used 

aggregate gradations (in the case of this study, 12.5 mm and 19.0 mm, as explained later). Nevertheless, the 

size and shape of the microstructures can be modified as required. 

The following sections summarize the methodology developed to create the aggregate and air void 

phases and to locate them within the specimen. Every aggregate and air void that is generated is nothing 

more than a set of x-y coordinates, i.e. a polygon. The procedure to generate random microstructures was 

programmed using Matlab. 

Step 1: Creating a set of coarse aggregates 

This section describes the algorithm for the generation of the geometrical shapes that constitute a set of 

coarse aggregates of an HMA specimen. The functions and values mentioned in this procedure were 

selected based on information of typical shapes of aggregates used in the fabrication of HMA materials 

reported in the literature, and computational efficiency: 

 

- Select a random number of vertices for the aggregate, n. In this study, n was defined as a random integer 

uniformly distributed between 4 and 10. Aggregates with a greater number of vertices will later become 

the larger aggregates from the sample. 

- Starting from the positive x-axis, divide an x-y plane radially from the center (0, 0) into n sections of equal 

size (i.e. sweeping equal angles). For example, if n was 3, the plane should be divided using three radial 

lines, at 0°, 120° and 240°. 
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FIGURE 38. (a) Asphalt mixture microstructure with 230 aggregates (65.63 cm²), 577 air voids (7.01 cm²) and the 

FAM phase (27.36 cm²), with its vertical air void distribution. (b) 20 randomly created coarse aggregates of the 

microstructure, and (c) 260 randomly created air voids of the microstructure. 

 

- Place a radial line at a random angle within each section. The vertices of the aggregate will be placed 

over these lines. 

- Select a random longitude, l, inside each of the lines placed in the previous step. In this study, values of 

l are extracted from a triangular distribution between 0.3 and 0.5 (the maximum value is 0.5 because the 

shape diameter will be normalized later). Notice that these parameters define the final angularity of the 

aggregate. More details regarding this aspect are presented later. 

- Calculate the vector of x-y coordinates of the aggregate. This vector has n+1 elements (i.e. one more 

than the number of vertices) because the aggregate is a closed shape, and the last coordinate is the same 

as the first one. 

- Multiply the x-coordinate vector by a factor f, in order to elongate the aggregates. In this study, f is a 

random value from a triangular pdf between 1 and 1.8. A value of f=1 means that the aggregate shape 

will remain untouched, i.e. it will not be elongated. 

- Finally, calculate the mean longitude from the center (0, 0) to every vertex. Multiply this value by 2 to get 

the mean diameter of the aggregate, and then divide the x and y coordinates by this mean diameter. 
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Notice that this stage defines the final form of the aggregate. The result is a shape with mean diameter 

equal to 1. 

 

At this point, a normalized aggregate-like shape has been created. The next step consists of generating the 

set of m aggregates for one HMA microstructure (m is uniquely defined for the selected gradation and 

target area of aggregates, from a curve that relates the number of aggregates and the area that they occupy), 

as follows: 

 

- Select a target gradation and calculate the percentage of aggregates larger than 1.18 mm that passes 

through each sieve. Aggregates smaller than 1.18 mm are considered to be part of the FAM phase. Two 

gradations were used in this study: (1) a gradation with a NMAS of 12.5 mm (Masad et al. 2006), and (2) 

a gradation with NMAS of 19.0 mm (Rahmani et al. 2013). However, any given gradation can be selected 

to be analyzed. 

- Divide the sample of m aggregates (sorted by the number of vertices) into s groups, where s is the 

number of sieves higher or equal to 1.18 mm that retained any percentage of aggregates. Every group 

of aggregates will lie between two consecutive sieves. Use a proportional number of aggregates for each 

group, using the percentages previously calculated for each sieve. 

- Apply a factor to the x-y coordinates of the aggregates on each group (i.e. to the normalized shapes) to 

modify the size of the individual aggregates. In this work, this factor was defined as a scalar that increases 

linearly between the two sieve sizes below and above every group of aggregates. At this stage, the 

previously generated normalized shapes are used. Since the mean diameter of those shapes was 1, the 

factor applied to them becomes the new mean diameter (in units of length) of the aggregates located 

between sieves. In this way, the sample of aggregates can fit any desired gradation. 

 

The final set of generated shapes is a group of closed polygons that show aggregate-like features; they 

are regarded from now on as the aggregate particles in a 2-D section of compacted HMA. Figure 38b shows 

a subset of aggregate particles that were created using this procedure. 

Notice that the generated aggregates have certain shape properties. Aggregate shape is usually 

characterized through three parameters: (1) form, (2) angularity, and (3) texture (Masad et al. 2001). While 

form and angularity characterize ‘macro’ features of a particle, and thus they can be obtained from the x-y 

coordinates that define every aggregate in the present work, texture is a property defined at a finer scale 

and is usually calculated decomposing gray scale pictures of the aggregates. Because of this, specific form 

and angularity parameters were obtained from the shapes of the aggregates, while their texture was not 

considered to be a parameter of relevance for the purposes of this work. 

The form of each aggregate was characterized using the Form Index (FI), which measures the incremental 

change in the particle radius in all directions (Masad et al. 2001). The FI is a representation of the aspect 

ratio of the aggregates, i.e. how round/elongated is the particle, which means that the FI of a circle is equal 

to zero. The Form Index is calculated as (Masad et al. 2001): 
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where Rθ is the distance from the center to the edge of the aggregate at angle θ, and Δθ is the increment 

of the angles (defined as 5° in this work). 

On the other hand, the Angularity Index (AI, measured through the gradient method) quantifies the 

change in the gradient on the boundary of a particle (Al-Rousan et al. 2005) and it is herein used to 

characterize the angularity properties of the aggregates. Notorious changes in the gradient value indicate 

more angularity. Thus, particles that are highly angular have higher AI values, because the variation between 
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the gradients of consecutive sides is larger. The AI is herein calculated as (modified from Al-Rousan et al. 

(2005)), 
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where N is the number of points located at equal angles on the edges of the particle and Gi is the gradient 

of i-th side segment of the particle. 

Typically, FI and AI parameters are quantified by applying Equations 12 and 13 to aggregate particles 

obtained from image analysis techniques, where the resolution of the particles (i.e. number of vertices per 

aggregate) is much higher than that used in the present work. Thus, the shape parameters of the aggregates 

(FI and AI indexes) were herein controlled by means of an elongation factor that defines the final form of 

the aggregate (i.e. to control FI), and the selection of a minimum and maximum number of vertices and a 

probabilistic density function, or pdf, from which the distances to the vertices of the aggregates are defined 

(i.e. to control AI). As a consequence, typical ranges for FI and AI indexes of the generated aggregates ranged 

between 1 and 5, and 0.04 to 0.11, respectively. 

Figure 39 illustrates the sets of aggregates of three different random microstructures generated using 

this technique. The figure also includes the corresponding FI and AI indexes of the set of aggregates. Notice 

that while the shapes of the aggregates in the first microstructure are realistic for an HMA specimen, this is 

not the case for the other two sets of aggregates (Figure 39b and Figure 39c). The last two sets are presented 

with the sole purpose of illustrating that the proposed methodology is able of fully controlling the shape 

parameters of the coarse aggregates. 

Step 2: Creating a set of air voids 

The process of creating a set of air voids for the HMA microstructure is similar to the procedure previously 

explained for the aggregates, with a few modifications. In this case, the set of air voids with specific sizes is 

generated directly, as follows: 

 

- Create a list of v numbers of vertices for the polygonal shapes. Each number is going to correspond to a 

probable air void. The number of vertices for each void was defined as a random integer uniformly 

distributed between 4 and 7. Sort the list, ascending; once again, air voids with more vertices will be the 

largest from the sample. 

- Create and sort a list of v values of mean particle radius. For this purpose, this work uses a lognormal pdf 

for AV diameters (μ=1.34 mm, σ=1.57 mm; λ=-7.0471, ξ=0.9293), that was found to represent the air 

void sizes of typical HMA (Castelblanco 2004). Additionally, a lower and upper limit were placed to control 

the minimum mesh size and to avoid excessively large air voids that would eventually occur. 

- Take a value of the number of vertices from the list (vi) and a radius (ri), divide a plane radially in vi equal 

sections and randomly place a radius of length ri in every section to obtain the void shape. Calculate the 

vector of x-y coordinates for the air voids, in the same way as it was done with the coarse aggregates. 

Repeat this process v times in order to generate a full set of air voids. 

 

A randomly created microstructure will have a certain number of air voids (each one with a specific size 

and shape) depending on the target AV content of the asphalt mixture. For instance, a sample with 10% 

target AV content will have a greater number of individual air voids than a sample with 4% target AV. An 

important characteristic of the technique is that the final air void phase within the microstructure follows 

the general distribution in depth that was repeatedly mentioned in the previous chapter. To achieve this, 

realistic computational random vertical AV distributions that emulate those observed in the field were used, 
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as presented in Figure 7. Thus, each individual void of the total set of generated polygons is preassigned to 

a horizontal ‘strip’ within the specimen—where it will be randomly located, in the next step—such that this 

vertical trend is achieved. 
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FIGURE 39. (a) Typical shape of aggregates in actual HMA materials, (b) specimen with circular-like aggregates 

and high angularity, and (c) specimen with planar aggregates with low angularity. 

 

It should be highlighted that the procedure previously described does not permit to have interconnected 

voids within the 2-D microstructure. Undoubtedly, interconnectivity is an important property of the air void 

phase in HMA mixture. However, previous studies have shown that the tortuosity of connected void paths 

in full dense mixtures is in a range of 3.16 and 4.94 (Al-Omari and Masad 2004). Therefore, it is realistic to 

assume that the number of long connected paths within a 2-D slide of a mixture is negligible. Also, it is 

possible to assume that several of the voids of this 2-D sample do belong to connected paths that go 

through the specimen (i.e. they are connected to air voids located in front or behind the 2-D microstructure), 

as proposed by Caro et al. (2014) in a recent work on oxidation in asphalt mixtures. 

An example of a set of polygons with air void-like features created following this method is presented in 

Figure 38c. Notice that the final shape of the air voids is not a circle, which constitutes an improvement from 

previous efforts that have attempted to include this phase as part of the microstructure of HMA materials 

(Caro et al. 2010b, Caro et al. 2014). 
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Step 3: Locating the aggregates and air voids inside a specimen 

The two previous steps provide sets of coarse aggregates and air voids that satisfy specific parameters of 

shape, gradation and size. At this point, it is necessary to place each and every individual aggregate and air 

void within a fixed area that represents the HMA specimen or microstructure. This process must ensure that 

each polygon (i.e. an aggregate or an air void) is located within the specimen boundaries, that there are no 

crossings between polygons and that a small air void or aggregate is not located by mistake within a larger 

polygon. 

For efficiency, the largest polygons (whether aggregates or air voids) are selected and located first. Thus, 

for a given air void or aggregate, the program randomly selects a trial position and checks its validity by 

identifying any potential intersection or inclusion with the surrounding polygons. If the trial position is found 

to be valid, the element is located; otherwise, the process is repeated until a valid position is found. The 

steps of the process are as follows: 

 

- If the polygon to be located is an aggregate, rotate it randomly. Random angles between –π/4 and π/4 

rad were used. 

- Generate a random, valid test location inside the specimen. A valid location means that the polygon must 

be separated from the edges of the specimen by a minimum distance and, if it is an air void, it must be 

located within its preassigned section. 

- For every previously located polygon, check if the current polygon is nearby. To calculate this, compare 

the distance between the centers of the polygons (dc) with the sum of the maximum ‘radius’ of the two 

polygons, dM1+dM2 (i.e. the maximum distance between the center of the polygon and any of its vertices). 

If dM1+dM2 is less than dc, the pair of polygons is ‘not near’. 

- If the polygons are near, test that the current polygon do not cross and that is not being placed inside 

the previous polygon. In some occasions a polygon being located is bigger in longitude (but not in area) 

than a previously located polygon. In this case a double check is performed to see that it does not have 

a smaller polygon inside. If the polygons are not close enough to each other, it is not needed to check 

for crossings or location, which aids efficiency. If any of these tests fail, go back to the first point on the 

list. After the tests, continue to the next previously located polygon. 

- Once the current polygon passes the tests with all of the previously located polygons, the location is 

considered valid and it is stored. Continue from the first step to locate the next polygon on the list. 

 

The final result of the process of random generation as a whole, is a probable computational HMA 

microstructure. Examples of three microstructures created through this procedure are presented in Figure 

40. Since these three microstructures were generated using the same input parameters (i.e. gradation, FI and 

AI indexes, and total AV content), they can be considered replicates of the same mixture, similarly to the 

case when several HMA specimens with the same mix design are fabricated in the laboratory. 

It is relevant to mention that one of the main challenges when generating accurate HMA microstructures 

is to adequately represent high volume fractions of aggregates. As the fraction of aggregates increases, 

more robust computational techniques and algorithms are required. As shown in this work, the presented 

computational technique has been used to create microstructures with a high volume fraction of aggregates 

(close to 70%), and is suited to produce even higher values, which is a main advantage of this random 

generator technique in comparison to other existing procedures. 
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(a) (b) (c)
230 aggregates, 66.30 cm²

583 air voids, 7.004 cm²

230 aggregates, 66.03 cm²

618 air voids, 7.010 cm²

230 aggregates, 65.85 cm²

552 air voids, 7.002 cm²  
FIGURE 40. Three random microstructures with details on the number of aggregates, air voids and area. The three 

replicates have the same air void content (7%) and NMAS (12.5 mm). The specimen size is 10×10 cm. 

 

3.2 Simplified PANDA constitutive framework 

Regarding the computational modeling of the mechanical response of microstructural components of the 

HMA, a quite simple linear viscoelastic formulation as the one used in the previous two chapters can be 

adopted. However, important advancements have been recently achieved in the development and validation 

of more realistic constitutive relationships. Several of these constitutive formulations have been successful 

in accurately representing the nonlinear response of HMA materials by accounting for mechanisms such as 

viscoelasticity, viscoplasticity, and damage (i.e. degradation of the material properties, crack 

initiation/propagation) (Lundstrom et al. 2007). Among these works, Darabi et al. (Darabi et al. 2013b) 

presented a comprehensive continuum damage-based constitutive relationship for asphalt mixtures 

developed by researchers at Texas A&M University that integrates and couples non-linear viscoelasticity, 

viscoplasticity, viscodamage and micro-damage healing mechanisms, named PANDA (Pavement Analysis 

using Nonlinear Damage Approach). It is important to highlight that continuum damage mechanics (CDM) 

formulations do not account for the explicit interaction among multiple micro-cracks and do not consider 

defects in the geometry of the material; instead, they consider the average effect of damage as a general 

degradation of material properties, which is manifested in the magnitude of the true stress sustained by the 

material. This framework is both numerically and physically attractive as this concept eliminates many of the 

numerical complexities associated with the direct coupling among distress mechanisms and, at the same 

time, it maintains the physical integrity of the approach by providing accurate approximations of stored and 

dissipated energies during the mechanical and the environmental loading conditions (Darabi et al. 2012). 

The PANDA formulation has been recently enhanced to account for some complex environmentally-

related degradation phenomena in asphalt materials, such as moisture damage (Shakiba et al. 2014) and 

oxidative aging (Abu Al-Rub et al. 2013). These efforts have been summarized into one integrated utility, 

and they are accessible through the use of user-defined material subroutines (UMAT) in the FE software 

Abaqus (which has been employed throughout this study). A simplified version of this constitutive 

relationship, which includes the non-linear viscoelastic behavior of HMA and the viscodamage (VD) and 

moisture damage module components of PANDA, is used in this chapter as an important component of the 

modeling methodology. 

While the mechanical behavior of aggregates and air voids of the microstructures generated using the 

MG can be represented reasonably well through a linear elastic constitutive model—with a very low modulus 
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for the air voids to represent that this phase does not have the capacity to carry load—the response of the 

phase composed by the fine aggregate matrix or FAM is represented through the simplified version of 

PANDA (Abu Al-Rub et al. 2010). In the case of the coarse aggregates, the elastic properties used were an 

elastic modulus of 25 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.16, which is a common value for rocks used as granular 

materials. This implies that the analysis of degradation will be focused on the processes occurring within the 

FAM phase that, naturally, are affected by the presence and properties of the other two constitutive phases 

(i.e. coarse aggregates and air voids). 

3.2.1 Viscoelastic constitutive relationship 

In the simplified version of PANDA used in this study, Schapery’s nonlinear viscoelastic constitutive 

relationship (Schapery 1969) is used to express the viscoelastic response of the FAM phase, such that: 
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where g0, g1 and g2 designate nonlinear viscoelastic parameters, T is the temperature, D0 is the 

instantaneous creep compliance, ΔD is the transient compliance represented as a Prony series (see Equation 

17), and ψt is the reduced time that incorporates the time-temperature shift factor (see Equation 16). The 

researchers who developed this formulation have shown that the nonlinear viscoelastic parameters depend 

on the deviatoric stress and the confinement level. The term ψt is given by 
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where aT is the temperature shift factor. It should be noted that ψ = t when the simulations are conducted 

at the reference temperature (i.e. the temperature at which the viscoelasticity parameters are identified), as 

in the case of this study. For numerical convenience, a Prony series is used to represent the transient 

compliance ΔD, such that 
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where N is the number of terms, and Dn is the nth coefficient of the Prony series associated with the nth 

retardation time λn. The conjugate terms Dn and λn characterize the time-dependent response of asphalt 

concrete for a range of time spectrum. In fact, Dn represents the compliance at a specific loading time 

characterized by the retardation time λn. 

3.2.2 Mechanical and moisture degradation general formulation 

In the PANDA CDM constitutive relationship, the damage variables represent the degradation of the FAM 

phase. The degradation related to mechanical and moisture damage is represented individually by two state 

variables, namely ϕ for mechanical damage, and ω for moisture damage. The terms ϕ and ω are scalars that 

vary between 0 (initial state of no damage) and 1 (complete failure, i.e. no structural capacity). The damage 

variables relate the nominal stress σ, in the damaged configuration, to the true stress 𝜎, in the undamaged 

or effective configuration, as follows: 
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  1 1       [17] 

 

3.2.3 Mechanical damage evolution 

The following mechanical damage evolution function describes the rate of change of mechanical damage, 

ϕ, in PANDA (Darabi et al. 2012), 
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where Γvd is the visco-damage fluidity parameter, T is the temperature, �̅� is the damage driving force, Y0 

is the reference damage force, q is a stress-dependent material parameter, k is a strain-dependent material 

parameter and εeff is the effective total strain. Macaulay brackets, < >, are used to ensure that damage 

density evolves only when the damage force has a positive value. The following form is assumed for the 

damage driving force �̅� in order to account for important factors affecting damage evolution in asphalt 

mixtures: 
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The terms 𝐼1̅, 𝐽2̅ and 𝐽3̅ in this equation correspond to the stress invariants that convert the multi-axial stress 

states to a damage force, which is a scalar, considering the general applied multi-axial stress levels that drive 

damage evolution. Besides, α is a parameter that captures the effect of confinement level on the damage 

evolution, such that damage evolves slowly at higher confinement levels. Moreover, the damage force 

distinguishes the loading mode through the ratio of the third deviatoric stress invariant to the second 

deviatoric stress invariant, i.e. the right end of the equation. Finally, the parameter dvd is interpreted as the 

ratio of the yield stress in uniaxial tension to that in uniaxial compression. This defines a damage force that 

is sensitive to the confinement level and the combined effect of deviatoric stress level and the loading mode, 

which makes the damage evolution function more general and applicable to multi-axial stress states. For 

details on the mechanical implementation, calibration and validation of the constitutive model, the reader 

is referred to Darabi et al. (2013a). 

3.2.4 Moisture damage evolution 

The moisture damage module in PANDA comprises both the adhesive degradation at the interfaces between 

the aggregates and the FAM and the cohesive degradation within the FAM phase. The evolution rate for the 

moisture damage, ω, is as follows (Shakiba et al. 2013): 
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s
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where θ is the normalized moisture content, r is the adhesive or cohesive moisture damage fluidity 

parameter, ϕeff is the effective damage density which considers the effects of both mechanical and moisture 

damage, and s is the damage history exponent parameter. Three main properties of this time-dependent 

equation are that it accounts for the irreversibility of moisture damage (i.e. when the material gets dry, it 
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does not fully recover to its original condition), it considers damage history, and the appearance of cracking 

is not limited to a predefined path (Shakiba et al. 2013). In this work, this state variable accounted for the 

contribution caused by the presence of moisture to the overall damage occurring in the FAM phase. In the 

model, moisture was assumed not to affect the mechanical properties of the coarse aggregates. 

3.2.5 Parameters for the PANDA constitutive formulation 

Table 6 summarizes the set of mechanical parameters used for each phase of the HMA mixture, as well as 

the parameters that account for moisture damage in the FAM phase. These parameters were defined based 

on comprehensive experimental plans in previous research efforts (Shakiba et al. 2014, You et al. 2014, 

Shakiba et al. 2015). 

 

TABLE 6. Mechanical properties of the phases composing the HMA, and mechanical/moisture damage 

parameters for FAM (Shakiba et al. 2014, You et al. 2014, Shakiba et al. 2015). 

 

Phase Mechanical behavior Parameters and Values  

    
Air voids Negligible   

    
Aggregates Linear elastic Modulus 25 GPa, Poisson’s ratio 0.16  

    
FAM Non-linear viscoelastic Poisson’s ratio 0.35  

    
  Do = 1.07 ×10-7 [1/kPa]  

    
  [1/kPa] [1/s] 

 Prony series D1 = 3.85 ×10-8 λ1 = 100000 

 (compliance) D2 = 9.58 ×10-8 λ2 = 10000 

  D3 = 2.11 ×10-7 λ3 = 1000 

  D4 = 4.31 ×10-7 λ4 = 100 

  D5 = 7.94 ×10-7 λ5 = 10 

  D6 = 1.29 ×10-6 λ6 = 1 

  D7 = 1.88 ×10-6 λ7 = 0.1 

  D8 = 2.47 ×10-6 λ8 = 0.01 

  D9 = 3.56 ×10-6 λ9 = 0.001 

    
 Mechanical damage: Damage fluidity parameter [1/sec] Γvd = 2.95×10-20 [1/sec] 

  Reference damage force [kPa] Yo = 1000 [kPa] 

  Stress-dependent parameter q = 6.34 

  Strain-dependent parameter k = -6.30 

    
 Moisture damage: Moisture fluidity parameter [1/sec] r = 0.0001 [1/sec] 

  Moisture history parameter s = 5 

    
 

3.3 Micromechanical degradation of HMA 

In this part of the study, the focus turns to the probabilistic parametric analyses that can be performed to 

assess the effect of varying microstructural properties of HMA, such as the total aggregate fraction, the 
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angularity of aggregates, or the AV content of the mixture, on the dispersion of the response and damage 

evolution of the material. This is possible due to the versatility of the MG, which permits to have full control 

over the aggregate gradation and the morphological parameters of both aggregates and air voids as it was 

presented before. 

Through the use of several state-of-the-art computational techniques, this micromechanical approach 

proposes an original modeling methodology to evaluate the role of certain properties of the microstructure 

of HMA materials (i.e. aggregate gradation and AV content) on their mechanical degradation. To accomplish 

this goal, the methodology has three main components: 

 

1. The new MG procedure to create probable random two-dimensional (2-D) HMA microstructures, 

2. The simplified PANDA constitutive relationship that is based on continuum damage mechanics theory 

and that accounts for the mechanical response and degradation of the bulk phase of the HMA 

microstructure, and, 

3. The use of Abaqus to implement the randomly generated HMA microstructures and to evaluate the effect 

of the selected microstructural properties on the mechanical response of HMA at both the macro- and 

micro- scales. 

 

These simulations constitute a relevant contribution in the area of numerical modeling in Pavement 

Engineering because they combine several unique approaches to evaluate degradation processes in asphalt 

mixtures. 

3.3.1 Parameters used in the random generation of microstructures 

As observed in the previous sections, a number of parameters are involved in the process of generating a 

random microstructure. A summary of these parameters is presented in Table 7, as well as the specific values 

selected for this section of the study. The gradations (NMAS 12.5 mm and 19 mm) are presented in Table 8. 

3.3.2 Mechanical simulations 

To study the influence of some specific parameters of HMA microstructure on the mechanical performance 

of the material, six cases of analysis were selected. The cases combine two gradations (NMAS of 12.5 mm 

and 19.0 mm) and three target AV values (4, 7 and 10%). To consider the variability associated with the 

microstructures, 100 realizations or replicates were randomly generated for each case, for a total of 600 

microstructures. Each replicate or probable specimen of a given mixture has the same gradation and AV 

content as all other replicates, but it has a different and unique random microstructure. It is worth noting 

that the two specific gradations used in this work are referred to as NMAS 12.5 and 19.0 mm, even though 

there is a wide range of gradations that comply with these two NMAS values. Therefore, it is important to 

stress that the results presented in this work are specific for these two selected gradations. 

The microstructures were implemented in Abaqus and, for every replicate, a tensile load was applied over 

a rigid plate that was located on the top of the specimen. The load corresponds to a tensile stress-controlled 

condition applied at the rate of 0.067 MPa/s for a total of 300 seconds. Similar to the simulations conducted 

in previous chapters, although this specific load was used in this study, the microstructures could be 

subjected to any desired load configuration (e.g. axial cyclic stress loading). In terms of boundary conditions, 

the bottom side of the specimen was restricted in the vertical direction, and the right side was restricted in 

the horizontal direction to represent the specimens during the uniaxial tension laboratory test. 
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TABLE 7. Summary of parameters, and values selected for the cases of analysis. 

 

Phase Parameters Specific value selected for the cases of analysis in this work 

   
General Specimen shape and size Square, side 10 cm 

   

Aggregates 

Gradation 
Two reported gradations, NMAS of 12.5 mm (Masad et al. 2006) and 19.0 mm 

(Rahmani et al. 2013). 

Number of aggregates 

Defined naturally by the gradation, the specimen area and the target aggregate 

surface (You et al. 2009, Zelelew and Papagiannakis 2011). A total of 230 aggregates 

for NMAS 12.5 mm and 110 for NMAS 19.0 mm were used to reach a value of 

aggregate fraction of 66%. 

Number of vertices Integer, uniformly distributed between 4 and 10 (Wang et al. 1999). 

Radial distance to vertices Selected using a triangular pdf, 0 at 0.3 and 10 at 0.5. 

Elongation factor for x-

coordinates before rotation 

Selected from a triangular pdf. 0 at 1, 2.5 at 1.8. A value of 1 means that the aggregate 

is not elongated. 

Angularity Index (AI) 
Controlled by the number of vertices, and the radial distances to vertices. The average 

AI value for the microstructures generated in this work was 0.075. 

Form Index (FI) 
Controlled by the factor of elongation. The average FI for the microstructures 

generated in this work was 2.75. 

Aggregate rotation Random, uniformly distributed between –π/4 and π/4 rad from the horizontal axis. 

   

Air voids 

Target AV, 

AV distribution in depth 

The procedure presented in Section 2.1.1, Stage 2, was used to define random vertical 

distributions of air voids. Three target total air void content values were selected (4%, 

7% and 10%). 

Number of air voids 

Results naturally from the selected pdf that characterizes the diameter of the air voids, 

and from the vertical air void content distribution. Average number of air voids was 

327, 575 and 825 for HMA with 4%, 7% and 10% target air void contents, respectively. 

Diameters 
A reported pdf for the mean air void diameter for a dense graded HMA was selected 

(Castelblanco 2004). 

Number of vertices Integer, uniformly distributed between 4 and 7. 

   
 

3.3.3 Results and analysis 

Random HMA microstructures 

Some of the random HMA microstructures produced through the MG and used to evaluate the mechanical 

degradation of the mixture are presented in Figure 41. The microstructures presented in this figure 

correspond to the first realization of each one of the six cases of analysis considered. 

For each one of these microstructures, it is possible to determine in detail the individual properties of 

each coarse aggregate and void, and the volumetric properties of the HMA. For example, the results of the 

exact area that is occupied by the coarse aggregates, the air voids and the FAM phase for the 600 realizations 

conducted in the study are presented in Figure 42. As observed, each realization obtained under certain 

specific parameters (i.e. gradation, total AV content, etc.) can be satisfactorily considered a replicate of the 

asphalt mixture. 
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TABLE 8. Gradations of the computationally generated aggregates (Masad et al. 2006, Rahmani et al. 2013). The 

microstructures only include coarse aggregates greater than 1.18 mm. 

 

NMAS 12.5 mm   NMAS 19.0 mm  

Sieve size [mm] Percent passing [%]  Sieve size [mm] Percent passing [%] 

     
0.075 4.8  0.075 2.8 

0.15 9.6  0.3 8.1 

0.3 15  0.6 19.7 

0.6 23  2.36 37.3 

1.18 34  4.75 58.1 

2.36 53  9.5 74 

4.75 69  19 99.6 

9.5 85  25 100 

12.5 96    

19 100    
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FIGURE 41. First HMA microstructure or replicate for each case. 
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FIGURE 42. Area of aggregates, FAM and air voids for all HMA microstructures. (a) NMAS 12.5 mm, (b) 19.0 mm. 

 

In the case of the air voids, it is also possible to computationally calculate the final AV distribution in 

depth. The results obtained from all realizations, an example of which can be observed to the right at Figure 

38a, permit to conclude that the produced internal AV structures properly emulate the actual vertical 

distributions of air voids reported in the literature for field-compacted HMA cores and presented in previous 

sections (Masad et al. 1999, Tashman et al. 2001, Castelblanco 2004, Kassem et al. 2008). 

Macro-scale mechanical response 

One of the initial results that can be obtained regarding the mechanical behavior of each one of the 600 

microstructures analyzed in FE is the displacement of the upper plate of the specimen, which captures the 

overall response of the specimen. These results are presented in Figure 43 for every realization of the six 

cases studied (i.e. 100 replicates per case). 

Data in Figure 43 show that higher displacements appear in replicates with large AV values. In average, 

45% more displacement was reported for HMA specimens with 10% AV in comparison with that obtained 

for specimens with 4% AV. Also, the influence of the gradation is patent: although all asphalt mixtures had 

the same area of aggregates and equivalent values of AV area and internal AV disposition, the mixtures with 

19.0 mm NMAS consistently presented higher displacements compared with the mixtures with 12.5 mm 

NMAS. This is concluded from Figure 43, where it can be observed that the average displacement in the 

replicates with 19.0 mm NMAS and 10% AV content was 8.8% larger than in the replicates with 12.5 mm 

NMAS at the same level of air voids. In terms of the dispersion of the displacement through time among 

different microstructures or replicates of a single mixture (i.e. dispersion of the 100 curves presented within 
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each graph), it is possible to conclude that: (1) it increases with time, (2) it increases with an increase in the 

total AV content, and (3) it is higher in the mixtures with 19.0 mm NMAS. 

 

 
FIGURE 43. Overall displacement for all replicates: (a) NMAS 12.5 mm, (b) NMAS 19.0 mm. Each graph contains 

100 curves; each curve represents the behavior of one HMA replicate. The dotted curve corresponds to the 

average of all other curves. 

 

With this information, it is also possible to compute the stress-strain curves that represent the 

macromechanical response of the specimens, information that can be used to calculate the ‘modulus’ at the 

middle of the test (i.e. the slope of the curve at time t = 150 s). These results are presented in Figure 44, and 

they indicate that asphalt mixtures with higher values of AV present lower values of modulus, which is an 

expected result (i.e. specimens with more air voids are less dense and rigid). Indeed, the mean modulus for 

HMA with 4% AV is between 1.46 and 1.52 times the mean modulus of HMA with 10% AV. Also, it is observed 

that aggregate gradation has a mild impact on this parameter: the mean modulus of the mixtures with a 

NMAS of 19.0 mm is 92 to 96% the modulus obtained for the mixtures with a NMAS of 12.5 mm. 
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FIGURE 44. Modulus at 150 seconds, of all replicates, for all cases. Asphalt mixtures with (a) 12.5 mm NMAS, and 

(b) 19.0 mm NMAS. 
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Finally, the results also suggest that the variability induced by the random generation of the 

microstructure makes it possible that, for example, a specimen with 7% AV presents a similar structural 

capacity than a specimen with 10% AV. The possibility of including these extreme phenomena, which may 

as well appear in real pavement structures, is a valuable contribution of the proposed modeling 

methodology. 

Mechanical damage 

As it was mentioned in Section 3, mechanical damage in the FAM phase (identified by the scalar damage 

density ϕ), is an important output variable that can be obtained from the FE simulations. Next, a summary 

of the most relevant results obtained for this variable for all HMA mixtures is presented and discussed. 

Figure 45 presents the damage density in the FAM phase of two HMA specimens during the loading 

process. The red areas (i.e. damage equal or close to 1) represent zones in the FAM phase that have been 

completely damaged due to the applied load (i.e. ϕ = 1). In other words, these areas show the location where 

failure or cracking has occurred in the FAM phase. For these two cases, it is also observed that considerably 

large areas of the FAM phase are affected moderately, i.e. damage density values around 0.5 (i.e. turquoise-

green-yellow colors). 
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FIGURE 45. Evolution of damage in time, in the FAM phase of two replicates: (a) microstructure with 12.5 mm 

NMAS and 7% air voids, and (b) microstructure with 19.0 mm NMAS and 7% air voids. Grey areas present 

damage less than 0.1. 

 

A better insight of the damage generated within the specimen can be obtained by plotting a frequency 

histogram of the individual values of the damage density reported within a given microstructure at the end 

of the test (i.e. at 300 s), as exemplified in Figure 46. The best fit for this histogram of damage density values 

(excluding ϕ equal to 1.0) is a Beta distribution with parameters of shape α = 0.30676 and β = 2.34251. In 
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this particular case, 204 finite elements were completely damaged, which corresponds to 1.56% of all the 

FAM elements. 64% of the total sample is composed of elements with ϕ smaller than 0.1 (i.e. less than 10% 

of the total damage), so the first columns (high normalized frequency, reaching 0.3) are off the chart. 
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FIGURE 46. Normalized histogram of damage density values (ϕ) at 300 seconds, for all FAM elements in one 

microstructure. The high frequencies related to lower damage values are not visible. 

 

Although the previous results were presented for one single specimen, the same information is available for 

each one of the 100 realizations conducted for the six cases of study. Therefore, in order to better 

characterize the mean damage that has occurred within a specimen, a Damage Index (DI) was defined for 

the FAM phase, as follows: 
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where k is the number of FAM elements in the specimen, ϕk
t is the damage at element k at time t, and 

Ak is the area of element k. Thus, the denominator of the equation is the total FAM area of the specimen. DI 

values consider both the individual values of damage and the area of all finite elements composing the FAM 

(an average sample has approximately 15,000 FAM elements). The evolution curves of DI for all specimens 

are presented in Figure 47. 

In general, DI presents a rapid growth during the initial seconds, followed by a stabilization of the velocity 

of damage or, equivalently, by a constant slope of the curve. One interesting observation from these results 

is that the aggregate gradation of the HMA has an impact in the development of damage within the 

microstructures, with a mean DI value that is slightly smaller for the microstructures with a 19.0 mm NMAS. 

Also, it is observed that for a fixed gradation, the mean curve of the damage index decreases slightly with 

an increase in the AV content of the HMA. For example, this damage index changes from an average value 

of 0.1421, for HMA with 12.5 mm NMAS and 4% AV, to 0.1361 for HMA with 12.5 mm NMAS and 10% AV; 

i.e. a reduction of 4.22%. This result is due to the fact that the damage index considers all FAM elements, 

even if their level of damage density is very low. When analyzing the data in detail, it is possible to conclude 

that microstructures with lower AV levels have larger adjacent areas that get, in average, mildly damaged 

(i.e. values of ϕ around 0.4). This creates a considerable number of elements whose damage density is around 

0.3-0.4, which significantly adds to the computation of the DI parameter. In contrast, the microstructures 

with higher AV levels have less FAM area between air voids and aggregates, and present more contrasting 

values of damage, being usually closer to 0 or to 1. In other words, the damage in the asphalt mixtures with 
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larger AV values is more localized within the replicates and, consequently, more critical to the integrity of 

the specimen. 

 

 
FIGURE 47. Damage index (DI) through time for all cases. Asphalt mixtures with (a) 12.5 mm NMAS, and (b) 19.0 

mm NMAS. Each line corresponds to a HMA microstructure. Dotted lines represent the mean DI curve for each 

case. 

 

On the other hand, it is also interesting to analyze the damage index when calculated at the end of the 

mechanical test for all microstructures (Figure 47) versus the mean modulus obtained for every 

microstructure (Figure 44). The results are presented in Figure 48. In this figure, each cloud of points 

represents the results of 100 replicates of HMA with the same value of AV content. These results suggest 

that, for microstructures at a same AV level, the damage index decreases with an increase in modulus. For 

example, using a linear fit for the clouds of points in Figure 48, the DI value for the mixtures with higher 

modulus for each cloud is between 8 and 13% lower than that for the mixtures with lower values of modulus. 

Also, it is interesting to notice that the dispersion of the data (i.e. the “size” of the clouds) increased with a 

change in the gradation of the coarse aggregates. This result indicates that the uncertainty in the mechanical 

response and damage of HMA is affected by the specific aggregate gradation of the HMA mixture. 

As explained before, although HMA specimens with the smaller AV presented larger mean DI values, the 

mixtures with larger AV values seem to present critical localized damage within the specimens. This finding 

led to calculate the actual area that is completely damaged or near to be completed damage within the 

microstructure, and to compare it among cases. This approach eliminates the contribution of the elements 

that have medium levels of damage but that still can support certain levels of strain. In other words, it permits 

to focus on the localized damage phenomena which, from the engineering perspective, is the most 

important when defining the structural capability and reliability of a specific material. The curves of the total 

area that presented critical damage levels (i.e. values of ϕ larger than 0.9) at the end of the mechanical test 

are presented in Figure 49 for all the cases evaluated. 
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FIGURE 48. Damage Index (DI) at 300 seconds versus modulus, for all cases and replicates. Asphalt mixtures with 

(a) 12.5 mm NMAS, and (b) 19.0 mm NMAS. 
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FIGURE 49. Critically damaged FAM area (ϕ greater than 0.9) for all cases. Asphalt mixtures with (a) 12.5 mm 

NMAS, and (b) 19.0 mm NMAS. Average FAM area per sample is 3015 mm² (4% AV), 2715 mm² (7% AV) and 

2416 mm² (10% AV). 

 

In this case, it is noticeable that the microstructures with larger AV values present, in average, higher 

critical damaged area. This is due to the fact that microstructures with 7 and 10% AV have considerably more 

irregularities within the microstructure that promote the localization of damage in the FAM phase. Also, 

when comparing the mean curves in these graphs (i.e. the dotted curves in Figure 49), it is found that the 

average damaged area is approximately 4.5% higher in the mixtures with 19.0 mm NMAS during the 

mechanical test than in the mixtures with 12.5 mm NMAS. In terms of the dispersion of the critical damaged 

area, this value increases with time, with the AV of the mixture (i.e. 30 to 60% higher in mixtures with 10% 

AV than in mixtures with 4% AV), and it also changes with the gradation of the mixture (in this case it is 14 

to 44% higher in mixtures with 19.0 mm NMAS than in mixtures with 12.5 mm NMAS). In other words, the 

uncertainty associated with localized degradation is larger in HMA mixtures with higher total AV values, and 

it is significantly affected by the gradation of the material. 
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The curves from the previous figure were used to calculate the damage rate of the FAM area with critical 

damage. The mean curves for all cases are presented in Figure 50. In this case, it is evident that, for a specific 

gradation, the mixtures with larger AV values tend to present higher velocities of damage propagation 

during the application of the mechanical load. For example, at the end of the test, the rate of damage 

evolution for the mixtures with 10% AV is approximately 18% larger than in the mixtures with 7% AV, and 

70% higher than the mixtures with 4% AV (12.5 mm NMAS). Also, it is observed that for the cases of middle 

and low AV content the velocity of damage is slightly higher in the mixtures with 19.0 mm NMAS. Finally, it 

is interesting to note that, at the end of the test, for the mixtures with a larger NMAS (i.e. 19.0 mm) the 

velocity of damage becomes very similar for the cases with 7% and 10% AV. This result suggests that the 

role of this particular gradation—which contains some larger aggregates—in determining the velocity of 

damage evolution within the FAM phase of HMA mixtures with at least 7% AV is more relevant than the 

presence of additional air voids. 
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FIGURE 50. Mean damage development ratio for all samples. (a) NMAS 12.5 mm, (b) NMAS 19.0 mm. 

 

Location of the first element with maximum damage 

The appearance of the initial ‘failure’ or ‘damage initiation’ (i.e. the moment where the damage function 

equals 1.0 at certain point in the FAM phase) is also an important parameter of study because it provides an 

idea of when and where the specimen could first crack. Figure 51 shows the time to failure of the first 

element of all replicates in all six cases. The results show that there is a considerable dispersion in the time 

at which the first element within each microstructure fails. Generally speaking, damage initiation can occur 

at any moment between 7 and 120 seconds of the test. In average, failure occurs first in mixtures with higher 

AV values. It was also found that the time to damage initiation in the specimens is reasonably well 

represented by a lognormal pdf (Figure 51c). These pdf curves for all cases confirm that damage tends to 

initiate first in mixtures with higher AV values. For example, the expected mean time to initial failure for a 

mixture with a 12.5 mm NMAS is 60.53 seconds at 4% AV, 54 seconds at 7% AV, and 44.28 seconds at 10% 

AV. Additionally, it was observed that failure in each replicate of the mixture appeared randomly over the 

geometric domain of the specimen. Thus, it appeared that for any replicate of a mixture, a crack is equally 

likely to occur in any geometric location inside the material. 

3.3.4 Conclusions on the mechanical degradation in random HMA 

microstructures 

The work presented in this section uses the MG technique to produce random 2-D microstructures of HMA 

to evaluate the role of several features of the microstructure on its mechanical degradation. Specifically, 

aggregate gradation and AV were selected as the two microstructural properties to be evaluated. Thus, sets 
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of microstructures with two distinct aggregate gradations (NMAS of 12.5 mm and 19.0 mm), and three 

different AV levels (4%, 7% and 10%) were grouped into six cases. A total of 100 microstructures or replicates 

were generated for each case, for a total of 600 simulations. These microstructures were subjected to a 

tensile stress of up to 20 MPa during 300 seconds. 
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FIGURE 51. Times until damage initiation for all samples. (a) Mixtures with 12.5 mm NMAS, (b) mixtures with 19.0 

mm NMAS, and (c) lognormal pdf fit of the time to damage initiation. 

 

In summary, it was observed that an increase in AV resulted in lower values of mean modulus in the 

samples, more total overall displacement of the specimens, slightly less mean damage index, more critical 

damaged area, higher damage evolution ratio, and a larger dispersion of all results among replicates (i.e. a 

larger uncertainty in the mechanical degradation). Also, it was concluded that the mixtures with the specific 

19.0 mm NMAS gradation used in this study presented, in average, a slightly smaller modulus, higher mean 

vertical deformation, slightly less mean damage index, greater critical damaged area, and a slightly larger 

damage evolution ratio than the mixtures with 12.5 mm NMAS. Furthermore, the results also suggest that 

damage initiation tends to occur first in mixtures with higher AV values and that the location of the initial 

failure within the microstructure does not follow any specific pattern (i.e. failure is equally likely to appear in 

any location within the mixture). 

It is important to highlight that although only two parameters of the microstructure were considered, 

several other studies in this direction can be attempted. For example, the proposed methodology could be 

used to quantify the levels of variability encountered in HMA replicates in the laboratory, the effect of 

aggregates alignment in the performance of the material, and the study of the impact of non-uniform AV 

distributions in the degradation of HMA materials, among others. 
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3.4 Coupled micromechanical-moisture damage with the 

explicit presence of air voids 

The subsequent part of the dissertation, described in the present and following sections, aims to quantify 

moisture damage process at the micro-scale level after incorporating material heterogeneity, using several 

of the computational tools developed in this study and described in previous sections. In this section, the 

AV phase is included explicitly in the analysis, while is the following section (Section 3.5) this phase is 

indirectly included in the FAM phase using the random field stochastic technique introduced in Chapter 1 

and applied in Chapter 2. 

The objective of the analysis conducted in this section was to use FE modeling, a modified version of the 

non-linear viscoelastic continuum damage formulation described in Section 3.2, and the MG that permits to 

randomly create HMA microstructures, to evaluate the role of different properties of HMA materials (e.g. 

physical and volumetric properties) on the evolution of moisture damage, and its impact on the expected 

mechanical response of the material. Next, the proposed modeling methodology is presented, followed by 

the description of the cases selected for analysis, the numerical results and the corresponding analysis and 

discussion. 

3.4.1 Modeling methodology 

The modeling methodology that was used to study moisture-mechanical damage processes in HMA 

materials at the micro scale makes use of several of the computational tools previously used in this 

dissertation, and is structured in the following steps: 

 

1. The initial step consisted of generating several two-dimensional (2D) random HMA microstructures using 

the MG described in Section 3.1. Two different sets of HMA microstructures were generated. In both sets, 

the gradation and the morphological properties of the aggregates were held constant, while the total AV 

value was changed (i.e. 4% and 10% AV). 

2. Next, these geometrical microstructures were imported into Abaqus, and suitable boundary conditions 

were applied. 

3. Afterwards, physical and mechanical material properties were assigned to each constitutive phase of the 

microstructures. These properties include moisture diffusion coefficients, the elastic modulus of the 

aggregates, and the parameters associated with the CDM formulation described in Section 3.2, with the 

moisture damage module for the FAM phase (Abu Al-Rub et al. 2010, Darabi et al. 2012, Shakiba et al. 

2013). 

4. Subsequently, the simulations of moisture diffusion and mechanical loading application were conducted. 

5. After running the simulations, the results of moisture, mechanical, and total damage that developed 

within the FAM phase of each microstructure were analyzed, and the effect of this damage on the overall 

response of the mixture is evaluated. 

6. Finally, the impact of AV and the physical properties of the FAM phase on the initiation and propagation 

of moisture-mechanical damage was quantified, as well as the uncertainty associated with the response 

of the mixtures. 

Randomly generated HMA microstructures 

The MG described in Section 3.1 was used to produce random geometries of realistic HMA microstructures. 

The specific parameters used as part of this microstructures generation were: 
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- Aggregate gradation: The dense-graded aggregate gradation having a Nominal Maximum Aggregate 

Size (NMAS) of 12.5 mm used in the previous section was selected (Masad et al. 2006). 

- Shape parameters of the aggregates: The shape of the aggregates resulting from the random generation 

process was characterized using the Form and Angularity indexes (FI and AI) described previously. 

Average values of FI, 2.58, and AI, 0.076, were used in this case. These values correspond to typical values 

reported in the literature for aggregates used in the production of HMA materials. 

- Air void size distribution: The same lognormal Probability Density Function (pdf) describing the diameter 

of the air voids that was used in the previous section was used herein for the generation of the polygons 

representing this constitutive phase. 

- Spatial location of the air voids within the HMA microstructure: The same procedure applied in Section 3.3 

was used to guarantee realistic AV distributions with depth within the HMA specimens. 

 

These microstructures, which represent virtual replicates of the mixture, were imported to Abaqus and 

further used to conduct the simulations described in the following sections. 

Mechanical and moisture damage modeling 

The following mechanical constitutive relationships were used to characterize the response of the individual 

constituents of the mixture: 

 

- Aggregates: The response of the coarse aggregates was assumed to be linear elastic, like in the previous 

simulations. 

- Air voids: Air voids were considered to have negligible structural resistance. 

- FAM phase: The mechanical response of the asphalt matrix was modeled using the non-linear viscoelastic, 

viscodamage constitutive relationship of PANDA with the module that incorporates moisture damage 

effects (Darabi et al. 2013a, Shakiba et al. 2013), as presented in Section 3.2. 

3.4.2 Cases of analysis 

Two physical variables of the HMA were selected with the objective of studying and comparing their 

influence on the performance and degradation of the material: (1) AV content, and (2) the coefficients of 

moisture diffusion (Dm) of the FAM phase and the coarse aggregates. While AV is a result of the compaction 

process of the mixture, Dm depends on the physical properties of the individual constitutive phases of the 

mixture. Both the internal air void phase of the mixture and the diffusion coefficients of the different phases 

have been proved to be critical when modeling moisture damage and other environmentally related 

processes in HMA (Caro et al. 2010a, Caro et al. 2010b, Abu Al-Rub et al. 2013, Caro et al. 2014). In total, 

four different cases of analysis were proposed, as follows. 

Two sets of 100 HMA microstructures or ‘virtual replicates’ were created. The replicates from the first set 

had 4% AV, while the replicates of the second set had 10% AV. Besides, from a summary of experimentally 

measured diffusion coefficients (Dm) of FAM and aggregate materials (Arambula et al. 2010), two ‘extreme’ 

values of Dm were selected for FAM and the aggregate phases (i.e. high and low coefficients of moisture 

diffusion). Thus, for each set of HMA replicates at certain AV level, two sets of moisture diffusion coefficients 

were assigned, targeting a low-diffusivity mixture (i.e. low Dm for FAM and aggregates, referred to as LD 

cases) and a high diffusivity mixture (high Dm for FAM and aggregates, referred to as HD cases). This gives 

a total of 400 simulations, as presented in Table 9. 

After implementing the random HMA microstructures in Abaqus, the physical and mechanical properties 

listed in Table 6 and Table 9 were assigned to each phase. Then, the fully coupled mechanical-moisture 

diffusion scheme was used to simulate a moisture diffusion regime. This aimed to reproduce a laboratory 

conditioning process in which water vapor was able to enter into the microstructures through the upper and 
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lateral surfaces of the specimen during 9,000 hours (i.e. one year). The boundary condition consisted on 

applying a normalized moisture content of 1.0 (i.e. moisture content divided by the maximum moisture 

content that represents a saturation condition, 0 represents dry media and 1.0 represents saturated media). 

 

TABLE 9. Test cases of analysis and summary of variables. 

 

Case 
Number of FE 

simulations 1 
Coefficient of moisture diffusion, Dm 2 AV 

    
1 100 Low coefficient of moisture diffusion, LD 3 4% 

2 100 Low coefficient of moisture diffusion, LD 3 10% 

3 100 High coefficient of moisture diffusion, HD 4 4% 

4 100 High coefficient of moisture diffusion, HD 4 10% 

    
 

1 Two sets of unique geometries exist: 100 replicates at 4% and 100 replicates at 10%. 
2 Dm = 26 mm²/s for air voids, all cases (Geankoplis 1993). 
3 Dm = 1.278 ×10-7 mm²/s for FAM, and 8.889 ×10-6 mm²/s for aggregates (Arambula et al. 2010). 
4 Dm = 2.431 ×10-5 mm²/s for FAM, and 2.0 ×10-4 mm²/s for aggregates (Arambula et al. 2010). 

 

During this conditioning process, the replicates were subjected to a controlled displacement scheme 

once every 4 months, i.e. three times during the process, at 3,000, 6,000 and 9,000 hours. Each time, a 

displacement of 0.01 mm (tensile) was applied progressively to the top of the specimen during 0.75 seconds 

(i.e. rate 0.013 mm/s), after which the specimen was unloaded at the same rate. The controlled displacement 

was applied on a rigid plate located on top of the virtual specimen. In terms of the displacement boundary 

conditions, the lower edge of the specimen was constrained in the vertical direction, and the left node of 

this edge was constrained in the horizontal direction; a condition usually used in laboratory tests. A summary 

of all boundary conditions, both mechanical and moisture-related, is presented in Figure 52. 
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FIGURE 52. Moisture-related and mechanical boundary conditions of the HMA replicates. 
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3.4.3 Results and analysis 

The target aggregate area for all specimens was 66%, a percentage that was selected based on values 

reported in the literature (You et al. 2009, Zelelew and Papagiannakis 2011) and also used in previous 

simulations. The analysis of the specimens confirm that this volumetric condition was achieved, since the 

average aggregate area for all microstructures was equal to 65.83%, and the corresponding standard 

deviation was 0.5%. As an example, Figure 53 presents two microstructures of the HMA mixtures generated 

at AV contents of 4 and 10%. 

 

(a) (b)

 
FIGURE 53. Two HMA microstructures, or replicates: (a) with 4% air voids, and (b) 10% air voids. 

 

Meanwhile, regarding the AV content, the replicates at 4% AV had in average 327 air voids (standard 

deviation = 29 air voids), and an average of 824 air voids were used for the 10% AV replicates (standard 

deviation = 43 air voids). The variation in the number of AV is exclusively due to the dispersion of the pdf 

that was used to characterize the air void size distribution. Nevertheless, the AV within each microstructure 

reached the specified target value of 4 or 10%, as observed in Figure 54, which presents a summary of the 

actual values of area of aggregates, FAM and air voids of all specimens. This figure also presents the vertical 

AV distribution of within the microstructures, which, as shown before, properly emulate those reported for 

actual field cores (Masad et al. 1999, Tashman et al. 2001, Castelblanco 2004, Kassem et al. 2008). 

Moisture diffusion and moisture damage 

Figure 55 illustrates the evolution of moisture content in four HMA specimens with different AV levels and 

different moisture diffusion coefficients. At first sight, the difference that causes the two orders of magnitude 

in the coefficient of moisture diffusion in this process is remarkable. While the moisture front had difficulties 

diffusing through the matrix in the low diffusivity (LD) specimens (i.e. the outer air voids were barely 

surrounded by moisture content of 1.0 at the end of the process), moisture diffused easily and rapidly in the 

specimens with high diffusivity (HD), presenting moisture content values that were at least 70% within all 

FAM elements from all replicates at mid-test (i.e. 4,500 hours or 188 days), and it was at least 90% at around 

6,000 hours or 250 days. This means that the HD specimens could reach a state near saturation quite early 

in the simulation. Although Figure 55a suggests that moisture enters at a similar rate in the LD specimens 

independently of the air void content of the microstructure, a more detailed analysis is required to quantify 

the actual differences caused by both AV values (notice the scale of the moisture content in the figure). In 

the case of the final state of the HD microstructures, the normalized moisture content within the mixture is 

slightly higher for the specimens with 10% AV than for the specimens at 4% AV. However, at the end of the 

simulation, all HD mixtures at both AV contents were near saturation (notice that the scale in part (b) of 
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Figure 55 ranges from 0.95 to 1.0). A complete analysis quantifying the influence of Dm and air void content 

is presented next. 
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FIGURE 54. (a) Area of aggregates, FAM and air voids for all 200 geometries, and (b) air void content trend in 

depth for all 200 geometries. 

 

To better analyze the impact of AV and the moisture diffusion coefficients on the process of moisture 

diffusion in the FAM phase, the mean and standard deviation of the moisture content in the FAM are 

reported in Figure 56. In part (a) of this figure, each curve corresponds to the average moisture content in 

all the finite elements of the FAM phase in one random microstructure. In other words, each graph includes 

200 curves (i.e. two cases are presented per graph), each of which characterizes the moisture diffusion 

process within the FAM phase of a virtual replicate. The dotted curves within these graphs are the average 

moisture content values among each group of 100 replicates. 

From this figure, it is possible to verify that HD specimens get almost completely saturated after a year, 

while the LD replicates reach mean normalized moisture content values between 0.15 and 0.22 at the end 

of the process, less than a quarter of the moisture present in their HD counterparts. Also, the LD 

microstructures with 10% AV had, in average, 17.4% more moisture content than the specimens with 4% AV 

at the end of the conditioning process. In the HD microstructures, it was observed that specimens with 10% 

AV content reached a mean normalized moisture content of 90% after 3,900 hours, while HD specimens 

with 4% AV reached this limit at around 4,800 hours, more than a month later. Nevertheless, the normalized 

moisture content at the end of the conditioning process in the HD specimens was almost identical 

independently of the AV value of the mixtures (i.e. a difference of 1% between the specimens with 10% and 

4% AV). These results suggest that the diffusion coefficients severely influence the final moisture 

concentration within the specimens. 
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FIGURE 55. One replicate from each case showing the evolution of moisture diffusion at three instants of time. Cases with (a) low and (b) high moisture 

diffusion coefficient. Notice the differences in the color scales; the lower limits depicted differ between (a) and (b). The lower limit of (b) is 0.95. 
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FIGURE 56. Mean moisture content in FAM for all the specimens: (a) 200 specimens with low and high coefficients 

of moisture diffusion, LD and HD, respectively (note the difference in the y-axis scale), and (b) standard deviation 

of the mean curves. 

 

In terms of the dispersion of the mean curves of the normalized moisture content of the FAM phases, 

Figure 56b represents the standard deviation of the moisture diffusion process among specimens (i.e. 

dispersion of the curves presented in Figure 5a). This figure shows that the variability among LD specimens 

tends to increase with time because the moisture content of these specimens continuously increases during 

the conditioning process. On the other hand, the majority of the FAM elements composing the HD 

specimens rapidly reach saturation during the test, so their variability decreases rapidly. It is noteworthy that 

this dispersion is exclusively due to the fact that each specimen was randomly generated and, therefore, is 

unique. Once again, as it has occurred at previous stages of this study, notice that this type of analysis is 

almost impossible to conduct in the laboratory, where only two or three replicates of a mixture are prepared 

and tested. On the contrary, in this case the model provides the information of 100 replicates, which makes 

it possible to obtain reliable information regarding the dispersion and mean values of the processes 

occurring within the mixtures. 

The behavior of the moisture content within the FAM is analogous to that observed in the development 

of moisture damage, with some important differences. For example, both variables initially presented their 

maximum values near the edges of the specimen because of the selected boundary conditions. Still, as 

moisture has been present for a longer time near the sides of the specimen, moisture damage kept higher 

values near the edges at the end of the simulation, even when the whole HMA specimen was almost 

completely and uniformly saturated. 

Similar to what was presented before for the moisture diffusion process, moisture damage in each virtual 

replicate can be characterized by averaging the value of this variable through time from every element of 

the FAM phase. This results in a mean characteristic FAM moisture damage curve for each replicate, similar 

to those presented in Figure 56. These curves are illustrated in Figure 57a. As anticipated, moisture damage 

was higher in HD specimens, reaching an average value close to 0.3, which is five times higher than the 

moisture damage values in the LD specimens (i.e. values close to 0.06). Moisture damage was also higher in 
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the cases with higher AV values. In fact, at the end of the process, the average moisture damage was 15% 

higher (LD) and 2% higher (HD) when the AV value was 10% compared to when it was 4%. 

 

 
FIGURE 57. Mean moisture damage in FAM for all the specimens: (a) 200 specimens with low and high coefficients 

of moisture diffusion (Dm), LD and HD, respectively (note the difference in the x- and y-axis scale), and (b) 

standard deviation of the mean curves. 

 

In terms of the dispersion of the average moisture damage reported among replicates, Figure 57b 

presents the standard deviation of the mean curves presented in Figure 57a. The trend of these standard 

deviation curves is similar to those of the moisture content, Figure 56b, which suggests that the dispersion 

in the generation of moisture damage is considerably higher for the LD cases in comparison to the HD cases 

(i.e. 4.5 times higher, at the end of the simulation). At low diffusivities, the dispersion of the moisture damage 

among the mean curves was independent of the AV content of the mixtures; on the other hand, the 

dispersion of the moisture damage in the FAM phase for the HD replicates was around 23% higher at 4% 

AV than at 10% AV. In the HD cases, the dispersion is rather low because moisture diffuses rapidly in these 

mixtures, causing a reduction in the uncertainty of the degradation process in these quasi- saturated 

replicates. 

Probability density functions (pdf) obtained from histograms of moisture damage are useful to 

characterize this parameter. Because the behavior of the variables changes with time, the pdfs were 

constructed at the last point of the simulation (i.e. at the end of the year). Figure 58 presents these functions, 

which were constructed using the last values from the curves from Figure 57a. It can be observed that in the 

HD cases, the pdfs of the two variables are ‘displaced’ towards the highest value (i.e. around 0.3), when the 

air void content increases. For the LD cases, the existence of several FAM elements in the central zone of the 

specimens that had small values of moisture content and, consequently, values of moisture damage near 

zero (i.e. no damage, see Figure 55), generates a peak in the corresponding pdfs at the left edge of the 

domain. This peak is off the chart to allow observing the detail at higher values of both moisture content 

and moisture damage. Although it is difficult to note in this figure, the mean value of the pdf increases in 

the cases at 10% AV in comparison to the cases at 4% AV as it can be seen in Figure 57a. 
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FIGURE 58. Probability density function (pdf) of moisture damage for all replicates at the end of the process: (a) 

cases with low moisture diffusion coefficient (LD), and (b) cases with high moisture diffusion coefficient (HD). 

 

In summary, the process of moisture diffusion and the associated evolution of moisture damage were 

strongly affected by the moisture diffusion coefficients of its components, (i.e. HD vs. LD cases), even when 

the geometry of the microstructure was the same. AV was also found to be important, but its effects were 

smaller as compared to those produced by the variation in the coefficient of moisture diffusion of the solid 

phases of the mixture. 

Mechanical damage 

Since the HMA microstructures were not only subjected to moisture diffusion but also to three cycles of a 

tensile strain-controlled scheme, the replicates also developed mechanical damage during the one-year 

observation period. Figure 59 presents a summary of the performance of the different processes occurring 

simultaneously within one HMA replicate having 4% AV and HD properties. 

Figure 59a presents the moisture content uptake of every one of the 12,068 elements within the FAM 

phase of a selected replicate through time, and it also depicts the moisture content within the specimen at 

the end of the conditioning process. In these graphs, the dotted lines represent the average of all individual 

curves (e.g. the average FAM moisture content in all replicates). Meanwhile, every curve in Figure 59b 

illustrates how moisture damage developed in each element within the FAM, as a consequence of the 

presence of moisture. Regarding the mechanical damage, Figure 59c shows how this variable behaved within 

the FAM elements through time. As it can be seen, mechanical damage only occurred when the load was 

applied to the specimens and, consequently, it kept constant values between loading cycles. The mechanical 

damage variable in some FAM elements or locations rapidly differentiated from the other values during the 

application of these loading cycles, which represent the zones within the microstructure where localized 

damage initiates. The mean mechanical damage curve (i.e. dotted line) presents low values overall, which is 

a consequence of the large number of elements within the bulk matrix that did not get damaged during the 

simulation, similar to what was reported in the simulations conducted in Section 3.3. This information can 

also be observed in the final state of the microstructure, at the end of the conditioning process, as presented 

in Figure 59c. Finally, Figure 59d presents the total combined damage (i.e. moisture plus mechanical damage) 
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that was developed in every element of the matrix phase through the simulation. The influence of the 

mechanical damage is observed through the ‘jumps’ in these curves that occurred at the three moments at 

which load cycles were applied (i.e. 3,000, 6,000 and 9,000 hours). 

 

 
FIGURE 59. Traces for the 12,068 FAM elements of the first replicate at 4% air voids, high coefficient of moisture 

diffusion (HD). Individual traces of (a) normalized moisture content, (b) moisture damage, (c) mechanical 

damage, and (d) total damage. 

 

In terms of the impact of the moisture diffusion coefficients on the mechanical damage, the calculated 

pdfs show that the average mechanical damage was larger in the HD specimens than in the LD specimens: 

at 4% AV it was 6.6% higher in the HD specimens than in the LD specimens, and this difference was of 4.9% 

between cases at 10% AV. This means that an increase in the coefficient of moisture diffusion of the FAM is 

strongly related to a higher susceptibility of the mixture to mechanical damage, due to the detrimental effect 

of moisture on the mechanical resistance of the mixture. 

On the other hand, the maximum mechanical damage reported at any time within the microstructure is 

also considered a parameter of interest because it provides information regarding the initiation of damage 

within the microstructure. In the simulations, this value differed widely from the mean value of mechanical 

damage registered in the whole specimens. At the end of the simulation, some replicates reached a 

maximum mechanical damage as high as 0.84 (cases at 4% AV) and almost 1 (cases at 10% AV). The average 

maximum mechanical damage was found to increase from the LD to the HD specimens: it increased 3.14% 

at 4% AV, and it increased 0.37% at 10% AV. Additionally, it was found that the total FAM area in the mixtures 

that presented a considerable level of damage (i.e. mechanical damage higher than 0.1 or 0.2) was about 

10% higher for the HD than in the LD specimens. Figure 60a presents the maximum mechanical damage 

that was reported within the FAM phase for all replicates at 10% AV, in both LD and HD cases. Figure 60b 

summarizes the curves of damaged area for the same replicates. 
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FIGURE 60. (a) Maximum mechanical damage value during the third loading cycle for 100 replicates with low and 

high coefficients of moisture diffusion (LD and HD, respectively) at 10% air voids, and (b) percentage of the FAM 

area that exceeded a value of mechanical damage of 0.2 during the third cycle. 

 

The differences in the physical properties between the LD and HD specimens also modified the location 

of the maximum mechanical damage within the FAM phase (i.e. location of potential failure initiation). The 

results showed that around 17% of the maximum damage values appeared in a different location within the 

FAM phase among replicates having exactly the same geometry when the moisture diffusion coefficient 

increased, for both 4% and 10% AV. This means that HMA replicates with identical geometry but with 

materials having different moisture diffusion coefficients had a 17% chance of failing in a different location 

within the microstructure just because of a difference in their physical material properties. Figure 61 

summarizes this information; it illustrates the area of a typical HMA microstructure, where the circles and 

crosses represent the location where the maximum mechanical damage variable occurred for each individual 

HMA replicate for two cases (4% AV, LD and HD, respectively). As observed, in most cases, circles and crosses 

overlap, meaning that damage initiation is expected to occur at the same location of the replicate 

independently of the moisture diffusion coefficient of the aggregates and the FAM phase. However, there 

are cases where the differences in the moisture content within the materials, which resulted from the 

variation of the diffusion coefficient, were enough to modify the mechanical properties of FAM. The result 

is that the damage initiation occurred in a different place within the mixture, making the circles and crosses 

to appear at different locations. 

Overall or macro response of the mixtures 

The reaction force registered at the rigid plate on the top of the microstructures during the application of 

the three strain-controlled cycles was used to characterize the macro-mechanical response of the HMA 

replicates. The results show that the reaction force was more than 20% lower for HD compared to LD cases, 

which is a direct consequence of the impact of moisture degradation processes within the mixtures’ FAM 

phase. Also, this reaction force was 20% lower for the cases with 10% vs. 4% AV (both LD and HD). Figure 

62a presents the reaction force through time for all replicates during the third loading cycle. 
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FIGURE 61. Location of maximum mechanical damage reported at the end of one year of moisture conditioning 

in replicates with 4% air voids. Circles represent the cases with low moisture diffusion coefficient (LD) and crosses 

represent the cases with high moisture diffusion coefficients (HD). 

 

Using the reaction force, and knowing beforehand both the values of the input strain and the dimensions 

of the specimen, it was possible to compute stress-strain curves for each replicate. These curves are 

presented in Figure 62b. The dotted curves in these graphs indicate average values among all replicates for 

the three loading cycles. It was found that the average stress-strain curves decays more rapidly in each 

consecutive cycle in the HD than in the LD replicates. For instance, the stress at the peak of the third cycle 

is around 96% of the first cycle at 4% LD, but it is only 81% of the first cycle at 4% HD. 

Also, the slope of the stress-strain curve during the loading portion of the third cycle was used to 

characterize the modulus of the mixtures. These results can be observed in Figure 62c. As it was expected, 

specimens with high AV yielded lower values of modulus: around 20% less in the 4% AV in comparison to 

10% AV mixtures. Besides, mixtures with higher moisture diffusion coefficient (HD) presented, in average, 

25% less modulus than the mixtures with lower diffusion coefficients (LD). In other words, the deleterious 

effect caused by the presence of moisture causes that those mixtures in which moisture diffused more 

rapidly presented a significant reduction in their overall structural resistance. 

The information from Figure 62 can be also used to quantify the energy dissipated by the microstructures 

during the loading cycles (i.e. the area within the force-displacement loops). This analysis permits to 

conclude that microstructures at 4% AV dissipated the highest amount of energy after three loading cycles 

(i.e. 215.04 mJ and 184.06 mJ for LD and HD replicates, respectively). In comparison, microstructures at 10% 

AV dissipated, in average, 80% of the energy dissipated by their 4% AV counterparts (i.e. 173.85 mJ and 

148.10 mJ for LD and HD replicates, respectively). This result may be explained by the fact that the 

microstructures at 4% AV have considerably more FAM area than those at 10% AV. This extra area allows 

the replicates to dissipate more energy due to viscoelasticity and total damage (i.e. moisture and 

mechanical). Finally, it was also observed that the deleterious effect of moisture on the properties of the 

FAM phase through time causes a change in the dissipated energy during each loading cycle (i.e. dissipated 

energy decreases with time). 
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FIGURE 62. (a) Mean reaction force of individual curves for all cases (third loading cycle); (b) individual stress-strain 

curves for all cases, and (c) calculated modulus during third cycle. 

 

3.4.4 Conclusions on coupled moisture-mechanical damage with the explicit 

presence of air voids 

This part of the study combines different state-of-the-art computational techniques to evaluate the impact 

that material heterogeneity, AV content and the magnitude of the moisture diffusion coefficients have on 

the mechanical response of HMA mixtures subjected to both mechanical loading and moisture effects. HMA 

microstructures generated with the MG were implemented in Abaqus and subjected to a one-year moisture-

conditioning period during which three tensile loading cycles were applied to the top of the specimens. The 

response of the matrix phase of the mixture was assigned as a non-linear viscoelastic, viscodamage, 

moisture-damage CDM formulation. In addition, two different moisture diffusion coefficients were assigned 

to the FAM and aggregates of the mixture. Thus, the role of AV and the moisture diffusion coefficient of the 

components of the mixture in the progression of moisture diffusion was studied, as well as the initiation and 

evolution of moisture and mechanical damage within the different random virtual replicates. 
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In general, it was observed that both AV and the magnitude of the moisture diffusion coefficients of the 

solid phases of the HMA mixture have an impact in the performance of the mixtures and in the generation 

of damage. However, this impact was found to be greater for the moisture diffusion coefficients. Some 

specific findings are: 

 

- Moisture diffusion and its associated damage processes occurred faster in HMA specimens with high 

values of moisture diffusion coefficients. Consequently, moisture damage—understood as the 

degradation of the mechanical capabilities of the HMA mixture—also initiates more rapidly in these 

cases. Similarly, these processes occurred at a higher rate in HMA specimens with higher AV values. 

- Specifically, the normalized moisture content in the HD cases reached 70% at 4,500 hours and 90% at 

6,000 hours within all FAM elements from all replicates. This result suggests that even when using good-

quality aggregates and carrying out proper compaction process to control the total AV content of the 

mixture, the use of a FAM with a high moisture diffusion coefficient may lead to a rapid and significant 

generation of damage. 

- Increasing the moisture diffusion coefficient of the FAM also induced a higher susceptibility of the 

mixture to mechanical damage; this variable was 6.6% larger in the 4% AV HD specimens than in the LD, 

and it was 4.9% more at 10% AV. Also, mechanical damage was observed to be more variable (i.e. more 

uncertain) in the HD specimens. 

 

The use of many random replicates in this study permitted to obtain several values related to the dispersion 

of the response of the mixture (i.e. in terms of moisture content, moisture damage, mechanical damage and 

total damage). Accurate information of dispersion and variability, as the one presented in this section, is 

extremely difficult to obtain in the laboratory due to the limited resources available for these activities, which 

usually restrict the number of experiments to only two or three replicates for each type of mixture. 

3.5 Coupled micromechanical-moisture damage using AV 

random fields 

In the final part of this study, a combination of different numerical tools that were used in previous parts of 

this document is used to evaluate the uncertainty of moisture damage degradation using an indirect 

approach to account for the presence of air voids within the FAM phase. Therefore, in this case HMA 

specimens were assumed to be composed of only two independent phases: (1) coarse aggregates, and (2) 

FAM (with voids). The role of the heterogeneity of these two phases in inducing uncertainty in the response 

and degradation of the mixture was evaluated after subjecting the computational specimens to moisture 

diffusion and mechanical loading processes using a FE approach. As it will be explained next, the random 

field technique used in the macro-mechanical simulations presented in Chapter 2 is used to indirectly 

introduce the heterogeneity caused by the irregularities present in the FAM phase (i.e. AV or fine 

aggregates), without the need of including them as independent entities within the geometry of the model, 

as it was done in the previous two sections. In this way, the heterogeneity of the FAM phase is captured 

while keeping a smaller computational time in comparison to the approach presented in the previous 

section, which makes this technique an interesting alternative for conducting multi-scale modeling at 

moderate computational costs. 

3.5.1 Modeling methodology 

The methodology used in this study has three main elements: 
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1. Heterogeneity using probabilistic-based techniques: The first component includes the use of the MG and 

the matrix decomposition random field technique to generate probable realistic microstructures of HMA 

having a heterogeneous FAM phase, and a random-probable set of coarse aggregates. 

2. A coupled non-linear viscoelastic-moisture-damage constitutive relationship: The second component 

consists of the PANDA continuum damage formulation described in Section 3.2. 

3. FE simulations: The third component is the use of Abaqus to conduct the coupled moisture-mechanical 

simulations. 

 

The general modeling methodology integrates these three components to produce random HMA 

microstructures that account for the heterogeneity of the mixture, and to study their moisture-mechanical 

deterioration when exposed to the simultaneous effects of moisture diffusion and mechanical loading for a 

one-year period. Several simulations using computational replicates of the selected HMA were run, and their 

results were analyzed using probabilistic principles to quantify the magnitude and variability of the response 

of the mixture at both macro- and micro-scales. 

3.5.2 Considering HMA heterogeneity in the computational model 

Heterogeneity in the FAM phase 

Even when the FAM can be considered a continuous phase within the mixture, it does contain an inherent 

level of variability, mainly due to the presence of air voids. Although the microstructural approach applied 

in previous sections has been able to explicitly consider air voids when conducting FE mechanical modeling 

of HMA, alternative approaches may exist that are efficient in terms of their computational cost, which can 

offer new insights into HMA heterogeneity. For instance, as it was done for full HMA materials in Chapter 2, 

FAM heterogeneity can be captured implicitly by acknowledging that the existing irregularities within the 

material affect its physical and mechanical properties at different spatial locations within the specimen. In 

other words, the FAM properties can change in space without explicitly including the actual irregularities 

that cause these variations in the model (e.g. the presence of air voids or fine aggregates). In this part of the 

study, this approach was selected to capture and represent the heterogeneity of this bulk phase though the 

use of two-dimensional random fields, as explained next. 

 AV Random fields in the FAM phase 

The realizations of random fields were used to represent probable spatial distributions of AV contents within 

the bulk FAM phase of the specimens. Therefore, although the air voids are not considered as an explicit 

phase within the FAM phase, they are indirectly accounted for through this approach. Once again, the 2-D 

fields of heterogeneous FAM were generated using the Matrix Decomposition technique. Two steps were 

followed to generate these fields of AV in FAM materials, which resemble the process of obtaining field 

cores from the HMA surface course of a flexible pavement: 

 

- First, as presented previously, probable AV distributions within a compacted HMA layer in a pavement 

structure were generated. These maps of AV values correspond to probable distributions of voids within 

full two-dimensional rectangular asphalt layers having a thickness of 10 cm and a total wide of 240 cm, 

and they comply with the overall considerations on variability and internal disposition of AV that have 

been presented throughout this work (Section 2.1.1). In total, three sets of 100 probable HMA layers were 

generated with target values of AV of 4%, 7% and 10%. Additional input parameters of the random fields 

include a target standard deviation of the fields of 1.4% AV, a vertical correlation length of 2 cm, a 

horizontal correlation length of 20 cm, and an exponential anisotropic correlation function (Equation 1). 

- Once the probable AV fields within full asphalt layers were generated, one specimen was ‘cored’ from 

each layer. The specimen corresponds to a square of 10 cm by 10 cm. Each one of the ‘cored’ specimens 
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contains 100 individual AV values, distributed in a lattice of partitions over the square domain (squares 

of side 1 cm). This process of numerical generation of HMA microstructures resembles the extraction of 

HMA cores from segments of flexible pavement within the same project (i.e. same materials, same design, 

and equivalent construction techniques). 

 

Figure 63 illustrates the process of obtaining AV random fields of the FAM phase of HMA specimens that 

were ‘extracted’ from compacted and heterogeneous HMA layers. The heterogeneity of the physical and 

mechanical properties of the FAM bulk phase is then captured using both the AV random fields previously 

generated and experimental information on the influence of AV on the properties of this phase, as explained 

next. 
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FIGURE 63. (a) AV content of a FAM core, approximated with a random field of air voids, and (b) HMA cores with 

random AV distributions are extracted from layers of a compacted asphalt mixture. 

 

 FAM properties as a function of the internal AV content 

The material properties that control moisture diffusion processes (i.e. the coefficient of moisture diffusion 

of the FAM) and the parameters of the constitutive relationship of the FAM phase are input values for the 

FE simulations. These quantities were calculated at different locations of the FAM phase as a function of the 

expected AV content at that specific location. Therefore, for a random HMA microstructure, the material 

properties of the bulk FAM phase change spatially as a function of the expected AV distribution (i.e. AV 

random field realizations). In this way, the inherent AV variability transcends to also affect the processes of 

moisture diffusion and the mechanical response of the material, in an analog way as it did in Section 2.4. 

An approximate relationship between AV and the coefficient of moisture diffusion for FAM materials, 

DFAM, was established by scaling the trend obtained experimentally by Kassem et al. (2009) for HMA and 

using reported values of DFAM (Kassem et al. 2009, Arambula et al. 2010, Vasconcelos et al. 2011). The 

relationship is as follows: 

 

   13.56661 1092.96504 10
AV

FAMD e
   [22] 
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In Equation 22, AV has units of percentage (e.g. 4%, 7%), and the coefficient of moisture diffusion DFAM 

has units of m²/h. It is important to notice that reported values of DFAM vary from as low as 1.28×10-13 m²/s 

(Kringos et al. 2008) to as high as 2.54×10-10 m²/s (Arambula et al. 2010). The relationship used in this study 

produces values that are intermediate to these two extremes for input AV values between 2% and 16%. 

While Equation 22 is a computational estimate, it is physically sound in the sense that it relates the coefficient 

of moisture diffusion to the AV content, which is a direct indication of porosity. It should be noted that more 

advanced equations that also include AV tortuosity and connectivity can be used within the proposed 

methodology. 

The response of the FAM phase is represented using the coupled nonlinear viscoelastic-moisture-

damage constitutive relationship outlined in Section 3.2. The parameters associated with the presented 

constitutive relationship have been experimentally obtained through detailed laboratory testing activities. 

These tests included cases that permitted to quantify the influence of the AV content of the mixtures on 

those parameters. From these experiments, it has been established that the AV content of the HMA mainly 

affects two of the previously mentioned parameters: (1) the instantaneous compliance Do, and (2) the 

damage fluidity parameter Γvd. The value of Do of HMA mixtures having AV contents of 4%, 7% and 10% has 

been obtained from experimental data (Mehrez et al. 2015, Rahmani et al. 2015), which provides a 

relationship between both quantities. These data, in combination with additional experimentally obtained 

values of Do and Γvd for FAM materials at 7% AV, were used to determine the following correlation functions 

between AV content of a section of the FAM material, and its corresponding values of Do and Γvd. 

 

   13.29834 108
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   [23] 
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D
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In the previous equations, AV has units of percentage (e.g. 4%, 7%), D0 has units of 1/kPa and Γvd is 

dimensionless. 

Figure 64 illustrates one AV random field of the FAM phase of a HMA replicate, the realistic mean vertical 

distribution of the AV with depth of this particular specimen, and the corresponding fields of material 

properties obtained through the use of Equations 22, 23 and 24. 
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FIGURE 64. FAM specimen with its internal AV random field and its corresponding fields of moisture diffusion 

coefficient (DFAM), instantaneous compliance (Do) and damage fluidity parameter (Γvd). The side of each square 

partition has a length of 1 cm. 
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Heterogeneity induced by the coarse aggregates 

To complete the computational generation of accurate HMA microstructures, it is also necessary to include 

the coarse aggregate phase of the HMA. The coarse aggregates of the HMA microstructures were located 

on top of the FAM phase partitions (e.g. directly over the fields observed in Figure 64). The MG presented in 

Section 3.1 was used to generate random sets of coarse aggregates representing those expected in actual 

HMA microstructures. The gradation selected for the aggregate phase of the HMA mixture was already used 

in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 (Table 8, NMAS 12.5 mm). 

As it has been presented, the MG has the ability to control specific parameters of the aggregates. In this 

part of the study, values of AI and FI of 0.076 and 2.58, respectively, were selected. The mechanical behavior 

of these aggregate particles was assumed again to be linear elastic with a modulus of 25 GPa and a Poisson's 

ratio of 0.16. These values were assigned together with a coefficient of moisture diffusion of 3.6×10-7 m²/h 

(Arambula et al. 2010), which is about 10 orders of magnitude higher than the average coefficient of 

moisture diffusion for the FAM at 7% AV. 

Geometry of the HMA microstructures 

After following the previous procedures, computational HMA microstructures composed of a random coarse 

aggregate structure and a heterogeneous FAM phase with random mechanical and physical properties, were 

generated. An example of a HMA microstructure produced using this methodology is presented in Figure 

65. 
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FIGURE 65. HMA microstructure constructed after considering heterogeneity in both the FAM and the coarse 

aggregates. The AV in the FAM phase is associated with its corresponding fields of DFAM, Do and Γvd. 

 

3.5.3 Cases of study 

The two sources of inherent heterogeneity of HMA were combined into five cases to study their relative 

impact on the variability of the expected degradation of the material. Each case is composed of 100 different 

HMA microstructures, and an equivalent number of simulations. The following are the five cases of study: 

 

- Case 1, including only FAM heterogeneity: In this case, the properties of the FAM phase vary among 

realizations but all HMA replicates share the same coarse aggregate microstructure (i.e. one fixed or 

constant set of coarse aggregates). The average value of AV content of the FAM phase used in the 

generation of AV random fields for this case was equal to 7%, and the total area of the coarse aggregates 

was 66% of the total specimen area. 
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- Case 2, varying the properties of the FAM (AV 7%) and the coarse aggregate phase: In this case, each 

microstructure with variable spatial properties in the FAM also has a different coarse aggregate phase. 

This condition is the most realistic representation of the actual heterogeneity of HMA. A comparison 

between the results from this case and Case 1 is useful to evaluate the contribution of the heterogeneity 

of each individual phase of the HMA material in the variability of the mechanical response of the mixture. 

- Case 3, varying the total coarse aggregate area: This case is similar to Case 2 (i.e. both sources of HMA 

heterogeneity are considered) but the HMA microstructures have a lower area of coarse aggregates (52% 

of the specimen area). A comparison between Case 2 and Case 3 permits to evaluate the effect of having 

a higher/lower aggregate area within HMA mixtures. 

- Cases 4 and 5, different AV contents: These cases are similar to Case 2, but the impact of the average AV 

content of the mixture is considered. Thus, Case 4 consists of HMA microstructures with 4% AV content 

and Case 5 consists of HMA microstructures with 10% AV content. Cases 2, 4 and 5 permit to compare 

the effect of varying the target AV content of the specimens. 

 

A visual summary of the proposed cases of study is presented in Figure 66, while Figure 67 illustrates the 

applied boundary conditions, mechanical loading, and moisture conditioning during the FE simulations of a 

typical HMA microstructure. In all cases, the specific conditions of the physical-mechanical virtual tests 

conducted on the HMA microstructures using Abaqus were as follows: 

 

- A saturated moisture condition was applied to the external boundaries of the specimen, with the 

exception of the lower edge, for a total duration of 9,000 hours (i.e. approximately a year). 

- A rigid plate located on top of the HMA specimen was used to apply a loading-unloading condition to 

the sample. A triangular displacement-controlled scheme with a maximum displacement of 0.01 mm 

during 1.5 seconds (i.e. displacement rate of 6.67×10-3 mm/s) was applied three times over one year with 

intervals of 3,000 hours. The plate was restrained from rotation and horizontal displacement. 

- HMA microstructures were restrained from vertical displacement on its bottom edge, and from horizontal 

movement in the lowest node on the left corner. This boundary condition resembles the condition of an 

unconfined asphalt specimen tested in the lab in tension and/or compression. 

3.5.4 Results and analysis 

Heterogeneity of the FAM phase 

An example of the AV random fields of the FAM phase and the corresponding fields of physical (DFAM) and 

mechanical properties (Do and Γvd) has already been presented in Figure 64. Based on the information of the 

individual square sections that are used to represent the heterogeneity of the FAM phase (e.g. colored 

squares in the FAM material in Figure 67), it is possible to compute the mean values, as well as the maxima, 

minima and standard deviation of the physical and mechanical properties of this phase throughout the 

specimen. In other words, the information of the random fields in the bulk matrix can be used to study the 

magnitude and dispersion of the properties of this constitutive phase within the specimen. The average 

values of these quantities for the 100 realizations are presented in Table 10. As it can be observed, the AV 

fields comply with the proposed mean target values of 4%, 7% and 10%, as required. Nevertheless, the 

replicates still present considerable levels of variability due to their random nature. 

Fields of FAM material properties can also be summarized through the use of ‘mean fields’, as it was 

done in Chapter 2. In this case, a mean field contains the average of a given property at every spatial location 

from the group of 100 realizations that compose a case of study. A similar procedure can be performed to 

compute the standard deviation field of the FAM phase properties. These mean and standard deviation 

fields summarize the average and dispersion values of the properties of this fine phase within the HMA 

specimen. Figure 68 presents these two fields for the physical and mechanical properties of all HMA 
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specimens, i.e. with target AV values of 4%, 7% and 10%. The fields of Γvd are not included in this figure since 

they are qualitatively identical to those of Do. 
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FIGURE 66. Combination of the two sources of heterogeneity in five cases of study. 
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FIGURE 67. Summary of the environmental and mechanical loading conditions applied to a computational HMA 

microstructure during a FE simulation. 
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TABLE 10. Summary of characteristic parameters of the fields of physical and mechanical properties. 

 

Variable AV target Average of the Parameter    

  Minimum Mean value Maximum  Standard deviation 

       
 4% 1.9586 4.4383 7.3192  1.2282 

AV [%] 7% 4.3353 7.0215 11.0564  1.5697 

 10% 6.8044 9.9145 15.2350  1.9974 

       
 4% 1.73×10-12 4.61×10-12 1.22×10-11  2.29×10-12 

DFAM [m²/h] 7% 4.09×10-12 1.28×10-11 5.01×10-11  9.95×10-12 

 10% 1.00×10-11 4.33×10-11 2.40×10-10  5.10×10-11 

       
 4% 6.55×10-8 8.67×10-8 1.03×10-7  8.30×10-9 

Do [1/kPa] 7% 8.66×10-8 1.01×10-7 1.18×10-7  7.35×10-9 

 10% 1.01×10-7 1.14×10-7 1.32×10-7  7.25×10-9 

       
 4% 1.81×10-20 2.39×10-20 2.85×10-20  2.29×10-21 

Γvd [-] 7% 2.39×10-20 2.80×10-20 3.26×10-20  2.03×10-21 

 10% 2.78×10-20 3.14×10-20 3.63×10-20  2.00×10-21 

       
 

(a) Average fields (b) Standard deviation fields
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FIGURE 68. (a) Mean and (b) standard deviation fields of AV content within the FAM phase, along with derived 

properties of moisture diffusion coefficient (DFAM) and instantaneous compliance (Do). 

 

The expected trend of AV with depth is clearly observed in the mean fields of AV in this figure, and it can 

be seen to persist in all other material properties. The expected variability of each property at every location 

within the bulk FAM phase can be easily identified using the standard deviation field. Figure 68b shows that 

the variability of the bulk FAM properties is higher in the locations with high AV values (i.e. the surface of 

the layer) and that this variability tends to increase with an increase in the target AV value of the mixture. 
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Heterogeneity of the coarse aggregates in the HMA microstructures 

Four sets of 100 HMA microstructures were generated having ‘high’ area of aggregates (66% aggregate 

fraction) for Cases 1, 2, 4, and 5. Another set of microstructures was generated with a ‘low’ area of aggregates 

(52% aggregate fraction) for Case 3. The cases with ‘high’ aggregate area always had the same number of 

aggregates (193), and thus, similar values of area of aggregates. In average, this value was 65.9% of the total 

specimen area of 100 cm². For the cases with ‘low’ aggregate area, the average area fraction was calculated 

as 51.9% of the total area of the microstructure, with 152 aggregates per replicate. Figure 69 illustrates the 

calculated values of area fraction of aggregates for all the generated microstructures. This figure shows that 

there is a low level of variability (CV 0.7%) among the generated microstructures. This low variability suggests 

that the technique used to generate the coarse aggregate phase provides consistent sets of aggregates and, 

consequently, that they can be considered valid computational replicates of the HMA mixture. 
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FIGURE 69. Area of aggregates of the microstructures for (a) the four cases with high aggregate fraction, and (b) 

the case with a lower aggregate fraction. 

 

Mechanical response of the HMA specimens 

As explained in previous sections of this chapter, one important output variable from the mechanical-

moisture simulations is the vertical reaction force registered at the rigid plate located on top of the specimen. 

This variable represents the overall response of the microstructure (i.e. the macro mechanical response of 

the mixture) when subjected to the prescribed displacement-controlled loading. The resulting curves of 

reaction force for the 100 HMA replicates for the five cases, during the third loading cycle, are presented in 

Figure 70. 

The results show that the average reaction force from the microstructures in Case 1 (heterogeneity in the 

bulk FAM) and Case 2 (heterogeneity in both the bulk FAM and the aggregate phase) is similar: 25.4 kN, 23 

kN and 21.1 kN in the peaks of the first, second and third cycles, respectively. Notice that the values of 

maximum force decrease in each loading cycle due to the moisture degradation that is occurring through 

time within the material. The similarity in the overall response of the mixtures in both cases is an expected 

result, because the mean physical and mechanical properties of the HMA microstructures is the same. 

However, the influence of maintaining a constant aggregate configuration in all realizations (Case 1) versus 

incorporating different aggregate structures (Case 2) is observed in the dispersion of the reaction force and 

of all derived quantities such as modulus (i.e. computed as the slope of the line containing the origin and 

the maximum peak stress in the stress-strain curves) and dissipated energy (i.e. area below the force-

displacement curves). For instance, the dispersion of the reaction force among simulations during the third 

loading cycle doubles from 0.26 kN in Case 1 to 0.52 kN in Case 2. This is a first hint that suggests that the 

contribution to the overall variability in mechanical response caused by the heterogeneity of the bulk FAM 

is similar to that caused by incorporating the randomness of the coarse aggregate phase. 
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FIGURE 70. Reaction force in time during the third loading cycle for (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (b) Cases 2 and 3, and 

(c) Cases 4 and 5. 

 

On the other hand, the case in which the microstructures had a low aggregate area (Case 3) showed a 

reaction force that was 35% lower than in those replicates that had a higher aggregate fraction (Case 2): 

13.60 kN vs. 21.09 kN, and also a significant reduction of 19% in the variability in those values (standard 

deviation values of 0.42 kN vs. 0.52 kN). The observed reduction in resistance is due to the presence of less 

total aggregate area, which results in a reduced structural capacity of the mixture. Meanwhile, the reduction 

in variability is due to the presence of less aggregate particles, which induce fewer irregularities within the 

microstructure. 

In terms of the influence of the AV content of the mixture, it was found that this parameter significantly 

impacts the resulting reaction force of the material (Figure 70d): the peak values of the reaction force for 

the third cycle were 22.25 kN (4% AV), 21.10 kN (7% AV) and 20.28 (10% AV), which represent a decrease of 

around 5% in reaction force per 3% AV increment. This result was also expected, because higher AV contents 

are related to less density and, consequently, to less structural capacity. Also, at higher AV contents it is 

easier for moisture to diffuse and degrade the properties of the FAM to a greater extent, also lowering the 

overall reaction force of the material. Additionally, the results show that the levels of variability for the cases 

at 7% and 10% AV were comparable (a standard deviation of around 0.55 kN), while the microstructures at 

4% AV presented the highest variability in the response during the third cycle (standard deviation of 0.73 

kN), with a value that was around 33% higher than that of the cases at 7% AV and 10% AV. 

The corresponding moduli of HMA were calculated and plotted in Figure 71 for each tested 

microstructure during the third loading cycle after moisture degradation. Moduli from Case 1 and Case 2 

remained similar, with mean values of 2123.75 MPa and 2109.77 MPa, respectively. However, the standard 

deviation doubled from 26 MPa for Case 1 to 51 MPa for Case 2 because of the added source of aggregate 

heterogeneity. When the microstructures had lower aggregate area, the values of modulus decreased to 

1357.0 MPa, and this property also decreased with an increase in the AV content (mean values of 2224.6 

MPa at 4% AV, 2123.8 at 7% AV, and 2028.1 at 10% AV). 
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FIGURE 71. Values of modulus for cases with (a) two sources of heterogeneity (Cases 1 and 2), (b) two aggregate 

area fractions (Cases 2 and 3), and (c) different AV contents in the FAM (Cases 2, 4 and 5). 

 

In terms of the dissipated energy of the microstructures during the loading cycles, the results show that, 

in general, the microstructures dissipated in each loading cycle about 7.5% less energy than in the previous 

one. This is a direct consequence of reduction in the structural capacity of the mixtures with time due to 

moisture damage. It should be noted that this trend is observed since the load is applied in controlled-

displacement mode. In other words, microstructures can sustain less force for the same applied 

displacement as the number of loading cycles increases. This is a clear evidence of damage evolution, such 

that the structural capacity decreases with an increase in the number of loading cycles and the moisture 

conditioning period. The energy dissipated in Case 1 and Case 2 was similar. Meanwhile, when analyzing the 

influence of the AV content in HMA, it was found that the mixtures with higher AV contents dissipated more 

energy. For example, the total dissipated energy after the three cycles was 0.2260 J for the case at 4%, 0.2168 

J at 7%, and 0.2093 at 10% AV. Because the cases having higher and lower aggregate fraction (Case 2 vs. 

Case 3) presented significant differences in the values of modulus, to make them comparable, the dissipated 

energy was normalized by dividing it into the average value of modulus for each case. Thus, it was found 

that the total normalized dissipated energy was 4.7% higher in Case 3 (lower aggregate fraction – higher 

FAM area) than in Case 2 (higher aggregate fraction – lower FAM area). 

Moisture content and moisture damage 

The normalized moisture content inside the FAM phase (i.e. moisture content divided by the maximum 

moisture content representing the saturation state), and the value of the moisture-damage state variable, 

ω, correspond to scalar values varying between 0 and 1, where 0 represents no moisture content/zero 

damage, and 1 moisture saturation/total damage. 

Figure 72 presents the mean and the standard deviation field of the normalized moisture content for the 

microstructures in Case 1. This figure shows that moisture entered the microstructure from the edges, as 

intended, with the lowest moisture content reaching a normalized value of around 0.6 (i.e. 60% saturation 

level) in the bottom-center area of the specimen (i.e. far from the edges). The highest variability of the 

resulting moisture diffusion is observed in the same area, which is due to the fact that moisture requires to 

pass through the different sections of the FAM phase, which had different moisture diffusion coefficients. In 

this area, the standard deviation of moisture content reached 0.089, which represents 15% of the average 

moisture content reached in the same area. Qualitatively similar results were also found for the moisture 

damage variable: its lowest value was located at the bottom-center of the sample (around 0.1 at the end of 
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the process) where the maximum variability is also reported, with a standard deviation of around 0.024. This 

is near a quarter of the value of moisture damage around the same area (i.e. moisture damage presents a 

maximum CV of 27%). 
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FIGURE 72. Mean and standard deviation fields of (a) normalized moisture content, θ, (b) moisture damage 

variable, ω, and (c) mechanical damage variable, ϕ, obtained from 100 HMA microstructures with the same 

aggregate microstructure and a heterogeneous FAM (Case 1). 

 

In terms of the effect of introducing different sources of heterogeneity within the microstructure (Case 1 

vs. Case 2), it was found that the final amount of moisture content at the end of the simulations in both 

cases was almost the same, with mean values of normalized moisture of 0.835 for all the elements in the 

bulk FAM phase. This is so because the average bulk FAM area and the aggregate fraction in both cases is 

essentially the same. Besides, even when in Case 2 a new source of heterogeneity was included through the 

existence of different coarse aggregate particles and spatial arrangements, the variability of the mean curves 

of moisture diffusion increased only by 2%. 

This situation significantly changes when the aggregate fraction of the microstructure is modified (Case 

2 vs. Case 3). The total amount of moisture present in the microstructures at the end of the simulation was 

smaller in the case having a lower aggregate area (0.764 vs. 0.837, respectively). This is caused by the 

presence of fewer aggregates, which means less area to facilitate the diffusion of moisture. In other words, 

moisture diffuses easier through the aggregates, which are considerably more porous than the FAM phase. 

At the same time, the variability of the moisture diffusion process was also higher for the cases having a 

lower aggregate area because slight variations in the FAM properties have important repercussions in the 

diffusion process. 
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On the other hand, when studying the impact of AV content of the mixture (Cases 2, 4 and 5), it was 

observed that varying this parameter has relevant effects on the process of moisture diffusion. In general, 

more moisture was able to diffuse though the specimens having higher AV contents, as expected: the 

average moisture content at the end of the simulations was 0.690 (4% AV), 0.8371 (7% AV) and 0.9327 (10% 

AV). Additionally, when there were more air voids, the uncertainty associated with the moisture content 

within the mixture decreased because when the samples are close to saturation; i.e. the moisture content is 

similar among the different locations of the sample. The corresponding values of standard deviation of 

moisture content at the end of the simulations, in average, for Cases 2, 4, and 5 were 0.0439 (4% AV), 0.0348 

(7% AV) and 0.0182 (10% AV), standing for CVs of 6.4%, 4.2% and 2.0%, respectively. 

In all cases, the behavior of the moisture damage state variable, ω, was proportional to that described 

by the moisture content. The magnitude of the average moisture damage that was reached during the 

simulation was considerable, with values in a range of 0.2074 after one year for Case 4 (4% AV) to 0.2716 for 

Case 5, (10% AV). Adding the heterogeneity of the aggregates (Case 1 vs. Case 2) had a negligible effect on 

the average value of the moisture damage variable at the end of the simulation, while reducing the 

aggregate area decreased the mean value of moisture damage from Case 2 to Case 3 by 7%. The dispersion 

of the response of moisture damage increased slightly when the heterogeneity of the coarse aggregates 

was considered, presenting average values of standard deviation of the moisture damage among the 

specimens of 0.00862 for Case 1 and 0.00880 for Case 2 (i.e. a 2% increase). The dispersion of the moisture 

damage variable decreased for the cases having a lower aggregate area (average standard deviation of 

0.0111) and it also decreased with the increase in AV content (i.e. average standard deviation values of 

0.0114 at 4% AV, 0.0088 at 7% AV and 0.0052 at 10% AV). This behavior is analog to what was observed for 

the moisture content parameter. 

The results of the process of moisture diffusion, its dispersion, and the resulting probability density 

functions of the associated moisture damage state variable (ω) are presented in Figure 73. 

Mechanical damage 

The average value of the mechanical damage variable, ϕ, increased progressively during the simulations, 

with each of the three cycles accounting for around one third of the damage. It can be observed from Figure 

72 that, in average, the areas in which critical mechanical damage appeared for the replicates in Case 1 

tended to be the same among realizations, suggesting that the influence of the heterogeneity of the FAM 

has a low impact in the spatial location of the initiation of mechanical damage. Damage localization is 

reported mainly in areas between aggregates where the FAM phase exists as a thin film, forming ‘paths’ of 

areas with high damage concentrations that crossed the samples vertically. The element that presented the 

maximum average value of the mechanical damage variable (ϕ) under the specific conditions of this study, 

reached a value of 0.440 (i.e. 44% of total failure). The standard deviation of the mechanical damage on this 

same element was 0.0157 (i.e. a low value of CV of 3.5%). 

When including the heterogeneity of the aggregates (Case 2), it was observed that the average maximum 

mechanical damage in the HMA replicates at the end of the simulation increased 5.7% in comparison to 

Case 1, passing from 0.440 to 0.465 (Figure 74). This happened because the change in the aggregate 

structure created new areas of strain concentration that could not appear in the unique aggregate structure 

used in Case 1. Perhaps most interestingly, the dispersion from these maximum values among samples 

increased more than six times when considering the full HMA heterogeneity, passing from average values 

of standard deviation of ϕ of 0.0158 for Case 1 to 0.1034 for Case 2, suggesting that the heterogeneity of 

the aggregate phase may have a more important role in controlling the maximum values of the mechanical 

damage than that of the FAM alone. This increment in variability can be observed in the separation among 

curves in Figure 74a vs. Figure 74b. 
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FIGURE 73. Curves of moisture content, standard deviation of the previous curves and average probability density 

function of moisture damage for (a) Cases 1 and 2 (source of heterogeneity), (b) Cases 2 and 3 (aggregate area), 

and (c) Cases 2, 4 and 5 (AV content). 

 

The results also show that the cases of HMA with a lower aggregate area (Case 3) presented lower mean 

and maximum values of mechanical damage than Case 2, due to the higher associated FAM area. While the 

average maximum value of ϕ was 0.465 for the mixtures with higher aggregate area, it was only 0.268 for 

the mixtures with lower aggregate area; a reduction of 57%, which is mainly due to the fewer irregularities 

in the FAM phase that appear among aggregates. The variability of the maximum mechanical damage at 

the end of the third loading cycle in the mixtures with lower aggregate area also decreased, to a standard 

deviation value of 0.091. Finally, higher values of mechanical damage were reported in the HMA mixtures 

with higher AV contents. The average maximum values of the mechanical damage variable, ϕ, at the end of 
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the simulation were 0.412 at 4% AV, 0.465 at 7% AV, and 0.516 at 10% AV. This means that when the AV 

content was incremented by 3%, the maximum mean value of mechanical damage in the HMA 

microstructure increased more than 10%. 
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FIGURE 74. Maximum value of mechanical damage for 100 replicates from (a) Case 1 (heterogeneity only in the 

FAM phase), and (b) Case 2 (heterogeneity both in the FAM and the aggregate phases). 

 

3.5.5 Conclusions on coupled micromechanical-moisture damage using AV 

random fields 

This final section of the dissertation studied the coupled mechanical-moisture response and deterioration 

of HMA mixtures after indirectly incorporating the source of heterogeneity induced by the air voids within 

the bulk FAM phase through the use of random fields. Several computational specimens were randomly 

developed and subjected to one year of moisture diffusion, and to a mechanical loading-unloading pulse 

that was applied in three different moments during the year, similar to what was conducted in the 

simulations run in the previous section. Although a single HMA mixture with a constant gradation was used, 

five cases with different aggregate fractions (aggregate area of 66 and 52% of the total area of the mixture), 

and three different AV values (4, 7 and 10%) were analyzed. Each case was represented by a total of 100 

HMA microstructures. The main results obtained from the numerical simulations were: 

 

- The contribution of FAM heterogeneity to the overall variability of the macro-mechanical response of 

the mixture (i.e. reaction force) was similar to that of the coarse aggregate phase. This means that the 

variability of the overall response of the HMA depends equally on these two sources of heterogeneity. 

Mixtures with a lower aggregate fraction presented smaller values of reaction force, as well as a reduction 

in the variability of this response. Similarly, mixtures with higher AV contents presented lower values of 

reaction force, although the dispersion of these force values was not consistently affected by the AV 

content of the mixture. 

- Moisture content reached lower values at locations in the center of the specimen, far from the edges 

exposed to a saturated boundary condition. However, the variability of moisture content in these same 

areas was the highest. Besides, mixtures with lower aggregate areas presented lower values of moisture 

content at the end of the simulations and a higher variability in this process. Microstructures with larger 

AV values presented higher amounts of diffused moisture; however, the areas in these specimens that 

reached moisture content values near saturation presented the smallest values of dispersion. The 

inclusion of the aggregate heterogeneity did not significantly affect the dispersion of the process of 

moisture diffusion, indicating that the variability associated with this diffusion process mainly comes from 
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the FAM heterogeneity. Qualitatively, the behavior of the moisture damage variable was proportional to 

that described for the moisture content. 

- It was observed that the HMA microstructures that only included the heterogeneity of the FAM phase 

had a small influence on the spatial location and variability of the maximum values of mechanical 

damage. This suggests that the variability of the mechanical degradation of the mixture comes mainly 

from the heterogeneity of the aggregate phase. Mechanical damage was observed to concentrate in the 

FAM phase between aggregates. Consequently, samples with lower aggregate area presented lower 

values of mechanical damage and a smaller dispersion in this variable. A higher percentage of AV in the 

mixture correlated to higher values of mechanical damage, even though the dispersion of this response 

did not behave consistently with the AV content. 

 

The main difference between the modeling approaches in the last two coupled mechanical-moisture 

models lies in the approach that was used to incorporate the heterogeneity induced by the air void phase. 

While in the first approach (Section 3.4) the air voids were treated as an independent phase, in this second 

effort (Section 3.5) the spatial AV variability was indirectly included through the use of AV random fields 

within the FAM phase. The environmental and mechanical conditions of the test were the same for both 

approaches. However, it should be noted that the coefficients of diffusion of the constitutive phases in 

Section 3.4 were unique and ‘extreme values’, while in Section 3.5 these values were variable (in the case of 

the FAM) and only one ‘intermediate’ mean value was considered. Also, a unique value of AV content (7%) 

was considered in the last approach, while two values (4% and 10%) were used in Section 3.4. Still, the results 

of moisture and mechanical damage between approaches were consistent in both approaches with the 

corresponding values of AV and coefficients of moisture diffusion. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER FOUR 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 
 

 

4.1 Summary 

This study explored a number of computational methodologies to quantify the impact of material 

heterogeneity in the response of HMA mixtures and flexible pavement structures. An introduction to HMA 

and heterogeneity was presented first (Chapter 1), together with a brief background on the topics of air 

voids (AV) in HMA materials and random fields theory, a stochastic tool that was selected for representing 

probable spatial AV distributions within HMA. Afterwards, several modeling methodologies to account for 

material heterogeneity and variability as part of the mechanical modeling of HMA were further explored. 

These approaches included approximations at both the macro (Chapter 2) and micro (Chapter 3) scales, as 

summarized next. 

4.1.1 Macro scale approaches 

This part of the study (Chapter 2) presented a methodology to consider HMA heterogeneity induced by the 

internal AV distribution as part of the computational analysis of the macro mechanical response of asphalt 

layers in pavement structures (Section 2.1). This methodology efficiently combined the generation of 

random fields through the Matrix Decomposition technique (El-Kadi and Williams 2000) with FE modeling. 

After that, an additional method was explored for studying material variability without considering AV 

heterogeneity. As the random fields approach, the alternative methodology (homogeneous) used 

probabilistic theory, FE modeling and simulation techniques, but it considered the asphalt layer as a 

homogeneous material, in contrast with the previous methodology that used random fields to capture the 

spatial variability of material properties within the layer. The two methodologies were compared, and it was 

concluded that the random fields approach that accounted for the spatial variability of HMA was more 

effective in capturing the uncertainty associated with the mechanical response of the mixture than the 

homogeneous approach. Thus, it was considered that the random fields methodology was well suited for 

continuing with the study of variability in the behavior of asphalt layers subjected to the combined effect of 

loading and environmental conditions (Section 2.2). 

Thus, the focus of the study turned towards considering the effect of environmental variables such as 

temperature and moisture on the response of asphalt materials. The role of AV heterogeneity of asphalt 

mixtures on the thermo-mechanical response of asphalt courses was first evaluated (Section 2.3), followed 

by the study of the response of asphalt pavement layers subjected to the coupled effects of moisture 

diffusion and mechanical loading (Section 2.4). 
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4.1.2 Micro scale approaches 

In the first section of the micro-structural approaches (Chapter 3), this dissertation presented a novel 

modeling technique to computationally generate probable two-dimensional HMA microstructures with 

controlled parameters such as aggregate gradation, AV content and spatial disposition: the Microstructure 

Generator (MG). This technique permits to directly incorporate heterogeneity since the resulting HMA 

random microstructures explicitly depict aggregates and air voids (Section 3.1). The MG was used to 

generate several computational replicates of HMA microstructures, which were implemented in FE to 

evaluate their mechanical response using a viscoelastic-viscodamage continuum damage constitutive 

relationship (Darabi et al. 2012) (i.e. a simplified PANDA constitutive formulation, Section 3.2). 

This methodology was initially used to investigate the role of aggregate gradation and AV content on 

the mechanical deterioration of asphalt mixtures (Section 3.3). The MG was found to be effective in 

producing realistic HMA microstructures, while the proposed mechanical modeling methodology showed 

to be appropriate to evaluate the uncertainty in the mechanical degradation of asphalt mixtures. 

The next section presented a modeling approach to conduct micro scale evaluation of moisture damage 

in HMA materials using the random microstructures generated with the MG. This approach combined the 

previous modeling methodology and the constitutive PANDA formulation with an additional moisture 

damage module (Shakiba et al. 2013). The HMA replicates were used as the model geometry in FE and they 

were subjected to a one-year moisture-conditioning regime. During this time, a mechanical load was 

periodically applied. The mean and dispersion values related to the evolution of moisture and mechanical 

damage were identified, and the effects of varying the AV content and the moisture diffusion coefficient of 

the asphalt matrix or FAM were assessed (Section 3.4). It was observed that the magnitude of the diffusion 

coefficient of the FAM phase played a main role in the overall degradation process of the mixture, even 

superior to the role of the total AV content of the material. 

Finally, a model that considered two different sources of heterogeneity in the microstructure of the HMA 

was utilized to study the uncertainty of the mechanical-moisture degradation of the mixture (Section 3.5). 

These two heterogeneity sources were the spatial variability of the properties within the bulk FAM phase of 

the mixture, and the variations in the location and shape of the coarse aggregate particles. The heterogeneity 

of the bulk FAM phase was assumed to be exclusively dependent on the internal AV distribution of the 

mixture and it was modeled using random fields. However, in contrast to the macro scale approaches used 

in Chapter 2, the heterogeneity of the coarse aggregates was accounted for by randomly generating realistic 

probable aggregate distributions using the MG. The combination of both sources of heterogeneity 

produced several HMA microstructures that were computationally subjected to moisture diffusion and 

mechanical loading. In the mechanical simulations, the same simplified non-linear viscoelastic-

viscodamage-moisture damage PANDA formulation that was used in the previous section was used to 

characterize the response of the bulk FAM phase. The simulations proved that both sources of heterogeneity 

were equally important to account for the overall variability in the moisture-mechanical internal degradation 

of the mixtures. 

4.2 General conclusions 

The proposed modeling methodologies have enabled an effective consideration of material heterogeneity 

as a source of uncertainty in the performance of asphalt materials. These methodologies were effective in 

reproducing internal void distributions observed in compacted asphalt layers in the field, which is a valuable 

feature when performing macro and micro mechanical modeling of flexible pavements. Regarding the 

coupling with environmental effects, the results demonstrate that both temperature and moisture diffusion 

significantly influence the magnitude and dispersion of the macro and micro mechanical response of asphalt 
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pavement layers. The methodologies herein presented were able to account for the variability in the 

coefficients of thermal and moisture diffusion and the viscoelastic properties of the HMA at the multi-scale 

level. 

Some of the main specific conclusions obtained from each section are presented next. Additional specific 

conclusions to each part of the study were presented at the end of the corresponding section in the 

document. 

4.2.1 Macro scale approaches 

- Studying the impact of AV heterogeneity on the mechanical performance of HMA using random fields 

(Section 2.1): AV variability was observed to have a strong influence on the uncertainty of the mechanical 

response of the asphalt course. In other words, the quality of the compaction process is paramount in 

determining the reliability of the mechanical performance of asphalt layers within pavement structures. 

Indeed, it was demonstrated that asphalt courses that had a deficient compaction process (i.e. high AV 

dispersion) resulted in higher dispersion values of the horizontal strain within the layer, or εh. The results 

also suggested that the AV correlation lengths of the random fields had a minor impact on the 

mechanical performance of the asphalt layers in terms of the tensile strain values within the layer, and 

that they had a moderate impact on the dispersion of these values. 

 

- A ‘homogeneous’ alternative to incorporate variability of material properties (Section 2.2): The main 

difference between the two methods considered (i.e. random fields and homogeneous) was detected in 

the dispersion of the mechanical response of the asphalt course. The results showed that including the 

spatial variability of material properties, as it is done by the random field technique, is useful to obtain a 

better insight of the actual structural reliability of a pavement structure. While the mean values of εh 

within the asphalt course were similar in both approaches, the dispersion differed widely, since there are 

probable extreme values of εh that do not occur in the homogeneous case but that are effectively 

captured by the random fields approach. These extreme cases might compromise the actual performance 

of the pavement structure. Therefore, using a homogeneous approach that accounts for the variability 

of the material properties but not for their heterogeneity might underestimate the actual uncertainty 

related to the performance of a flexible pavement. 

 

- Thermo-mechanical coupling (Section 2.3): The coupled thermo-mechanical simulations showed that the 

magnitude of the temperature within the asphalt layer among different probable realizations was more 

dispersed in the ‘warm’ than in the ‘cold’ cases. The results also suggested that more dispersed AV values 

(i.e. a poor compaction process) are related with less predictable temperature distributions within the 

layer. In fact, more dispersed AV contents within the layer heavily affected the standard deviation of the 

maximum tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer. Also, it was observed that loading the 

pavement when the temperature within the asphalt layer is high increased the magnitude of the mean 

εh values and it also increased the variability of the resulting strains, particularly if AV were highly 

dispersed. 

 

- Moisture-mechanical coupling (Section 2.4): In the moisture-mechanical simulations, it was observed that 

the upper boundary moisture regime representing in situ conditions rapidly induced an initial amount of 

moisture to the top of the layer during the first days of service of the pavement. However, the lower 

moisture boundary condition imposed in the pavement controlled the diffusion process in the long term. 

The variability of the relative humidity or RH within the layer presented a peak at 30 days, and it was still 

considerably high at 60 days. However, RH values converged among realizations after 120 days of the 

service life of the pavement. In terms of the mechanical response of the layer, the values of εh increased 
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consistently as a function of time, with the progression of moisture diffusion. In general, it was proven 

that the existence of moisture diffusion processes within the pavement caused a decrease in the 

structural capacity of HMA and, consequently, an increase in εh values, which represents a rise in the 

probability of failure of the material. 

4.2.2 Micro scale approaches 

- Micromechanical degradation of HMA (Section 3.3): The MG generated realistic HMA microstructures, with 

internal AV distributions that properly emulated those found within field-compacted cores. The 

simulations using these random microstructures, FE modeling and the simplified PANDA non-linear 

viscoelastic and viscodamage constitutive formulation, showed that the magnitude and dispersion of the 

degradation of HMA materials was highly affected by their inherent heterogeneity (i.e. aggregate 

gradation and AV content). The dispersion of the overall displacement of the specimen through time 

among different replicates of a single mixture increased with time and it increased with an increase in 

the total AV content. The variability induced by the random generation of the microstructure made it 

possible that, for instance, a specimen with 7% AV presented a similar structural capacity than a specimen 

with 10% AV. The possibility of including these extreme phenomena, which may as well appear in real 

pavement structures, is a valuable contribution of the proposed micro scale modeling methodology. For 

microstructures at a same AV level, the mechanical damage index or DI (i.e. overall damage within the 

FAM phase) decreased with an increase in modulus. Although HMA with a smaller AV content presented 

larger mean DI values, the mixtures with a larger AV content presented critical localized damage within 

the specimens. The uncertainty associated with localized degradation was larger in HMA mixtures with 

higher AV contents, and it was significantly affected by the gradation of the material. Also, damage 

initiation was reported to occur between 7 and 120 seconds of the mechanical test, starting first in 

mixtures with higher AV values. The location of failure within the replicates appeared randomly over the 

geometric domain of the specimen. Thus, a crack was equally likely to occur in any geometric location 

inside the material, independently of its AV content or aggregate gradation. 

 

- Coupled micromechanical-moisture damage with the explicit presence of the AV phase (Section 3.4): The 

process of moisture diffusion and the associated evolution of moisture damage were strongly affected 

by the moisture diffusion coefficients of its components (low moisture diffusion coefficients or LD cases 

vs. high moisture diffusion coefficients or HD cases) even when the geometry of the microstructure was 

kept constant. AV content was also found to be significant in affecting the progression of moisture within 

the microstructure and its corresponding deleterious processes, but its effects were smaller as compared 

to those produced by the variation in the coefficient of moisture diffusion of the solid phases of the 

mixture. In fact, the average moisture and mechanical damage was larger in the HD specimens than in 

the LD specimens. In other words, an increase in the coefficient of moisture diffusion of the FAM phase 

is strongly related to a higher susceptibility of the mixture to mechanical damage, due to the detrimental 

effect of moisture on the mechanical resistance of the mixture. The differences in the physical properties 

between the LD and HD specimens also modified the location of the maximum mechanical damage 

within the FAM phase (i.e. location of potential failure initiation). Finally, the detrimental effect caused by 

the presence of moisture produced that those mixtures in which moisture diffused more rapidly 

presented a significant reduction in their overall structural resistance. 

 

- Coupled micromechanical-moisture damage using AV random fields (Section 3.5): The simulations that 

included heterogeneity within the FAM phase of the HMA (AV random fields) and through the random 

generation and location of the coarse aggregate phase, showed that the variability of the bulk FAM 

physical and mechanical properties was higher in the locations of the specimen that had higher AV values 
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(i.e. the surface of the layer) and this variability increased with an increase in the target AV content of the 

mixture. When a strain-controlled loading scheme was applied to the HMA specimen after letting 

moisture to diffuse within the microstructure, it was observed that the values of the resulting reaction 

force decreased in each loading cycle, showing the degradation of the material caused by the presence 

of diffused moisture. The results also suggested that the contribution to the overall variability in the 

mechanical response caused by the heterogeneity of the bulk FAM was similar to that caused by 

incorporating the randomness of the coarse aggregate phase. It was also observed that a reduction in 

the total aggregate area within an HMA microstructure reduced the structural capacity of the mixture. 

However, this also reduced the variability in the mechanical response of the mixture because of the 

presence of less aggregate particles, which induce fewer irregularities within the microstructure. As a 

consequence, the cases with a lower aggregate area presented lower values of mechanical damage due 

to the higher associated FAM area. Also, the variability of the maximum mechanical damage at the end 

of the last mechanical loading cycle in the mixtures with lower aggregate area also decreased in 

comparison to the microstructures with a larger quantity of coarse aggregates. Finally, it was observed 

that higher values of mechanical damage were reported in the HMA mixtures having higher AV contents. 

4.3 Future work 

Based on the advancements achieved in this work through the development of different methodologies to 

incorporate material heterogeneity and variability in the mechanical analysis of asphalt mixtures, the 

possibility is open to achieve new research objectives. Some future works in this interesting topic are listed 

next: 

 

- Construct similar macro and micro scale models that incorporate variability of material parameters in 

other layers of pavement structures different from the asphalt course. 

- Study the contribution of additional sources of HMA heterogeneity, and conduct parametric analysis to 

quantify the impact of other relevant parameters of the mixture different from air voids, on the initiation 

and progression of mechanical degradation or mechanical-moisture damage. These parameters include 

asphalt content, aggregate modulus, aggregate morphological properties, aggregate orientation, 

volumetric proportion of the phases, and HMA modulus. 

- Simulate more complex loading schemes, such as cyclic loading, to study the effect of environmental and 

mechanical loadings on the dynamic modulus and phase angle of HMA materials. 

- Conduct macro scale studies in three dimensions, using random fields created with suitable techniques 

such as the moving average method or the discrete Fourier transform. 

- Quantify the levels of variability encountered in HMA replicates in the laboratory, compare them with 

numerical results similar to those obtained in this work, and evaluate the real impact of current quality 

control specifications used during construction to control and guarantee material homogeneity. 

- Use the MG or microstructure generator to model new problems related to HMA testing. For instance 

analyze the role of heterogeneity in the fracture properties of HMA specimens (e.g. in semi-circular 

geometries of SCB test or similar experiments), or to adapt the algorithm to generate microstructures of 

asphalt mixtures different from the conventional dense-graded HMA (e.g. open-graded HMA specimens). 

- Perform specific studies on structural reliability in pavements at the macro scale level where the material 

performance is directly evaluated. If the constitutive PANDA formulation is used, key variables such as 

fatigue or rutting can be evaluated. Also, it could be possible to quantify the impact of AV-induced 

variability in the performance, life-cycle analysis and degradation of pavement structures. 
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- Make use of the most recent advancements that have been included in the PANDA framework to conduct 

probabilistic mechanical simulations of HMA materials. This could permit, for instance, to study oxidation 

and/or healing, two phenomena that were not considered in the present study. 

- Modify or refine the MG code to include, for example, the interface between aggregates and mastic as 

an independent phase, and incorporate the role of other properties of the void phase (such as 

connectivity) to evaluate the susceptibility of the mixture to environmental degradation processes. 
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